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ABSTRACT 
Ryan Lavalley: Doing Occupation Together: Transformations of a Senior Center  
Welcoming Spanish-Speaking Older Adult Immigrants 
(Under the direction of Antoine Bailliard) 
 
 Immigration and community responses that accompany it significantly impact 
immigrant and community member well-being, occupational opportunities, and occupational 
justice. Understanding the communal relationships that emerge and change as immigrants 
enter into new spaces supports more equitable and just occupational experiences for this 
population. However, current theoretical perspectives within the occupational science 
discipline require development to effectively conceptualize and investigate these community 
level phenomena. This dissertation seeks to examine and characterize the community 
occupations of a senior center welcoming Spanish speaking older adult immigrants to expand 
knowledge that supports occupational opportunities and justice for this population. Using an 
ethnographic approach including participant observations, individual interviews, community 
mapping activities, document review, and reflective journaling, a rich and layered 
examination of the senior center community was possible. The findings of the study reveal 
the complex and historical relationships that yield community formation. These relationships 
sometimes welcomed Spanish speakers and in other instances furthered their isolation among 
the community, engendering both inclusion and exclusion in community norms. 
Additionally, this study identified the great potential for occupational science research to 
encourage collaborative social inquiry and positive social transformation. In all, this 
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dissertation uncovers a resilient and thriving nature of both older adults and changing 
communities in our world. It offers a dynamic and optimistic vision for community change 
and presents examples of the potential for social transformation through an occupational lens. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
“People who shut their eyes to reality simply invite their own destruction, and anyone 
who insists on remaining in a state of innocence long after that innocence is dead turns 
himself into a monster.” – James Baldwin (1955) 
 
 
Refugees and immigrants face human rights violations, violence, and xenophobia in 
countless nations across the world. In the United States, anti-immigrant rhetoric and 
government sanctioned violence continue to threaten the well-being of both travelers and 
long-time immigrants seeking safety, opportunity, and family. Structural racism and 
economic injustice maintain hegemony across the nation, affecting immigrants of all 
generations.  According the U.S. Census Bureau, the Latinx community is the largest racial 
minority within the U.S., bringing and cultivating culture from nearly 20 distinct countries to 
the U.S. In 2017, this population made up 18.1% of the U.S. population and is expected to 
grow by approximately 1% every five years, reaching a projected 28% in 2060. 
Approximately 7% of the Latinx population in the U.S. in 2017 was over the age of 65, and 
are especially at risk for health concerns (Lum & Vanderaa, 2010). Seeking inclusion and 
participation for this population in a time of unprecedented globalization and migration 
requires discernment and collaboration across local and international communities.  
Occupational scientists are interested in supporting and protecting the rights of all 
individuals to participation and occupation, especially those who are marginalized or 
vulnerable. To comprehend the complex networks through which these vulnerable 
populations experience occupational possibilities, a shift from individual conceptualizations 
of occupation to community-based lenses is necessary. For occupational scientists, critiquing 
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the historic individual conceptualization of occupation has challenged us to recognize and 
consider societal inequities that shape occupational possibilities (Dickie, Cutchin, & 
Humphry, 2006; Laliberte-Rudman, 2013). Attending to the well-being of marginalized 
populations requires understanding the situation through which people are inextricably 
embedded. Occupational scientists are interested in turning our attention toward 
understanding the influence of social determinants and factors forming health and well-being 
among communities. Recognition of the power of an occupation-based approach for 
encouraging social transformation in communities is growing on a global scale (Laliberte-
Rudman et al., 2018).  Movements to facilitate health, well-being, and participation through 
development of communities rather than individual intervention are emerging. Because of 
this, occupational scientists are developing theory based on pragmatist perspectives that can 
conceptualize social transformation occurring across communities (Aldrich, 2018; Cutchin, 
Dickie, & Humphry, 2017; Laliberte-Rudman et al., 2018; Lavalley, 2017).   
Occupational scientists must explore the emergence of occupation across 
communities to be well-positioned to contribute to socially transformative processes that 
support participation, inclusion, occupational opportunities, and human dignity in these 
changing global contexts. Therefore, the impetus for this study was to contribute and expand 
on this emerging topic area. I sought to examine occupational relationships that emerged as a 
community welcomed a vulnerable population. Utilizing this developing theory, I strived to 
account for the inextricably entangled processes experienced by communities doing together. 
A more developed understanding of this process will more effectively inform future 
occupation-based interventions. 
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This project is significant because communities across the United States are 
transforming quickly and becoming more diverse. To effectively support equity and justice in 
the precarious situations that emerge for immigrants, especially older immigrants, it is 
necessary to honor the enfolded nature of social, political, economic, and physical 
relationships that contribute to the functioning of their new communities (Angell, 2014). 
Recognizing the socio-cultural milieu through which occupation occurs is necessary to fully 
comprehend its contribution to human experience. While occupational scientists have 
explored individual experiences of immigration and policy, there is a scarcity of literature 
depicting how communities shift with new culturally and linguistically diverse members. In 
order to mitigate barriers to participation and inclusion, foster human dignity, and prevent 
further inequity, understanding the intricacies of this community transformation is essential.  
Therefore, my overall goal for this project was to conduct a qualitative excavation of 
the community-level occupation of a local senior center and examine how this “communal 
occupation” (Lavalley, 2017) might be influencing the participation of older Spanish-
speaking adults. To achieve this goal, I pursued three aims during a 6-month ethnographic 
process with a community senior center, its staff, and Spanish-speaking participants.  
The first aim was to identify and describe the transformation of personal experiences 
and perspectives of Spanish-speaking elder immigrants and staff through communal 
occupation at a local senior center. Occupational scientists have well established that 
individual occupation is a necessary and influential piece of the human experience (e.g. 
Beagan et al., 2012; Clark et al., 1991; Stadnyk, Townsend, & Wilcock, 2010; Whiteford, 
1997; Whiteford & Hocking, 2012) and that structures and communities influence the 
experience of individual occupation (Bailliard, 2013a, 2016; Dickie et al., 2006; Huot, 2013; 
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Laliberte-Rudman, 2010, 2013). Therefore, within this study, I employed individual 
interviews with staff and Spanish-speaking older adults to offer space to share individual 
experiences of the senior center community. These methods were useful and necessary in 
honoring the potential heterogeneity of experiences within the cohort. Yet they remained 
insufficient in examining the community as a whole. 
The second aim was to identify and describe the transformation of cohort experiences 
and perspectives of Spanish-speaking elder immigrants and staff through communal 
occupation at a local senior center. Occupation emerges from and is influenced by social 
groups and sub-communities (Christiansen & Townsend, 2010). It is essential to recognize 
that these groups may have differing experiences of the same community (Angell, 2014) and 
ensure that the voices of potentially vulnerable or oppressed participants are heard (Fine, 
Weis, Weseen, & Wong, 2003; Lassiter, 2005). To offer a space for sub-community 
discussions, I conducted communal mapping activities separately with Spanish-speaking 
older adults and staff members of the senior center. Further, I conducted participant 
observations that positioned me sometimes alongside staff members and other times 
alongside Spanish-speaking participants at the center. These methods allowed me to 
understand the communities process of change from the perspectives of different cohorts. 
Finally, the third aim was to describe the relationship among the participation of 
Spanish speaking patrons and the communal occupation of the Senior Center. The 
functioning of community relationships affects individual experiences (Bailliard, 2013a, 
2016; Dickie et al., 2006) such that health outcomes, quality of life, and occupational 
opportunities are all affected by community relationships (Huot, 2013; Laliberte-Rudman, 
2010; Stadnyk et al., 2010; Whiteford, 1997). Understanding how a community is 
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functioning as a whole provides a comprehensive description that can reveal how a situation 
impacts individual and cohort experiences (Lavalley, 2017). To characterize the occupation 
of a community, it is useful to study observable changes over time (Dewey, 1927; Lavalley, 
2017). Therefore, I incorporated strategies during interviews, community mapping activities, 
and document reviews to uncover community changes over several years, such as asking 
about the past and future. To explore and confirm the relationship between communal change 
and the Spanish speakers’ experiences, I employed collaborative analytic strategies with 
Spanish speaking participants.  
 Together, the aims of this ethnographic process were to describe a community’s 
occupations over time. It sought to enfold individual, cohort, and holistic perspectives to 
recognize the power of individuals and the situations through which they live. This 
framework was integral in painting a vivid picture of community formation and experience. 
Often, privilege and assumption ignore the voices of those who may be different or do not fit 
so neatly into a community. Therefore, I foregrounded the lived experiences of Spanish 
speaking older adults as both vulnerable new-comers and powerful influencers in the 
community. This complicated, yet more vividly revealed, their roles in community change. 
Comprehensively appreciating community bonds that guide participation and service access 
for these older adults offers insight into barriers and facilitators to participation and 
occupation. These insights are valuable and necessary in supporting the community as it 
moves forward and changes. This study offers a rich examination of this process and 
promises to inform future endeavors supporting the integration, participation, and inclusion 
of Spanish-speaking older adult immigrants. An occupation-based examination of a 
community as a whole portrays a living, vibrant community that is evolving. With this 
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potential for change, spaces and communities that support diverse individuals in diverse 
occupations can be fostered. 
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CHAPTER 2: SETTING THE SITUATION:  
A REVIEW OF CURRENT KNOWLEDGE 
 
“Start where you are, with what you have.  Make something of it and never be satisfied.”  
– George Washington Carver (2017) 
 
Immigration continues to be a significant political and humanitarian concern across 
the globe. Migration can be a harrowing and debilitating experience for migrants and their 
families (Moran-Taylor, 2008; Moran-Taylor & Richardson, 1993). Organizations, in both 
countries of origin and destination, politicize and strategize with the lived experience of 
migrants to buttress development initiatives, political changes, or ideological shifts (Nichols 
et al., 2017). Researchers have used various causes, such as structural and political violence, 
poverty, employment, and familial support to explain the movement of Spanish speaking 
migrants to the United States (Acuña González, 2016). As the number of Latinx immigrants 
grows in the United States, researchers are building momentum in studying the acculturation 
process and its effects on immigrant health and well-being (Abraído-Lanza, Echeverría, & 
Flórez, 2016). To appropriately examine the experience of immigrants entering the country, 
though, a deep reflection on the history of race relations in the United States is needed. 
Structural Racism in the United States 
The United States has a particularly extensive and atrocious history of structural 
racism. Everyday life, policies, spaces, economic systems, and social norms have been 
steeped in racism since the nation’s conception.  Derivative of European religious and 
economic roots, the original colonies that would later become the United States created racial 
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identities (i.e. white and non-white people) to maintain the economic system and capital 
provided by slavery and bond workers (Allen & Perry, 2012b). The wealthy class used race 
to implement social control over the residents of the colonies as they constructed the 
hegemonic social reality of the future United States of America (Allen & Perry, 2012a). The 
“white” identity emerged to specifically privilege European-American residents in and 
exclude non-European-Americans from upward social mobility (Allen & Perry, 2012b). This 
maintained the “necessary” system of slavery (Allen & Perry, 2012b) even after the Civil 
War and supposed emancipation of slaves (Blackmon, 2009). As the country developed, 
governmental policies and legal precedents fashioned social structures, especially around 
citizenship and its associated rights, based on “whiteness” and non-whiteness (Haney-López, 
2006). Nearly every aspect of everyday life was immersed in structures of racial identity and 
racism. 
 These structures have persisted across our country’s history, imbued in every 
economic, social, political, scientific, judicial, healthcare, and religious system in the nation. 
Voting laws (N. N. Jones & Williams, 2018), educational systems (Kantor & Kozol, 2006), 
housing policies (Gonda, 2015), judicial and penal systems (Cole, 1999), healthcare systems 
(Hoberman, 2012), labor markets (Bertrand & Mullainathan, 2004), deep social prejudices 
(Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009), and countless other everyday instances 
of racism have and continue to systematically oppress people of color. This reality affects all 
people who are not considered “white”, including Latinx and Asian people (Acuña, 1972; 
Takaki, 1998). Everyday occupation and ways of doing are consistently emerging through a 
race-based reality, influencing the resources, opportunities, communication, habits, language, 
and beliefs of society.  
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Histories of race are deeply ingrained in the everyday thinking and doing of people 
living in the United states and consistently shape the societal climate around racial justice. 
They construct the foundation for continued racial inequities across the country and foster 
distinct racial tension within United States culture. Specifically, during the time of this study, 
anti-immigration sentiment, xenophobia, and white supremacy were being prominently 
discussed at the national level due to the current president’s election in 2016, various 
controversies regarding confederate monuments (Svrluga, 2018), and continued resurgence 
of white nationalist movements (Tenold, 2018). Further, a historic shutdown of the 
government in relation to funding for a wall between the United States and Mexico occurred 
from December 2018 to January 2019 (Federal Information & News Dispatch, Inc., 2019). 
Spanish speaking immigrants enter into this specific and challenging political context in the 
United States the moment they cross the border. 
Immigrants and Immigration 
Latinx immigrants have historically and continue to face structural challenges from 
public policy, law enforcement, and inter-personal fronts (Bailliard, 2013a). The United 
States government separated over 3,000 Latinx children from their families along the U.S.–
Mexican border in 2017 and 2018 (Office of Inspector General, 2019). Anti-immigrant 
stigma continues to exacerbate racial health disparities through a variety of mechanisms 
(Morey, 2018). Hispanic individuals within the United States face prejudice and economic 
inequality, often leading to higher crime rates in their communities (Light & Ulmer, 2016). 
Further, communities continue to struggle with racial segregation both geographically and 
economically, isolating Hispanic communities from larger social networks (Light & Ulmer, 
2016). Although, resilient immigrants are finding creative ways to endure this distressing 
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situation and manage the societal structures limiting their occupation (Lawson, 2000), it is 
critically important to inform support and intervention targeting disparities in health and 
occupational opportunities for this population. The situation experienced by immigrants is 
especially dire for elder immigrants as they are a vulnerable cohort among an already 
marginalized population. 
Elder Immigrants. Many researchers have examined the social situation of elder 
immigrants (Bolzman, Poncioni-Derigo, Vial, & Fibbi, 2004; Burholt, 2004; Warnes, 
Friedrich, Kellaher, & Torres, 2004), often concentrating on retirees migrating to other 
countries (Ackers & Dwyer, 2004; Casado-Díaz, Kaiser, & Warnes, 2004; Huber & 
O’Reilly, 2004; Innes, 2009). However, what we understand about these populations is 
primarily derived from a European context, a unique situation both culturally and politically. 
Immigration has profound and complex effects on older adults from various socio-economic 
viewpoints (Geest, Mul, & Vermeulen, 2004), and therefore, the different socio-economic 
situations of host countries must be taken into account. Currently there is a significant gap in 
the literature related to elder Spanish-speaking immigrant experiences based in the United 
States. 
Demographers have noted an increase in diversity within the older adult population 
within the United States as early as 2008 (Leach, 2008). While some immigrant populations 
experience better life expectancy and health outcomes than their native-born counterparts in 
the United States, many Hispanic, and specifically Mexican, immigrants have poorer 
outcomes (Scommegna, 2013). Foreign-born Hispanic older adults reported the highest 
proportion of situations of poverty (Lariscy, Hummer, & Hayward, 2015). Ten years ago, the 
majority of first-generation immigrants were middle-aged (35-55 years old) (Vega, 
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Rodriguez, & Gruskin, 2009) and therefore, now may be aging into senior services. After 
immigration, older Hispanic immigrants face significant health disparities within the United 
States including “poorer self-reported health, higher level of depression, and more ADL 
[Activities of Daily Living] and IADL [Instrumental Activities of Daily Living] difficulties,” 
even when compared to native born participants with similar racial and ethnic identities 
(Lum & Vanderaa, 2010, p. 750). Among black, Hispanic, and white immigrants, elder 
Hispanic immigrants had “the worse physical and mental health and functional status” (Lum 
& Vanderaa, 2010, p. 746). Further, elder immigrants must contend with a healthcare system 
that does not easily accommodate cultural differences (Brotman, 2003). The situation of elder 
Latinx immigrants is distressing and research is needed to address these concerns to support 
the health of this population. 
While the immigrant experience can be distressing, older adult immigrants also may 
find an opportunity for change and growth. Becker (2003) emphasized the complex nature of 
space and place for older immigrants, recognizing both the challenges and benefits of the 
immigrant experience as an older adult. This experience is a continued and long lasting 
“identity making or remaking, …the unmooring of identities and the reestablishment of those 
identities” in alternate social and geographical situations for elders (Becker, 2003, p. 144). 
This description portrays a dynamic and flexible older adulthood that may allow older adults 
to find positive adaptations in their new communities. While some might expect older adults 
to lead settled or routine lives, some elder immigrants experience continuous flux and 
transformation as they navigate new spaces and identities, attempting to “create a new kind 
of place in the world for themselves” even in later life (Becker, 2003, p. 144). Exploring 
elder immigrant community experiences will help to understand how this particular cohort 
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navigates continuous change across the community. A developed picture of the community’s 
processes and navigation through them is needed and will more fully support participation 
and inclusion of this population.  
Immigration in Occupational Science. Occupational scientists have often studied 
the emergence of occupation for immigrant populations. It is clear that the process of 
immigration influences and is influenced by specific occupations such as sewing (Boerema, 
Russell, & Aguilar, 2010), cooking and meals (Aronsen Torp, Berggren, & Erlandsson, 
2013), and music (Adrian, 2013). Immigration experiences create shifts in everyday living, in 
sensory experiences, family routines, or caregiving (Bailliard, 2013b; Hon, Sun, Suto, & 
Forwell, 2011; Lencucha, Davis, & Polatajko, 2013). We understand occupation as emerging 
among acculturation, identity formation, health, and healing experiences for immigrants 
(Arola, Dellenborg, & Häggblom-Kronlöf, 2017; Farias & Asaba, 2013; Gupta & Sullivan, 
2013; Kim, Hocking, McKenzie-Green, & Nayar, 2016; Nayar, Hocking, & Giddings, 2012; 
Santos Tavares Silva, Thorén-Jönsson, Sunnerhagen, & Dahlin-Ivanoff, 2017).  However, the 
situated relationships among changing communities remain obscured. Occupational scientists 
often neglect or assume the situations through which immigrants live their everyday lives are 
static and unbending. The complex emergence of occupational experiences at the community 
level is therefore unattended to in work toward positive community growth. 
Societal structures have significant effect on the occupations of immigrants (Huot, 
2013; Huot & Laliberte-Rudman, 2010; Huot, Laliberte-Rudman, Dodson, & Magalhães, 
2013). Bailliard (2013a) described how structures of injustice and inequality shape everyday 
living of immigrants, stressing the importance of understanding immigrant experiences 
within their social situation. That is, to support immigrants, especially potentially vulnerable 
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subpopulations such as elders, researchers must study the situation in which those 
immigrants are living. It is necessary to understand the ongoing formation of communities in 
response to immigration to develop informed strategies that support positive community 
growth. Understanding the situated nature of communal immigrant experiences as 
influencing and being influenced by a changing host community will serve this goal.  
Elder Immigration. Occupational scientists know little, from an occupational 
perspective, about elder Spanish-speaking immigration in the United States; however, 
researchers have explored elder immigration in general (Johansson et al., 2013; Krishnagiri, 
Fuller, Ruda, & Diwan, 2013; Mondaca & Josephsson, 2013; Wright-St Clair & Nayar, 2017; 
Wright-St Clair et al., 2017).  Past experiences of human rights violations were significant to 
the occupational lives of Chilean immigrants to Sweden (Mondaca & Josephsson, 2013). The 
concept of aging in place and the common notion that older adults want and should avoid 
discontinuity in their living arrangements were theoretically challenged (Johansson et al., 
2013). Older Asian immigrants engage with their communities through occupational choices 
and enfranchisement (Wright-St Clair & Nayar, 2017; Wright-St Clair et al., 2017). Finally, 
there was a relationship between the individual health outcomes and everyday activities of 
South Asian immigrants to the San Francisco Bay area (Krishnagiri et al., 2013). While 
occupational scientists have examined the decision-making, engagement, and participation of 
elder immigrants through an individual and agentic lens, they have neglected to adequately 
study the communal situation and the changing social relationships through which these 
experiences are developed. Further understandings of how host communities change and how 
those changes affect immigrant experiences are needed to support positive community 
growth.  
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To appropriately and effectively support older Spanish speaking immigrants in the 
United States, it is necessary to investigate the communities in which their experience is 
formed, recognizing their roles as influential members of those communities. Understanding 
the community-level processes that transform community-level occupations as a group 
integrates into a community can inform endeavors to improve health outcomes and 
community participation.  Such understandings can inform community development 
programs or interventions that target communal processes through which immigration 
occurs. Occupational scientists are at the nascent stages of theoretical development regarding 
the conceptualization and study of occupation at the community level (Aldrich, 2018; 
Cutchin et al., 2017; Fox & Dickie, 2010; Kantartzis & Molineux, 2014; Laliberte-Rudman 
et al., 2018; Lavalley, 2017; Ramugondo & Kronenberg, 2015). This study contributes to 
theoretical development in understanding the occupations of communities. 
A Theoretical Foundation for Understanding the Occupations of Communities 
Occupational Justice and the Politicizing of Occupation. In the past 10 years, 
occupational scientists, equipped with new theoretical perspectives such as occupational 
justice (Stadnyk et al., 2010), the transactional perspective of occupation (Bailliard, 2013a; 
Cutchin et al., 2017; Thibeault, 2013), the capabilities approach (Bailliard, 2016), and critical 
theory (Laliberte-Rudman, 2013) have begun to consider how the discipline might 
comprehend and study occupation in a manner that will inform work to generate population 
level shifts toward justice and equity. With these theoretical developments, occupational 
scientists have taken an interest in the relationships among participation in occupation, 
societal structures and politics, and awareness in communities (Ramugondo, 2015). 
Occupation and participation are understood as issues of justice and political structures, 
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influencing populations far beyond those traditionally studied by the discipline (e.g. people 
with bio-medical conditions or disabilities) (Wilcock, 1998). Injustices such as homelessness, 
poverty, and racism cannot be understood fully without examining how occupation plays a 
role in the formation of communities and societies that reinforce those injustices (Angell, 
2014). Injustices manifest in terms of limitations in occupation, in participation, and these 
injustices influence health and well-being. This reality necessitates attention by occupational 
scientists to issues of justice and political structures to develop knowledge and intervention 
that support just societies and communities. 
Justice and Structures. The emergence and development of the occupational justice 
framework (Stadnyk et al., 2010) and the use of critical theory (Huot & Laliberte-Rudman, 
2010; Huot et al., 2013; Laliberte-Rudman, 2010), signal an awareness of the importance of 
power structures and societal influences within study of occupation. These perspectives have 
been the most prominent approaches for occupational scientists to study macro level societal 
phenomena. However, as seen in a recent study of asylum seekers (Crawford, Turpin, Nayar, 
Steel, & Durand, 2016), occupational scientists continue to reinforce a problematic 
dichotomy between individual and society when employing these approaches. Adopting this 
dichotomy encourages a tendency to situate change mechanisms either directly with the 
individual or the structure.  Occupational science scholarship then tends to either 
overestimate the cause of injustice from the individual perspective or alternatively 
underestimate individual resiliency in the face of precarious structures. The over-
simplification of the situation obfuscates potential for change. It is necessary for a balance to 
be struck that recognizes human agency, albeit in tension with its situation.  
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Researchers are increasingly interested in attending to these processes and how 
participating in occupation can perpetuate structural and communal relationships (e.g. 
discrimination, cycles of poverty, greater inclusivity, improved educational systems, etc.) 
(Angell, 2014; Bailliard, 2016; Laliberte-Rudman et al., 2018; Lavalley, 2017). They have 
begun to explore numerous ways individuals come together in social relationships through 
occupation by exploring the communal emergence of occupation (Christiansen & Townsend, 
2010; Fogelberg & Frauwirth, 2010; Fox & Dickie, 2010), occupational justice (Stadnyk et 
al., 2010), social movements (Frank & Muriithi, 2015), and immigration (Bailliard, 2013a). 
Exploration of social transformation through occupation has become a significant interest for 
many occupational scientists and occupational therapists globally and has led to conferences 
specifically dedicated to the topic (Laliberte-Rudman et al., 2018) 
Critiquing the Individual Focus. Although socially situated, many researchers have 
maintained analysis of social interaction or social occupation from an individual’s 
perspective (Aldrich & Laliberte-Rudman, 2016; Dickie et al., 2006; Doble & Magill-Evans, 
1992; Eakman, 2007). Laliberte-Rudman (2013) argued that occupational science should 
politicize assumptions of individualism to “promote critical reflexivity regarding the ways in 
which this broader socio-political process has constrained the conditions of possibility for 
conceptualizing, studying and addressing occupation” (p. 304). In parallel,  Whiteford and 
Hocking (2012) recognized that “most occupational science research continues to overlook 
the social processes and mechanisms through which occupational injustices are created and 
become entrenched as taken for granted practices” (p. 6). Constructs such as co-occupation, 
distributed occupation, or the social continuum of occupation contribute to situating 
individuals within a social situation, but do not capture the complex occupation of a 
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community as a whole (Lavalley, 2017). While these approaches have contributed 
immensely to our understanding of how individual experience and action are influenced and 
situated within a social milieu, they often neglect transformation of the community through 
which occupation occurs – vital information for supporting positive community formation.  
Occupation of Communities and Collectives. Clearer theoretical foundations for 
studying community occupations are just beginning to be explored within the discipline (e.g. 
Aldrich, 2018; Aldrich & Laliberte-Rudman, 2016; Kantartzis & Molineux, 2014; Lavalley, 
2017; Ramugondo & Kronenberg, 2015). Collective occupation  (Ramugondo & 
Kronenberg, 2015) offered a valuable interrogation of occupational science theory related to 
this question. The authors challenged the historical dichotomy of individual and community 
within the occupational science literature and described a more co-constitutive relationship 
based in the concept of Ubuntu. Kantartzis and Molineux (2014) further explored collective 
occupation by describing family ideology and practice as occupation emerging across a 
community. Kantartzis (2016) challenged the discipline to attend to the “meso level of family 
and collective occupation, beyond the traditional focus on the individual” (p. 26). She 
recognized, however, that “academic occupation-based literature on the topic may be 
limited” (Kantartzis, 2016, p. 20), as I have also done (Lavalley, 2017). Both I (Lavalley, 
2017) and Aldrich (2018) have since offered  Dewey’s conceptualization of associated living 
as a foundation for understanding and characterizing associations among communities. 
The social happenings of communities and populations have become foci of study for 
researchers who are interested in exploring the many communal relationships influencing the 
formation of communities and their norms (Fox & Dickie, 2010; Fritz & Cutchin, 2017). 
Occupational scientists recognize the need to study macro communal processes to more fully 
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understand and work within the complex social experiences of communities: however, 
current theoretical and practical approaches are insufficient for understanding this level of 
occupation.  Further theoretical development in understanding communities and complex 
social phenomena is needed to make progress in supporting positive community formation. 
Leclair (2010) asserted that community level occupation most likely requires a new way of 
talking about occupation. In occupational science, researchers have found the transactional 
perspective of occupation (Dickie et al., 2006) to be congruent with and complimentary to 
their efforts  exploring the collective experience of occupation and its emergence among 
communities (Fox & Dickie, 2010). The transactional perspective is a promising avenue for 
describing communities and their formation.  
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CHAPTER 3: FROM PERSON TO PEOPLE:  
A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR LIVING COMMUNITIES 
 
“To question your own process is a necessity. If you don’t question yourself, it’s impossible 
to improve.” – Alejandro G. Iñárritu (2014) 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the theoretical framework which informs 
both my understanding of my experience as a researcher in the field as well as the lens 
through which I collected and analyzed data. I will describe the significant theoretical 
concepts that were incorporated into my understanding of community relationships and 
social engagement through the lens of occupation.  Beginning with a foundation of the 
transactional perspective of occupation, I proceed to identify theoretical gaps existing within 
occupational science discourse in relation to communities and population level occupation. 
Using insights from sociology, anthropology, and Deweyan philosophy, I describe the 
ground map I used for analysis and my conceptualization of community experiences of 
occupation. 
A Foundation: The Transactional Perspective of Occupation 
The transactional perspective presented  a theoretical framework based on the 
philosophy of John Dewey that encouraged a shift toward a pragmatist and relational 
perspective of occupation (Dickie et al., 2006). This challenged the culturally individualistic 
assumptions latent within the occupational science approach to studying and understanding 
occupation (Aldrich & Laliberte-Rudman, 2016; Dickie et al., 2006; Hammell, 2009; 
Hocking, 2012; Kantartzis & Molineux, 2011; Madsen & Josephsson, 2017). Further, the 
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transactional perspective asserted an understanding of occupation as co-constitutive and 
relationally emergent through complex situations involving cultures, people, history, the 
physical world, and many other influences. Based in the anti-dualistic philosophy of Dewey 
(1896, 1925/1998), the transactional perspective of occupation encouraged occupational 
scientists to reject an ontology that views individuals as autonomous and separate from their 
situation and experience.  
The transactional perspective of occupation understood occupation as socially 
emergent and continuously co-constitutive among its situation. Occupation develops through 
embodied habits and experiences of cultures and communities (Aldrich & Cutchin, 2013). 
The history and cultural milieu of a situation are incorporated into the actions of the people 
living through that situation. Analyses used by occupational scientists are shifting toward 
situational understandings of human experience (Aldrich & Laliberte-Rudman, 2016). We 
understand habits and ways of doing as intimately connected to sociopolitical and historical 
situatedness of occupation. The experience of doing is integrally connected to and 
inseparable from the social, cultural, political, and personal happenings around it. The 
transactional perspective of occupation shifted the focus of occupation-oriented inquiry to 
transcend individual experience and acknowledge the inextricable relationships constantly 
transacting around everyday doing. 
However, Dickie et al. (2006) stopped short of providing a conceptual ground map 
for how occupational scientists might be able to study emergence of occupation at the 
community level. Authors who have employed the transactional perspective to conceptualize 
occupation continue to analyze occupation through an individual lens, albeit socially situated 
(Aldrich & Laliberte-Rudman, 2016; Madsen & Josephsson, 2017). When the transactional 
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perspective was initially proposed, it challenged the dichotomy of individual and society, but 
did not articulate theoretical implications for studying communities. Fox and Dickie (2010) 
offered the beginning seeds of community-level study of occupation in their exploration of a 
small theatre group. The authors examined the relationships and functioning of the group that 
influence how members participate in theatre, but they did not theorize occupation at the 
community level. To engage in community-level work, occupational scientists need 
occupation-based theoretical frameworks that incorporate multi-faceted conceptualizations of 
a situation that involves a living and dynamic community. Occupational scientists do not 
have a sturdy theoretical strategy for articulation of community level phenomenon (e.g. 
economic mobility, structural racism, political revolution). A relational perspective would 
understand and account for both societal and individual contributions to the continual 
construction of communal relationships. However, there was no occupation-based theoretical 
lens that offered this vision. Occupational science theory is inadequate for conceptualizing 
the living and changing relationships across communities.   
Recently, Cutchin et al. (2017) highlighted Dewey’s understanding of social 
reconstruction and inquiry to encourage occupational scientists to understand occupation 
through a community lens, furthering the scope of the transactional perspective of 
occupation. Aldrich (2018) also deepened this understanding by more deeply analyzing 
Dewey’s concept of associated living as a political and social construct, encouraging 
occupational scientists to analyze community level associations and their influence on 
community growth.  I have articulated how Dewey’s theory of associated living and 
communal consequences may be useful in conceptualizing and characterizing the emergence 
of community occupation (Lavalley, 2017). By returning to Deweyan philosophy and 
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developing the transactional perspective of occupation specifically for communities, I offered 
a conceptual ground map for studying phenomena that occur at the community level 
(Lavalley, 2017).This supports the viability of the transactional perspective as a founding 
theoretical framework through which the question and objectives of this research were 
examined.  
Learning from Other Disciplines  
To develop these ideas further, I have sought perspectives from other disciplines such 
as sociology and anthropology. Social theory perspectives regarding communities and social 
phenomena informed my approach, including the formation of social relationships and 
structures among groups. Insights from the following theoretical perspectives broadened the 
historical tendency toward the individual within occupational science (Dickie et al., 2006) to 
encompass the emergence of action at the community level in a way that incorporates 
individual, societal, communal, and political perspectives.  
Mapping the Levels of a Community. The socio-ecological model developed within 
public health (McLeroy, Bibeau, Steckler, & Glanz, 1988) recognized that many layers and 
relationships influence the unfolding of human behavior among communities. This model 
depicted a cross section of societal layers, including individuals, groups, organizations, 
communities, and public policies, through which human behavior and public health are 
negotiated. The socio-ecological model reveals how occupational science theory has 
overlooked the complexities of the communal formation of action. Occupational analysis has 
historically focused on the personal and immediate factors of individuals rather than the 
broad and scoping situation through which their occupation occurs.  The socio-ecological 
model also provided a helpful theoretical skeleton on which to build a deeper understanding 
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of community occupation. This model encouraged the use of varying methods (e.g. 
participant observation, document review, individual and group interviews) within my study 
to capture data across different levels of the community. However, the socio-ecological 
model of public health has mechanistic and compartmentalized understandings of the layers 
of a community. 
Co-creation of Communities. Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, and Cain (1998) offered 
a concept of figured worlds in anthropology that can be used to resolve the problematic 
mechanistic aspects of the socio-ecological model. The theoretical separation of levels within 
a community often leads to practical neglect of the relationships that exist across those levels. 
Figured worlds offer an understanding of dynamic social processes that transcend “levels” of 
a community and exemplify the social norms that are communally created and obeyed among 
social groups (Holland et al., 1998). This concept was based on the philosophies of 
Vygotsky, Bakhtin, and Bourdieu (Holland et al., 1998) which all have philosophical 
parallels to the transactional perspective of occupation. In approaching this study, the concept 
of figured worlds helped to stitch together the levels of the community by recognizing 
relationships of practice and doing across those levels. I was able to acknowledge the 
culturally and socially held beliefs that shape and figure social groupings and therefore 
reflect on the dynamic relationships among the personal, organizational, political, and 
community levels of the senior center during analysis. 
Space and Place for Communal Occupation. Similarly, Schatzki (2003), a 
geographer and philosopher, suggested analysis of human action through sites to identify and 
characterize the organization and communal relationships of a community. He attested that 
this organization can be revealed through observation of participant practices at the site. 
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Practice exists as a relational action among participants, neither based in individuals nor 
distinct social structures. Additionally, a site is not required to be a physical location, but 
instead can be any location where practice occurs. According to Schatzki (2010), the doings 
of humans are enmeshed among social, material, historical, and relational complexes through 
which practice emerges. A site of practice becomes a focal point for analysis of this 
enmeshed life and action. This theoretical perspective is different from the transactional 
perspective in that it purports a conceptualization of action, practice, as a dynamic 
phenomenon that exists at the communal level. Practice emerges from a site. The 
transactional perspective, when first introduced, offered a solid foundation for a parallel 
perspective within occupational science literature but did not go so far as to conceptualize 
occupation emerging from a community.  My preliminary suggestion of developing the 
transactional perspective further through Deweyan philosophy (Lavalley, 2017) could be 
informed by Schatzki’s (2003) understanding of social living. Therefore, Schatzki’s (2003, 
2010) conceptualization of the practice of a site informed my understanding of community 
occupations during this study. 
Community Change and Social Transformation. While the previous theoretical 
perspectives suggested a way forward in understanding how communities exist, the 
sociologist Bayat (2013) more explicitly attended to how communities change as a whole. He 
explored the social processes through which social movements were born in the Middle East. 
Through observation, participation, and documentation of a variety of aspects of everyday 
life, he recognized the natural communal formation and change processes within 
communities. He investigated phenomena such as the silent encroachment and systematic 
change of poor communities through the subtle illegal redistribution of resources (e.g. 
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electricity and water) (Bayat, 2013). He highlighted the passive networks that form among 
humans as they simply go about everyday business together (Bayat, 1997, 2013).  
Bayat (2013) understood everyday life as politics and challenged sociologists to 
understand social movements as communal phenomena emerging from a long history of 
mundane everyday experiences. This perspective is congruent with occupational science and 
its emphasis on everyday activity. His conceptual understandings guided analysis in this 
study toward understanding individual acts as existing among and coalescing into a 
communal process of change. While Schatzki (2003, 2010) emphasizes the communal aspect 
of practice in sites, Bayat (2013) forefronts mundane and everyday activities as a primary 
milieu through which community relationships are formed during social transformation. 
Bayat’s (2013) theoretical perspective offers a clear instance of research that explored 
community level transformation without separating or neglecting the individual experiences 
within a community. His perspective encouraged more purposeful attention to the mundane 
happenings of the senior center as potential conduits for the social construction of the 
community as a whole.   
Defining Occupation 
 The convergence of the above theoretical perspectives leads me to a definition of 
occupation that is abounding and fluid. Occupation becomes the ever-evolving process of 
living together through the world, transacting among all its relationships. Human occupation 
is an effervescent movement of relationship and meaning among human, environmental, 
cultural, political, and communal associations. Occupation is any movement that is aimed 
toward functional recoordination in a situation, spanning from movement to adjust in a seat 
to a society’s movement toward equality for women. Movement can be repetitive and 
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reinforcing or dynamic and changing. Occupation is occurring across our bodies and our 
societies because movement and change are consistently emerging from the aforementioned 
relationships. Occupation is the meaning-filled movement of those relationships. This 
meaning is contingent on the situation from which it emerges and can simultaneously 
manifest in positive, negative, and other multifaceted ways. Therefore, I understand 
community occupation as the communal construction of relationships occurring across 
multiple non-distinct and continuously co-constitutive dimensions of a community, including 
the individual, interpersonal, organizational, community, physical, public policy, and others 
yet to be identified (Lavalley, 2017). 
Defining Community 
Using a ground map of Deweyan philosophy (Aldrich, 2018; Cutchin et al., 2017; 
Lavalley, 2017) and informed by the critical and sociological perspectives mentioned above, 
I am able to examine occupation at the community level. A community, in this theoretical 
framework, is a group of people doing together. The boundaries of communities are porous 
and members often move through various communities as they participate in everyday life. 
Communities are consistently situated among other communities and relationships and 
therefore, can only be studied separately through abstraction. Community relationships span 
across the globe. This unit of analysis only exists as an abstract for analysis. Therefore, 
boundaries of the community in this study were constructed through identifying influential 
relationships and natural edges during the research process that facilitated the generation of 
knowledge that met the study’s aims. 
While the construction of community boundaries offered scope to the study, it 
remained important to contemplate the infinitely mixed, interrelated, and transacting layers 
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of the community. Individuals were engaging with and influencing societal structures while 
societal structures were also impacting individual experiences (Lavalley, 2017). An 
embedded understanding of community relationships encouraged me to not lose sight of one 
level of the community while delving into another. Shifting focus across dimensions of the 
community revealed relationships that were continuously affecting and being influenced 
across the community. This provided a more comprehensive and critical view of the 
changing occupations of the senior center. 
Recognizing varied relationships among community members, sub-groups of the 
community, and other organizations was important during this exploration. For example, 
informed by critical perspectives (Fine et al., 2003; Laliberte-Rudman, 2013; Lassiter, 2005; 
Marlowe, 2010), I sought to position Spanish-speaking elders as neither autonomous 
individuals nor subjects of structural rigidity. Instead, I understood the experience of a 
population facing social prejudice, injustice, and discrimination (Bailliard, 2013a) as part of a 
larger community that is forming and being formed by their presence. This rejected 
individualism as a philosophy while allowing agency to persist, focusing the investigative 
gaze on the situation and community as a whole rather than its parts. 
Exploring shifts among relationships across this community over time (Lavalley, 
2017) highlighted observable changes in activities, perceptions of positionality, and policies 
that occurred during continued community occupation. This theoretical approach encouraged 
me to focus on the relational construction of the occupation of the community rather than 
only individual perspectives. Documenting these communal changes facilitated the 
characterization of community occupations (Lavalley, 2017). An analysis of communal 
relationships provided an opportunity for analysis of the “growth-promoting and growth-
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inhibiting natures of various associations” (Aldrich, 2018, p. 342). Continuous consideration 
of the emergent, historical, and political relationships that contributed to beneficial or 
detrimental formation of the community was therefore imperative. 
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CHAPTER 4: A DANCE OF SORTS:  
GATHERING A COMMUNITY THROUGH ETHNOGRAPHY 
 
“If you have come here to help me, you are wasting your time. But if you have come because 
your liberation is bound up with mine, then let us work together.”  
- Aboriginal Activists groups, Queensland, 1970s (Watson, 1985) 
 
 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methods employed in the study. I offer 
reflection on experiences that led me to conduct the study and influenced the approach I 
chose. These include my time as an occupational therapy student and practitioner as well as 
multiple experiences abroad in Central and South America in which I encountered diverse 
cultures and explored structural injustices. I discuss my justification for choosing an 
ethnographic approach and identify my study procedures, including the following data 
collection methods: 1) participant observations, 2) semi-structured individual interviews, 3) 
community mapping activities, 4) reflective journaling, and 5) document review. Finally, I 
describe the process adopted for data analysis. 
Discovering Occupation and Communities 
I began my undergraduate and master’s experience at Xavier University set on 
becoming an occupational therapist and working in a biomedical healthcare system. 
However, an education steeped in social analysis, justice, and service by the Jesuit institution 
broadened my understanding of my potential as an occupational therapist. Visiting people 
living on the streets of Cincinnati with a student outreach group for five years revealed to me 
a potential for “occupation” to affect areas beyond physiological or biomedical domains. By 
spending time with others, participating in activities with meaning and purpose, I saw 
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relationships among people shift as well as stigma and fear dissolve. As we spent time 
reading, painting, telling stories, eating, and building fires together, it became clear that 
community and social relationships were transforming through doing occupation together. I 
became interested in using this perspective to construct interventions that might mitigate 
social injustices or sociopolitical issues within communities. 
As I explored the intricate and often political world of homelessness and affordable 
housing, it became clear that I required further skills and knowledge in order to more 
effectively analyze and respond to these social issues. In pursuit of this deeper understanding 
of social injustice, I participated in an academic service-learning semester in Nicaragua 
where, through the lens of several academic courses and experiences of volunteerism, we 
analyzed and discussed the structural and historical situation of Nicaragua. I learned to seek 
out information that might contextualize the personal interactions I experienced, both in 
Nicaragua and in homeless camps in Cincinnati, through economic, political, racial, and 
social lenses. A sociocultural, political, and economic approach became a major theoretical 
foundation on which I based the trajectory of my occupational therapy career and practice. In 
exploring this path, the depth of complexity through which “occupation” occurs revealed 
obstacles such as policy, stigma, fear, and historical oppression that could stifle attempts to 
utilize occupation for positive social transformation. My intention of implementing 
community level occupation-based intervention became increasingly complicated by the 
socialness of situations.  
As I continued with these interests, I attended the National Association for the 
Practice of Anthropology’s Occupational Therapy field school in Guatemala. I attended as a 
student and subsequently as a coordinator and co-faculty of the program. I gained experience 
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analyzing community-based programs through conducting research and program evaluation. 
Evaluating those programs taught me the many ways in which community programs can fail 
or succeed, often related to historic trends and politics both domestically and internationally. 
Supporting positive social transformation from an occupation-based perspective was more 
difficult than I had expected. 
Enthralled by the role of occupation in communities, I have spent the five years of my 
doctoral program working in geriatric community-based practice, developing programming, 
delivering interventions, and through my doctoral studies, exploring the role of occupation in 
community formation and change. This work meant I was privy to the multifaceted bending 
and flexing required of community workers in realizing effective social, community, and 
familial interventions related to falls prevention, dementia, caregiving, and home 
accessibility. Further, this work provided several opportunities to travel abroad to Costa Rica, 
Chile, and Colombia to confer with occupational therapists and scientists about occupation 
and community practice in aging. Many of these occupational therapists functioned within 
healthcare systems that were less bound to the bio-medical model and intervention 
approaches (Algado, Córdoba, & Oliver, 2016). Their conceptualization of occupation 
emerged from a vastly different context, justifying the utilization of the occupational 
perspective as a dynamic tool in and outside hospitals as well as across communities (Algado 
et al., 2016).  I left those countries hopeful that implementation informed by similar 
approaches might be possible in the United States. 
Additionally, during my studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, a 
toppled confederate statue on campus associated with racism as well as national events and 
politics had thrust structural racism to the forefront of local and national discourse. Further, 
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discourse around race and racism has been historically prominent in the American South and 
therefore my doctoral education was immersed in rhetoric and conceptualization of this 
injustice. These experiences and environment forced me to confront the historic racism in 
which United States culture was constructed, including my own positionality as a white 
person. I attended workshops that specifically focused on deconstructing racism in the United 
States in general and more specifically in relation to members of the Latinx community.  
All of these experiences increased my awareness of the many relationships, 
structures, histories, norms, and experiences that are enfolded through community 
occupation. I became aware of the necessity familiarize myself with structures of 
immigration, race, and language in the United States, especially in relation to Central and 
South American contexts. I began this journey seeking ways in which occupation could be 
used to develop interventions that could change communities for the better. At almost every 
step along the way, I discovered the necessity for deeper understanding of community-level 
functioning and social relationships prior to intervention.  
Ethnography and Transaction 
As the theoretical framework presented in Chapter 3 suggests, my interest in 
communal relationships and social formation required a methodology that is flexible and 
vivid in its portrayal of communities acting together. Ethnography is congruent with the 
transactional perspective of occupation as it affirms and incorporates the complex social 
relationships from which occupation emerges (Bailliard, Aldrich, & Dickie, 2013). Social 
construction across communities involves people, spaces, policies, norms, relationships, 
artifacts, history, culture, and more. This study, therefore, required a methodology that could 
examine processes of community action and the co-creation of social relationships across 
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their natural context. Ethnography is well-suited to gather the multifaceted structures, 
patterns, customs, beliefs, and social formations emerging from a community (Daly, 2007).  
Ethnography encouraged descriptions of culture and community that incorporate and 
understand structural factors such as race and class (Fine et al., 2003). Community members 
were diverse and had varied experiences. Throughout the study, it was both important and 
unavoidable to attend to these factors as the heterogeneity of the many communities within 
the center became apparent. An ethnographic approach highlighted the intersection of 
contextual factors that generated heterogeneity in individual experiences (Fine et al., 2003). I 
recognized the intersubjective stories and circumstances of various community members 
emerged as influential in community formation (Myerhoff, 1980). Incorporating the assorted 
perspectives of community members uncovered the intricacies of how they functioned 
together in community formation that facilitated or mitigated compartmentalization, 
integration, creation of hegemony, or other unidentified community level occupations 
(Lavalley, 2017). 
Additionally, ethnography emphasizes the “natural and historical contexts of the daily 
happenings of a culture” while also recognizing the co-constitutive and ever-changing nature 
of situations (Bailliard et al., 2013, p. 157). Through ethnography, I was called to be actively 
present with community members so as to experience first-hand – and then describe together 
– emerging social relationships and culture. Recognizing the ethnographer’s experience as 
part of the research process is congruent with the Deweyan epistemological foundations of 
the transactional perspective (Bailliard et al., 2013).  Ethnography allowed for my presence 
within a changing community to be incorporated into analysis. Accounting for my presence 
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as the researcher in the emergence of community occupation promoted a fuller representation 
of the community and how it was functioning as a whole (M. Jackson, 1989). 
Thus, I chose ethnography because it provided varied and rich methods for exploring 
interconnected levels of relationships that contributed to the unfolding of communal action 
and experience. Because it is based in a social constructivist/interpretivist epistemology, 
ethnography allowed for the co-construction of reality among the consultants and I (Daly, 
2007). As the research process revealed the intersubjective perspectives that co-existed 
among the consultants and I (Daly, 2007; Myerhoff, 1980), the need for collaboration and 
reflexivity became more apparent.  
Collaboration in Ethnography 
Researchers and program developers have encouraged further and more intense 
participation from consultants and community members in program development (Arnstein, 
1969) and specifically occupational science research (Aldrich & Marterella, 2014), although 
not without obstacles (King, 2010; Lawless, 1992). This, along with an uptake of pragmatist 
philosophical perspectives, pushed me to consider an empirical approach that firmly 
recognized the intersubjective lived experiences of both myself and the community members 
(M. Jackson, 1989; Lawless, 1992). Since the research process is neither neutral nor without 
effect on communities and social relationships (Lassiter, 2005), throughout the study I 
attempted to check in with consultants regarding my thoughts and emerging ideas about the 
community, especially regarding effects of the research process on participants’ perspectives 
and community experience of community. I frequently offered thoughts to consultants, 
asking them to consider if my perspective was adequately representing their experience, 
often recognizing I was neither a native Spanish speaker nor an older adult. While it was 
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impossible to eliminate my biases, and they are an unavoidable part of the final product, I 
attempted to listen to their perspectives and encouraged collaboration in both data collection 
and analysis.  
To the best of my ability, I responded to consultants’ critiques and proposed changes, 
both explicit and implicit, of the proposed research process. I believe this allowed 
community members to obtain ownership over the process and direct its use toward their 
benefit (Arnstein, 1969; Lassiter, 2005). This goal is supported by an interest within 
occupational science and therapy to more effectively depict communal construction of 
community (Cutchin et al., 2017; Kantartzis & Molineux, 2014, 2017; Lavalley, 2017; 
Ramugondo & Kronenberg, 2015) through both the transactional perspective of occupation 
(Cutchin et al., 2017) and critical theory philosophers such as Bourdieu (Cutchin, Aldrich, 
Bailliard, & Coppola, 2008). In many ways, I understood the research process to be a dance 
between myself and consultants where the roles of lead and follow often shifted and swayed, 
guiding us both forward in hopes of avoiding stepping on each other’s toes.  A collaborative 
community-oriented perspective in research requires embracing the innate authority of 
consultants to depict their social reality through the inquiry process. To do this, reflexivity in 
my own positionality was important. 
Positionality of the Ethnographer 
Historically, the ethnographer has been understood as an unbiased measurement tool 
to understand and evaluate other cultures and peoples (Clifford, 1983; Lassiter, 2005; 
Malinowski, 1922). This often homogenized and reified the rules, laws, and experiences of 
the cultures being studied, based on the authority and culture of the ethnographer (A. Jones & 
Jenkins, 2008). Furthermore, critical and feminist theorists have problematized the privileged 
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place of both ethnographer and perspectives of privileged classes of people within 
communities (Daly, 2007; Lassiter, 2005; Mullen, 2000). Class and race of both consultants 
and researcher are necessary to consider during the research process (Fine et al., 2003; A. 
Jones & Jenkins, 2008), as the researcher and consultants may have vastly different 
experiences of their socio-political positions and identities. Failing to account for the 
intersubjective experience of diverse members of the community, including the ethnographer, 
permits the ethnographer’s privilege and assumptions to simmer, unacknowledged, in the 
study findings.  
The Researcher. My own human experience and history assuredly influenced the 
unfolding of this research, and provided depth to analysis (Behar, 1996). The color of my 
skin likely influenced what participants shared with me during data collection, from both 
Spanish-speaking seniors and staff members. My birth place and citizenship status distanced 
me from the realities that immigrants face in new countries. Becoming aware of my 
positionality required reflection and awareness of power dynamics that seemed to exist 
between members of the community and myself due to both professional and social 
structures. Therefore, by using strategies during interviews (e.g. acknowledging my 
professional role, explicitly recognizing my positionality as a white person, dressing casually 
when interviewing older adults and professionally when interviewing staff), I made efforts to 
structure activities in such a way as to understand and mitigate these influences. 
Additionally, I engaged in reflective journaling on my position and perspective as a white, 
young, male, gay, professional conducting the study. 
My relationship with the center. Through my professional work, I had previous 
opportunities to familiarize myself with the work, staff, and programming of the center for 
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approximately five years. I had collaborated with staff members previously as well as 
provided some programming in both English and Spanish at the center.  These experiences 
undoubtedly blinded my investigative lens to aspects of the community that a newcomer 
might notice. Additionally, my familiarity and previous presence at the center likely 
influenced how older adult consultants understood my role in the research and how staff 
members engaged with me. It also informed my understanding of the community and how it 
functioned. 
My positioning within this research was complex in that I existed on a bridge between 
two significantly different experiences of the community. As a white United States citizen, I 
was in many ways different from the older adult Spanish-speaking consultants. Conversely, 
staff participants likely felt comradery from our shared cultural background. Both groups 
likely offered or withheld perspectives based on their cultural experiences of me.  
As a white person, I benefit from structural racism and my interactions with 
consultants were infused with these historical privileges. Almost all consultants were hesitant 
to directly bring up the subjects of race or racism. They would sometimes allude to race 
using words such as “groups”, “types”, or “people like them” but often skirted around 
naming race as a factor, especially if they were trying to describe how specific races engaged 
at the center. Discussing this topic would likely have looked significantly different if I was 
not a white person.  
For example, I felt most Spanish speaking consultants often wanted to ensure I knew 
they were not displeased with any aspect of the center and were willing to accept any service 
or opportunity that was given. They were willing to accept services and resources even if 
they recognized it would not be in their language or in methods that would be effective for 
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them to use. Nearly every older adult consultant expressed that it was their responsibility to 
learn English rather than the center’s responsibility to provide information in Spanish. This 
belief system is derivative of the long history of structural racism and white privilege on 
which the culture of the United States was built. Further, because I was bilingual and they 
knew I would be communicating with staff about this study, I felt they were particularly 
interested in amicably communicating their experience. If they had been speaking to a Latinx 
person, I wonder if they would have voiced more frustration or anger regarding these 
obstacles.  
On some occasions, it seemed my youth supported more direct communication with 
the older adults. As a young person, the older adult consultants often had parental overtones 
in how they discussed topics with me. They were more willing to explain their experience as 
if I had no previous understandings. I was often taught about their experience rather than 
being seen as a fellow older adult in solidarity. However, older adult consultants still saw me 
as a powerful opportunity to voice their needs and experiences.  
Alternatively, I felt I was sometimes seen by staff members as ambitious or naïve in 
my attempts to explore the needs of Spanish speakers. For example, when asking about 
language accessibility of brochures and programming, occasionally staff members assumed I 
was suggesting all the material be translated, even though it was clear that this was not 
justifiable at that time. Staff members assumed my questions were meant to advocate for 
Spanish speakers rather than learn about the functioning of the community as a whole. While 
admittedly my intention overall was to understand the community to support Spanish 
speakers, I intentionally avoided seeming as though I was requesting changes. 
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However, my familiarity with the professional life of the center’s staff provided 
unique insights into the social relationships in which they worked.  I was familiar with and 
understood general staff culture such as expectations of programming or considerations of 
non-English speakers and processes such as how to reserve a room or when and how to 
publish programming in the programming guide. Further, I had witnessed previous 
conversations regarding Spanish speakers at the center, their programming, and how it was 
managed. Being familiar with me seemed to facilitate staff willingness to share perspectives 
about the center that they may not have shared with a stranger such as difficulties in 
organizing programming with Spanish speakers or apparent racial segregation within the 
center. My knowledge of the center’s workings also meant staff did not always focus on the 
more concrete aspects of processes they used during daily routines. They were able to 
consider these processes more from a relational and communal perspective (i.e. not having to 
explain the process of reserving a room to me, but instead reflecting on how difficult that 
process might be for a Spanish speaker). 
My previous experiences in Central and South America, as well as my ability to 
speak Spanish, fostered an ability to connect with the Spanish-speaking older adults in an 
informed way. My academic work in various Spanish-speaking countries as well as the 
intentional reflexivity work I have and continue to do regarding my positionality within 
structural and historical racism in the United States, prepared me to more consciously engage 
with consultants. I was familiar with the heterogenous nature of the Spanish-speaking world 
and often able to identify and recognize specific differences between countries, cultures, 
accents, and colloquialisms. This awareness supported positive relationships with Spanish 
speaking older adults and informed how I understood their experiences.   
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Finally, my identity as a gay person, while seemingly unrelated to the study, 
significantly informed my understanding and attentiveness to the experience of the Spanish 
speaking older adult consultants. To move, live, and act through a world not built or 
accustomed to my experience, history, understandings, and habits is something quite familiar 
to me. My experience living in a world of heteronormativity, a society constructed on the 
assumption of heterosexuality, has habituated my gaze to the minute and numerous ways in 
which processes, norms, habits, and information are often tailored to a specific normative 
sociocultural experience. I understand wading through the social milieu of society being 
required to consistently ask, “But what if I love a man?”. Thus, throughout the research 
process, this experience facilitated attentiveness to the parallel burden of Spanish-speaking 
older adults accessing a center that functions largely based on the assumption of speaking 
English. “But what if I speak Spanish?” 
Vigilance in Ethnography 
An ethnographic approach aided me in being vigilant in contextualizing findings as 
well as fostering the emergence of divergent and heterogenous stories. As I collected and 
reflected on the data, I continuously sought to situate these perspectives within the larger 
political and historical contexts through which they were emerging. Vigilance was also 
necessary because I worked alongside a community that traditionally has been excluded from 
or isolated in research. Vigilance was imperative in checking my own sociocultural 
assumptions and foregrounding perspectives of my consultants rather than furthering 
unintentional forms of cultural imperialism. Informed by a political and critical occupational 
science, I attempted to be sensitive to culture, history, and societal power structures 
throughout data collection.  
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Within occupational science, other researchers have used ethnography and variations 
of it to explore aspects of immigrant life such as sensory experiences (Bailliard, 2013b), 
policies and structures that influence immigrants (Bailliard, 2013a; Huot et al., 2013), and 
healing experiences of immigrants (Mondaca & Josephsson, 2013). Foregrounding the elder 
Latinx immigrant perspectives among study consultants was important in steering me away 
from furthering harmful stereotypes, oppression, or other forms of historical exclusion or 
prejudice (Fine et al., 2003; Marlowe, 2010). By allowing theses perspectives to lead, over 
other historically privileged voices including my own, I hoped to avoid the pitfall of distilling 
complex human stories into single tales of tragedy, trauma, or stereotype (Corbin, Bloom, 
Wilson, Rich, & Rich, 2010; Marlowe, 2010). By foregrounding the perspectives of the 
Spanish speaking community within this process, I highlighted and integrated their 
experience, rather than neglecting or isolating it (Fine et al., 2003; Myerhoff, 1980). 
Site Recruitment 
All study procedures were approved by the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill Institutional Review Board (IRB). After approval from the IRB, I began recruitment for 
an appropriate site. All following names of locations, participants, and consultants are 
pseudonyms. Through the professional relationships that had developed during my time as a 
community-based geriatric occupational therapist, I approached a senior center in North 
Carolina to inquire about their interest in participating in this study. I had previous 
professional experiences with this senior center and was aware of the increasing number of 
Spanish speakers who were beginning to participate there. After discussing the study and its 
purpose with the director of the county aging department, permission was given to continue 
forward with the study. 
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The Senior Center. This center is one of two senior centers in the county and home 
to variety of services, programming, and events for elder adults. In the three to four years 
prior to the study, an increased number of Spanish-speaking participants began meeting at the 
center on a regular basis. This added to an already diverse population of older adults made up 
of white, black, and Chinese participants. Staff approximated that the center served one third 
white, one third black, and one third Chinese older adults. This senior center has also been 
previously recognized for excellence in multicultural programming for the Mandarin-
speaking Chinese population. Spanish speakers gathered in a social club led by a volunteer 
with professional experience as a gerontologist. She also had led groups similar to this one in 
other centers in the area.  
The center is a two-story building including a wellness center, art studio, games area 
(e.g. pool and table tennis), two gymnasiums (large and small), theatre, craft rooms, an 
industrial kitchen, and office space for staff. Tall glass walls along one side of the building 
illuminate artwork and sculptures created by older adults throughout the center. Flowers and 
vegetable gardens welcome visitors to the center as they enter from the large parking lot next 
to the building. This facility was built over a decade ago to serve seniors in the county. The 
county aging department managed the center which serves older adults who are residents of 
the county and are over the age of 55. The department offers programming at two separate 
senior centers in the county, among many other services. The other center is more rural and 
hosts few Spanish-speaking participants. While center programming (e.g. exercise classes, 
workshops, art classes, daily lunch, other events) is available to participants over the age of 
55, comprehensive aging services such as long-term care planning, in-home assistance, 
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financial assistance, home safety inspections, and support groups are only available to 
patrons older than 60 years of age. 
A Typical Day at the Senior Center. On a typical day of the week, the first staff 
members to arrive at the center are the front desk manager and the facility manager. They 
open the center at 8:00am and prepare the rooms and spaces for their daily use. Almost as 
soon at the building is open, older adults walk through the two sets of automatic glass doors 
toward their activities for the day. Often participants are waiting outside the doors for them to 
open. As participants arrive at the center, some using wheelchairs, canes, walkers, or 
rollators, they say hello to the front desk manager and her volunteer. Regularly, large shuttle 
buses drop off 5-10 people at a time. Often, these include large groups of Chinese 
immigrants traveling together to the center. 
As more participants arrive, the air becomes filled with the sounds of ping-pong balls 
popping against paddles and billiards balls crashing into each other.  Conversations echo 
from the two-story wall of glass that offers a view of sculptures, trees, and the road outside. 
Ma Jong tiles are heard pouring onto card tables, chairs shifting to accommodate all the 
players. Participants take exercise classes in both the small and large exercise rooms. Classes, 
craft gatherings, social groups, and staff meetings often are held in the classrooms. The 
comfortable couches and chairs fill as participants claim their spaces until lunch time. 
Sometimes participants shuffle through the lobby to their physical therapy, personal training, 
or foot care appointments in the wellness center. The front desk becomes busy with 
questions, registrations, and greetings. Frequently, someone, usually the same older 
gentleman, begins playing the piano downstairs. The sounds dissipate through every inch of 
the center, to the displeasure of some staff members. 
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The Spanish speakers’ social club meets every Thursday from 8:30am to 11:45am 
and is led by a volunteer gerontologist. She leads an exercise class in the morning until 
10:00am in the small gym in the center. Then she offers a class usually on a health-related 
issues in a classroom until she has to leave for the day. She often leaves around 11:15am 
ending the formal programming of the social group, but sometimes stays until 11:45am. 
The center is a thriving and energizing setting to experience in the mornings. 
However, around 11:00am all of this energy and activity slowly becomes funneled into a 
single line when participants line up downstairs to claim their tickets for lunch. Storytelling, 
joking, and chit chat compound the sounds of table tennis athletes darting to catch flyaway 
balls. The line slowly dissolved as participants receive their tickets and return to their 
activities to wait for lunch. 
Around noon, a line forms downstairs again in anticipation of entering the large 
gymnasium, now turned dining room. Fifteen to twenty round tables seating eight patrons 
each are set up with chairs all around, waiting for older adults to claim them. As the line 
swerves into the dining room and participants find their seats, kitchen workers and volunteers 
run water pitchers, tea pitchers, milk, and silverware to each filling table. Decorations, fake 
flowers, or some other seasonal ornament often adorn the center of each table. Food is 
brought through the large swinging kitchen doors into the dining hall and served from a 
buffet to kitchen staff as they carry individual plates to each seated participant. Once 
everyone is served, and after a brief moment of silence led by the kitchen staff, the 
participants eat their meal.  
 While there is some notable racial segregation that emerges in the participants seating 
arrangements, there is also some mingling in the tables of the dining hall. Usually, the 
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Spanish speaking participants are more noticeable on Thursdays when more of them attend 
the center and they are sitting at reserved tables. On other weekdays, they blend in among 
other tables. Conversations, jokes, and gossip abound as participants eat the catered meal 
from a local restaurant that is required to be nutritionally balanced, including for diabetics.  
 During lunch, the rest of the center is noticeably quieter; however, there are moments 
of activity. Staff often walk through the center. Social workers, occupational therapists, 
operations managers, administrators, and other staff are coming and going from the offices, 
leaving the center, or simply connecting with participants and community members non-stop 
throughout the day: the reality of community-based aging services. Participants arriving 
during lunch trickle in past the front desk. Some classes and meetings are held during lunch. 
These are usually attended by participants, staff, or community members who do not eat 
lunch at the center.  
 As participants end their meal and stand to leave, they carry plates, utensils, and trash, 
if they can, to the dirty dish containers at the wall. Some use their rollators as carts to assist 
in the transport. Kitchen staff scurry around the room collecting utensils, plates, and napkins. 
As tables clear, staff flip them up, close the table legs, and roll them to storage along with 
carts of stacked chairs. By 12:45pm, the dining hall is a gym again, and many participants 
have returned to activities in the center. 
 Until approximately 2pm, the center is just as bustling and energetic as it is in the 
morning. Ping pong balls fly into the café. Billiards balls punctuate the conversations of older 
men who play game after game. Classes gather to make jewelry, paint, knit, speak Spanish, 
dance, and exercise. The front desk manager takes her lunch and is replaced by the facility 
manager for an hour. Some participants leave right after lunch because it is their main 
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purpose for coming to the center. Others stay longer, usually until the latest shuttles come at 
3:00pm and 4:00pm to carry people back to their residences. After 4:00pm, the center is 
nearly empty with only participants who drove themselves or waiting on rides remaining. 
Reprieve is often seen on the faces of staff.  
 The front desk manager and the rest of the staff leave around 5pm and are replaced by 
the night shift manager. The center remains quiet in the evenings, unless there is a special 
event such as a Valentine’s Day dance, lecture, movie, or community gathering. The 
manager provides information and services for participants still at the center.  Otherwise, she 
removes the daily schedules from all the rooms, replaces them with programming for the 
following day, and prepares the center for the next day. The center closes at 9pm, ready to 
welcome participants the next morning. 
Participants and Consultants 
Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria.  
Spanish Speakers. No participants were excluded from participant observations 
conducted at the senior center, although verbal assent was obtained from participants during 
semi-private meetings of the Spanish speakers’ social club. Due to center policy regarding 
the minimum age for participants, only participants over the age of 55 were asked to 
participate in interviews, community mapping activities, and collaborative analyses.  
Exclusion criteria included significant cognitive impairment, such as significant memory 
loss, confusion, or disorientation.  
While she was present during many participant observations, I chose not to include 
the leader of the Spanish social group as a consultant. Her strong leadership and authoritative 
role likely would have significantly driven perspectives shared by participants during the 
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community mapping activity and collaborative analysis process. Additionally, despite her 
eligibility, she rarely engaged with any other service at the center for herself. Prior to the 
study, she had also been a member of the senior center’s fundraising board. These aspects, 
along with her professional experience as a gerontologist, substantially shifted her role and 
participation in the center away from the typical Spanish speaking older adult participant. 
Nevertheless, during observations, I had extensive conversations with her about her 
experience and participation at the center in this unique role. Therefore, her individual 
experiences and perceptions of the center community were still incorporated into the data. 
Staff. No participants were excluded from participant observations conducted at the 
senior center. However, I only observed staff in public spaces. No observations were 
conducted in staff-only areas. To participate as consultants, staff were required to have been 
at the center for at least three years to ensure they had experienced the period during which 
the Spanish speaking cohort began participating at the center.   
Spanish Speakers’ Social Club Recruitment. I contacted the leader of a Spanish 
speakers’ social club via email, described my interest in collaborating with the group, and 
asked if it might be possible to discuss the study during their next meeting. Per 
recommendations by the institutional review board, during the first visit to these semi-private 
meetings, I explained the purpose and methods of the study, provided observation 
information sheets, and provided opportunity for anyone to express objections to my 
observation. During subsequent observations in the social group, information sheets were 
available.  
Consultants Recruitment. I made the Spanish social group aware of future 
opportunities for participation in the study (i.e. interviews, a community mapping activity, 
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and collaborative analyses). I asked candidates for participation to contact me in whichever 
manner they felt most comfortable to voice their interest in participation. Seven participants 
approached me personally and asked to participate as consultants. Two other participants 
voiced interest, but did not meet inclusion criteria due to age or significant cognitive 
impairment. 
Participants. Study participants included all staff and all patrons of the senior center. 
These included any older adults or other individuals who were present in public spaces in the 
center during participant observations. The center serves a variety of populations that have 
diverse ages, races, and socioeconomic statuses. 
Spanish Speaking Older Adults. During observations, I had the opportunity to observe 
15-20 different Spanish-speaking participants over the course of the study. Spanish speaking 
older adult participants at the senior center were diverse in age, country of origin, time lived 
in the United States, socioeconomic status, and education level.  Participants represented 
seven different countries including Colombia, Perú, Mexico, El Salvador, Bolivia, 
Venezuela, and Puerto Rico. Of the ages that I was able to document during observations, 
these participants ranged from 66 - 82 years old. On occasion, younger visitors such as 
children or in-laws accompanied participants. Participants’ education level ranged from 
retired university professors to at least one who was unable to read or write in Spanish or 
English. 
While she did not participate in the study as a consultant, a younger volunteer, Rosa, 
was present during many participant observations. She was in her early fifties and assisted 
the group in general each week. She offered logistical support such as organizing rooms or 
cleaning dishes. During the study, she was asked by two families to care for two participants 
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who were living with dementia. She assisted these participants while they participated with 
the social club each week.  
Consultants.  
Spanish Speaking Older Adult Recruitment. Among the participants whom I met 
during observations, I offered the opportunity to participate more formally in the study 
through interviews and group mapping activities. A total of seven participants agreed to serve 
as consultants. They are described below using pseudonyms to protect confidentiality.  
Francisco and Rubí are married and originally from Mexico. Francisco is 78 years 
old and Rubí is 73. They have children in the area who support them. They are also 
Jehovah’s Witnesses and have a strong connection to a religious community in the area. They 
come to the center three-four times a week, most often for exercise classes and a jewelry 
class.  Francisco is sociable and often told jokes, while Rubí is quieter but willing to share 
when asked. He has significant mobility challenges due to arthritis in his knees. 
Esmeralda is 81 years old and originally from Colombia. She has been in the United 
States for many decades and had eleven children. Her husband passed away 27 years ago. 
She had worked for many years in the United States in a hospital and as a midwife. She is 
outspoken and always willing to speak up for other participants. She proudly shared that she 
was a United States citizen. 
Marta is 75 years old and originally from Mexico. She comes to the center five days a 
week and engages with a variety of participants. In the Social group, she is most comfortable 
speaking English and often acts as impromptu translation support for her peers. She is a self-
proclaimed “tourist” referring to her visa status. She is present in the United States only 
during the school year in order to assist with the care of her grandchildren. She returns to 
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Mexico for winter and summer breaks. She lives near the United States and Mexico border 
when she does return to Mexico. She has significant experience traveling in California.  
Cristina is 82 years old and originally from Puerto Rico. She lives with her son. She 
does not drive and therefore relies on her son to bring her to the center on Thursdays when he 
works from home. She travels to Puerto Rico during the winter months each year. She is 
preparing to care for her first grandchild who is not born yet. She is a retired nurse, but is 
more interested in learning more information about health and nutrition than teaching it. She 
finds coming to the center to be a therapy for her. 
Raquel is 79 years old and originally from Colombia. She is still working as an in-
home aid during the study. She assists an older gentleman with his everyday care during the 
week. She is only able to come to the center on Thursdays because of this obligation. She 
also sometimes helps care for her grandchildren. She is able to read in English, but prefers 
not to speak it. She also brings board games to the center for her peers to play. 
Linda is 66 years old and originally from Mexico. She lived in California prior to 
coming to North Carolina. In North Carolina, she lives with her daughter and family. 
Maintaining the house and assisting with her grandchildren are important for her and requires 
her to leave the center after lunch each day. She is timid and often does not speak during 
group activities. She knows how to sew and is interested in teaching. She is planning on 
coming more often to the center during the week.  
Staff Recruitment. I first spoke with the director of the aging department to identify 
potential staff consultants and receive permission for them to participate in the study during 
work hours. Subsequently, I directly contacted staff members either in person or via email 
with information about the study and assurance that participation was voluntary. Six of seven 
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staff members recruited elected to participate in the study. Staff members held the following 
positions at the aging department: department director, senior center director, facility 
manager, operations manager, nutrition coordinator, and transportation specialist. The 
following descriptions were developed from information gathered during observations and 
interviews. While Spanish speakers shared personal histories and stories during interviews, 
staff members shared professional level information about their everyday tasks due to the 
questions I asked as well as their previous professional relationship with me. 
Lacy, the director of the department, is a white woman in her mid-fifties who has 
been working in the county aging department for 32 years and supervises three branches of 
the department: 1) aging services, 2) senior centers, and 3) volunteer programs. She is the 
liaison to other county departments and municipalities within the county. Her office is in the 
center; however, she is often traveling in and out of the center for meetings and events. She is 
aware of the Spanish speaking social club and their programming but has had minimal direct 
interaction with them. 
The director of the senior centers, Miriam, is a white woman in her mid-fifties as 
well. She has been with the department for 30 years. She supervises all senior center staff, 
including programs, wellness center, and nutrition programs at both centers in the county. 
She also organizes a quarterly program guide that publicizes all programming for both senior 
centers. She has two offices, one in each center. She spends between two to three days per 
week at the center being studied. She has had some interaction with the social club, but not 
much since its inception. 
The facility manager, Rori, has been with the department for 24 years. She is also a 
white woman in her mid-fifties. She organizes and responded to the material needs of the 
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center, including reserving spaces, managing maintenance, adhering to building and safety 
codes, and securing the facility. Her office sits directly behind the front desk in the staff-only 
area. There is a small opening with a sliding glass window that she uses to communicate with 
the front desk and senior center participants when necessary. She is at the center every day of 
the week. She has a lively personality and often attempts to interact with participants in the 
center. She expressed much concern over Spanish speakers feeling welcome, but was also 
hesitant in approaching them herself. 
The operations manager, Dorothy, has been working at this center for 18 years. 
Dorothy is a black woman in her forties and is responsible for providing programs and events 
to participants in the center. She organizes classes, celebrations, dances, and other activities 
throughout the center. In the past three years, she and the staff of the center were recognized 
for excellence in multi-cultural programming for Chinese seniors. Her office is in the staff-
only area of the center, but she is rarely in it during the day. She is usually walking quickly 
around the center between programs. Participants often know her and she is often present in 
many different programs throughout the center. Her energy and ubiquitous presence in the 
center made her known to Spanish speakers. She has a problem-solving attitude and wants to 
make sure everyone feels welcome in the center. 
The nutrition coordinator, Lizzy, has been with the department for eight and a half 
years. She is originally from Mexico and is bilingual. She is responsible for managing the 
lunch programs and kitchen staff at both senior centers in the county. Additionally, if any 
other events require food or snacks, she coordinates those needs. She is not full time and 
splits her 32 hours equally between the two county centers. She tries to be at the study center 
on Thursdays when the most Spanish speakers were present; but, sometimes she is called to 
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the other center to assist in the kitchen or manage the lunch program there. At the center 
being studied, her office is outside the staff-only area, immediately outside the wellness 
center - accessible to all senior center participants. 
The transportation specialist, Laura, has been with the department for 18.5 years. She 
is a white woman in her sixties. She has only been in her current role for about four years. 
Prior to this role, she was the front desk manager for the other county senior center. Now, she 
is positioned under the aging services branch of the department and therefore serves clients 
throughout the county, including participants at the senior centers. She offers bus riding 
classes, conducts home visits, provides transportation consultation and education, manages a 
volunteer driver program, and offers day trips to other parts of the area. She had an office at 
the center but was unpredictably present at the center. I recruited Laura to participate in this 
study because Spanish speaking consultants frequently discussed her and her services. Her 
open and congenial attitude often led to opportunities to interact with Spanish speakers 
without necessarily knowing the language. 
Data Collection Methods 
Employing methods that gathered information regarding the context and social 
situation of the community was necessary to more fully understand occupation at the 
community level. Thus, in addition to conducting semi-structured individual interviews, I 
chose to employ participant observations, document reviews, and group mapping activities to 
broadly explore community occupations of the senior center and the experience of Spanish 
speaking participants. 
Participant Observations. Participant observations occurred during six months of 
data collection with both Spanish speakers and staff in classrooms, exercise rooms, the 
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cafeteria, the lobby, common areas, and in outdoor sitting areas. These observations 
contributed to all three aims of the study by providing situational experience and contextual 
knowledge of the center and its functioning. I had opportunities to engage with both Spanish 
speakers and staff members. No formal observations took place in staff only areas to protect 
client and professional privacy. While observing, I used a small notebook to quickly record 
aspects of the observation I found important or significant. I recognized that what I 
determined to be important was based on my own presuppositions as a researcher (Clifford, 
1990), and therefore I made attempts to identify or uncover aspects of the experience I may 
have neglected or misconceived through reflective journaling and conversations with 
consultants.  
Participant observations also provided opportunities for casual conversations with 
study participants to discuss their experiences at the center with programming, other 
participants, and each other. Additionally, I had individual prolonged conversations with 
Carla (leader of the group) and Rosa (a volunteer) regarding their specific roles and 
experiences in the group.  
After each observation, I wrote field notes exploring my experiences with  concepts 
of inscription, transcription, and description in mind (Clifford, 1990). These field notes 
included both descriptive observations of physical space, objects, appearances, 
conversations, and events, and also my thoughts and reflections as they emerged in the 
writing process. I attempted to identify whether notes were my personal processing 
(inscription), a direct quote or retelling of an occurrence (transcription), or concrete 
characteristics of the situation (description). It was important for me to tell the story of my 
experience in an organic manner to avoid compartmentalizing aspects of the observed 
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situation into pre-determined categories that did not reflect my lived experience. Instead of 
recording categories of attributes (e.g., social, physical, environment, or conversational), I 
attempted to allow thoughts, descriptions, and conversations to flow together to vividly 
describe and understand the relationships among those attributes as my experience of the 
observation unfolded into the notes. This strategy helped me elucidate connections that join 
the physical and social environments without separating them as two disparate worlds. This 
allowed me to represent diverse characteristics of my experiences with participant 
observations co-emerging and relating to one another.  
Semi-structured Individual Interviews. The first aim of my study was to describe 
the transformation of personal experience and perspectives of Spanish-speaking elder 
immigrants and staff through communal occupation at the local senior center. To meet this 
aim, I chose to employ individual interviews with both Spanish-speaking older adults and 
staff consultants. After multiple observations and building rapport with the Spanish speaking 
participants and staff at the center, I conducted semi-structured individual interviews with 
seven Spanish speaking older adults and six staff members. Interview guides included a 
variety of cueing questions to facilitate discussion and elaboration with consultants 
(Appendices A & B). Interviews were conducted in the language consultants chose and after 
obtaining written informed consent. All seven interviews with Spanish speaking older adults 
were conducted in Spanish. Five out of six interviews with staff members were conducted in 
English. One staff member interview was conducted in Spanish. These interviews lasted 
between 25 minutes to an hour and a half. All interviews were recorded and transcribed for 
analysis. 
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With Spanish speakers, we discussed their ongoing experiences of the center as a 
community. I encouraged participants to identify past, present, and future barriers and 
facilitators that influenced their participation at the center. This included the physical space, 
activities, staff members, and any other topics that emerged. Additionally, we discussed how 
they expected the senior center to develop in relation to serving Spanish speaking 
participants. In reflection, I noticed that interviews conducted in Spanish tended to be more 
structured that those in English. I believe this was due to Spanish being my second language. 
I relied more on questions from the interview guide and was less conversational.  
When interviewing staff members, we discussed the center as a community and how 
it had responded to an increased number of Spanish speakers, including the impact on their 
specific job. Staff members described their perceptions of the Spanish speakers’ experiences 
at the center and what facilitated or impeded that participation. We also discussed the 
physical space, information presented to center patrons, policies, and the center’s culture. 
Responding to Consultant Feedback. Individual interviews initially included a 
mapping activity that explored participant’s past, present, and future perceptions of the center 
community. Four consultants (two staff members and two Spanish speakers) found the 
activity cumbersome and awkward or were simply not interested in completing it. In 
response, I decided to no longer introduce the activity in subsequent interviews. In practice, 
the activity was difficult to conduct in a one-on-one setting and incorporated overly 
complicated and abstract tasks. Depicting the community’s social and communal 
relationships, including its geography, through symbols and words was nebulous and 
unhelpful. The activity demanded too much abstraction from consultants such that it drew 
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them too far away from their concrete experiences and became more of an obstacle than a 
facilitator.   
I restructured my approach to address the same content through semi-structured 
interviews without the mapping activity. To compensate, I included questions that targeted 
the community as a whole rather than individual experiences. This proved to be more fluid 
and comfortable for consultants while still exploring a broader, more expanded view of the 
center’s community. The two maps that were created by consultants were somewhat useful as 
elicitation tools; however, they were not useful as data in and of themselves. 
Community Mapping Activity. After obtaining written informed consent, each 
cohort, Spanish speaking older adults and staff members, participated in a recorded 
community mapping activity designed to encourage conversation about diverse aspects of the 
space and social situation of the center. Situational mapping has recently been examined in 
occupational science as a beneficial method of analysis (Aldrich & Laliberte-Rudman, 2016); 
however, this approach was conducted by researchers rather than consultants and focused on 
situations of individuals rather than communities. Therefore, for the purposes of this study, I 
designed a community mapping activity that solicited situational data directly from 
consultants and challenged them to consider the community as a whole rather than through 
individual perspectives. The development of the mapping activity was informed by evidence-
based timeline  analysis (Berends, 2011; K. F. Jackson, 2013; Patterson, Markey, & Somers, 
2012; Tasker, 2017) and participatory mapping approaches (Parker, 2006; Townley, Kloos, 
& Wright, 2009). 
The community mapping activity supported aim two of the study, which was to 
identify and describe the transformation of respective cohort experiences and perspectives of 
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Spanish-speaking elder immigrants and staff through communal occupation at the senior 
center. I asked each group to visually represent the senior center on a large poster board, 
describing spaces, people, relationships, and any other aspect of the center that they felt may 
influence the participation and experience for Spanish speaking older adults in the center. 
Materials such as brochures, flyers, resource guides, program packets, construction paper, 
post-its, scissors, glue, and markers were available to create the community map.  
In introducing the task, I emphasized the flexible nature of the activity and talked 
with each group about ways they may want to represent different aspects of the community 
such as barriers, facilitators, people, or spaces. I encouraged them to talk with each other and 
work together to create the final product. Unfortunately, there was a tendency to continue 
talking to me directly without much engagement across consultants, so I found it helpful after 
setting up the activity to step out of the room briefly to retrieve water for the consultants. On 
both occasions this shifted the focus from me and spurred intragroup conversations about 
where to start and how to depict certain aspects of the center. During the mapping activities, I 
had banks of cueing questions regarding the center community available. On both occasions, 
however, I did not need to use them because the activity spurred consultants’ discussion 
without the need for facilitation other than clarifying questions. 
Responding to Consultant Feedback. In preparation for the community mapping 
activities, I considered the reactions consultants had to the complexity of previous mapping 
activities during individual interviews. Therefore, in this activity, the group was only asked 
to contemplate the present community rather than creating separate maps for past and future 
perceptions of the community. Nevertheless, during the activity consultants shared stories of 
past experiences and hopes for the future at the center.  
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Further, the proposed methods for this study included the mapping process and a 
subsequent follow-up group session to discuss the map. It was extremely difficult to identify 
a time for all staff members to be present at the same time and multiple staff members 
expressed concern regarding time commitment; therefore, discussion was encouraged during 
the mapping activity instead of holding a second meeting. It was important for me to honor 
their needs and therefore I modified my procedures accordingly. This process was also used 
with the Spanish speaking older adult consultants as it was also difficult to identify a time 
when all consultants could meet outside their Thursday group time. 
Reflective Journaling. After each instance of data collection, I spent time reflecting 
on the experience and my potential biases. In addition to my sociopolitical positioning as a 
white male US citizen, I considered my position as a doctoral student conducting research 
and my interest in answering specific questions. I reviewed my field notes and reflected on 
why and how I made decisions about who and what to notice. I considered what I had 
potentially neglected or needed to further explore. Questioning, for example, if my racial 
identity had influenced what I attended to during an observation or if my professional 
experience influenced how I understood a response during an interview encouraged me to 
consider the many layers through which my own experience as a researcher was occurring. 
This reflective process led me to make specific decisions within the research process, some 
of which are described below. 
After conducting several interviews and observations, I realized that older adult 
consultants frequently discussed transportation needs. This led me to recruit the 
transportation specialist, who was originally not considered for the study. She offered 
perspectives and insights into her relationship with Spanish speaking participants and how it 
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had formed more strongly. Additionally, she described policies and organizations that 
provided transportation to the senior center, further clarifying how and why this particular 
topic was significant to Spanish speaking older adults.  
Further, prior to the study, discourses that I had been exposed to led me to believe 
that fear of government and legal issues with immigration were prominent influencers on 
Spanish speakers’ participation at the center. The data and experiences I collected offered a 
different emphasis, and therefore I did not pursue those topics as I had previously anticipated. 
While this cultural reality may have been influencing whether other Spanish speakers outside 
the center were coming or not, this question was outside the scope of the study.  
Reflecting throughout the study and during transcription revealed the challenges that 
are present in conducting interviews across languages and cultures. Idioms, linguistic 
idiosyncrasies, and general conversationalism were less accessible to my language capacity 
and therefore influenced the flow and rhythm of interviews and conversations during 
observations. While understanding literal and concrete meanings was well within my grasp, 
the emotion and connotation that is imbued within all language was not always as apparent. 
Therefore, some comprehension of meaning and value was most assuredly lost through my 
interpretation, making collaboration with Spanish speakers during analysis invaluable and 
necessary.  
Document Review. The third aim of the study was to describe the relationship among 
the participation of Spanish speaking participants and the communal occupation of the senior 
center. In order to support this aim, I collected documents and artifacts that were relevant to 
Spanish speakers’ participation in the senior center community to depict and understand the 
larger political and social context in which the center existed. I reviewed senior center policy 
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documents from the senior center manual and brochures related to senior center services and 
programming in both English and Spanish, noting when or if they had been translated. I 
identified specific times when policies or information may have changed over the course of 
the Spanish-speakers’ participation. I found newspaper articles and radio broadcasts related 
to the center and the participation of Spanish speakers. I examined specific laws related to 
older adult services and immigration in the United States to understand the impact of 
national-level regulations and policies on center functioning.  
Programming Review. I examined electronic copies of the quarterly printed program 
guide for both centers from December 2014 – February 2019. Using the following search 
terms: “Spanish”, “Español”, “Latin*”, “Hispan*”, “Mexic*”, and “una”, I counted programs 
targeting native Spanish speakers or related to Latinx culture that were in Spanish or English, 
as well as programs in Spanish targeting English speakers. I also counted information 
targeting Spanish speakers that was advertised in Spanish or English.  
Data Analysis 
Data analysis was iterative and ongoing throughout the study. I included my own 
insights and considerations regarding data and my experiences in reflective journals and field 
notes. Although this was a preliminary form of analysis, it nevertheless influenced the 
trajectory of my inquiry. Additionally, I presented concepts and preliminary data from this 
study at a conference during ongoing data collection. Preparing preliminary descriptions of 
the study and discussing their relationship to service access as an occupation revealed the 
intricate processes service seekers must navigate. These reflections influenced my scope of 
questioning and observation during the study, and I considered them in further analysis of 
transcripts and field notes.  
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I personally transcribed all recorded interviews and community mapping activities, 
becoming intimately familiar with the data. I did not translate the transcripts that were in 
Spanish to prevent any unintentional alterations to the meaning of statements. I have included 
both the original Spanish transcription and my English translation when presenting 
quotations to allow original sentiments to be preserved. Using an initial coding process 
(Saldaña, 2013), I noted codes during the transcription process. This process was bilingual in 
that I was generating codes in both English and Spanish. Using open-coding, a combination 
of in-vivo, descriptive, and values based coding processes (Saldaña, 2013), I found separate 
code groups emerging from cohorts of older adult consultants and staff . I offered 
opportunities for collaboration during analysis to both staff and Spanish-speaking 
consultants.  
Collaboration during Analysis. No staff members chose to participate in 
collaborative analysis. Five Spanish-speaking consultants participated in collaborative 
analysis. I conducted a brief workshop on open coding and taught the consultants the basic 
tenets and processes of coding transcripts. During this workshop, I gave each consultant a 
printed version of their respective individual interview transcript and a transcript of the 
Spanish-speaking community mapping activity. Together, we coded a small portion of the 
focus group transcript. After this, they took their transcripts home and I met with them the 
following week as a group to discuss the codes and transcripts.  
When the consultants returned the next week, many of them had explored the data, 
but had not developed specific codes from it. Two of the four had written thoughts down on 
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the back of the transcripts. 
Therefore, during this 
discussion in Spanish, I 
placed large pieces of paper 
on the wall and asked them 
to talk about their thoughts 
and impressions from the 
transcripts. As they talked, I wrote 
key words they said on the paper (See Figure 1). Once all participants had the opportunity to 
share their initial thoughts, I asked them 
to review the words I had written on the 
wall and to look for categories that 
might emerge from those words. As 
they explored categories, I wrote these 
concepts on a second sheet of paper on 
the wall (See Figure 2). Again, once all 
consultants had the opportunity to 
categorize the initial words, I asked 
them to look over the categories and 
think of overarching ideas or themes that 
they saw emerging. I then wrote these down as we discussed them on a third piece of paper 
(See Figure 3). 
Figure 1 - Initial Codes from Spanish Speakers 
Figure 2 - Categories from Spanish Speakers 
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Through the process of 
collaborative analysis, we were able 
to clarify and reveal deeper 
meanings and themes. For example, 
I had originally conceptualized 
consultants’ descriptions of 
“separateness” as a sense of 
rejection; but, during collaborative 
analyses, consultants clarified that it was more a feeling of being set apart, not rejected. 
While, this collaborative process was not free from facilitation – and therefore my bias – 
consultants were able to articulate the 
aspects of the center community that 
they saw emerging from transcripts and 
further add to description of their 
experience at the center. 
The codes emerging from this 
collaborative analytical process guided 
the formation and modification of 
further codes during analysis of field 
notes, reflective journals, and document 
review using Atlas.ti (Scientific 
Software Development GmbH, 2017). I 
physically organized artifacts, maps, and all other non-verbal data (See Figure 4) and sorted 
Figure 4 – Physical Sorting of Codes and Data 
Figure 3 - Themes from Spanish Speakers 
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to reveal relationships and 
associations among the data, 
contextualizing and situating 
artifacts and maps among the 
text data. During this process, 
I wrote memos regarding 
analysis and themes that I 
saw potentially emerging 
from the data. By examining 
the breadth of data and visually depicting relationships and categories of codes by using the 
“networks” feature of Atlas.ti, I more explicitly identified patterns and themes that emerged 
(See Figure 5).  This focused coding and thematic synthesis (Saldaña, 2013) generated major 
themes from all transcripts, fieldnotes, memos, artifacts, maps, and policy and document 
review. I categorized these major themes into overarching thematic families. Informed by 
both Spanish speaking and staff perspectives, these thematic families revealed and 
characterized the community’s occupations as they related to Spanish-speaking older adult 
participation.  
Limitations 
A notable limitation in the study relates to the time period in which the study was 
conducted in relation to when Spanish speaking elders began participating in the center 
community. Because the current situation of the community was integrally connected to the 
trajectory of community formation in the past, portions of analysis relied heavily on 
perspectives of the past. Consultants offered stories and memories about past experiences 
Figure 5 - Portion of network analysis in Atlas.ti 
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which were then analyzed to understand those previous events. In future studies, it would be 
most beneficial to collect data as immigrants begin to enter into a community and follow the 
community’s occupations in real time. However, a reflective approach in interviews still 
provided interesting and valuable perspectives of the center’s changes over time. In fact, 
offering opportunity for consultants to consider how the community had changed over the 
course of their participation was insightful in that they were able to examine a broad view of 
relationships that had emerged over the years. These insights may not have been as apparent 
during real-time experiences of the center changes. 
A second limitation of the study was my own Spanish speaking ability. I am not a 
native speaker and therefore may not have understood or comprehended the depth of 
meaning in consultant perspectives. Without the deep cultural understandings that 
accompany speaking a language natively, metaphors, idioms, or other sentiments may not 
have been fully appreciated. This limited my interpretation of the data. Additionally, it 
influenced the flow of interviews conducted in Spanish. Naturally flowing conversation was 
less possible during these interviews and therefore likely affected the information and 
perspectives shared by consultants. 
Deeper collaboration with consultants could minimize language limitations in future 
studies. While I was able to incorporate some collaborative strategies within the 
methodological approach, the scope of the study limited more in-depth and continued 
collaboration from both staff and Spanish speakers. A collaboratively designed, thoughtful, 
and well-supported inter-group discussion between Spanish speakers and staff would be 
beneficial in future studies. This could have developed analysis and perspectives of the 
community further. Finally, incorporating continual collaboration with native Spanish 
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speakers across future studies would promote a richer understanding of Spanish speaking 
experiences and interviews. 
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CHAPTER 5: OCCUPATION OF A COMMUNITY:  
WELCOMING SPANISH SPEAKERS 
 
“People are trapped in history and history is trapped in them.” – James Baldwin (1955) 
 
History and Culture: The Tails of a Kite 
 In understanding communities, it is necessary to explore the relationships that 
construct their ever-evolving situations. Examining the policy, history, and culture through 
which communities birth their ways of doing is important in fully contextualizing the 
ongoing fruition of complex community occupation. The senior center is no exception in its 
connection to a continuing political and cultural history in the United States. Histories of 
race, culture, and immigration and national, state, and local level policies pervasively steer 
the center’s programming and personal relationships. Much like the tails of a kite, although 
moving forward with the community, these aspects continue to influence the center’s 
direction and movement. These communal relations emerged from and were identifiable in 
explicit and implicit habits across the community. Spanish speakers managed these 
relationships in the outside community and the moment they walked through the front door 
of the center. 
Race, Culture, and Language 
Identity and “Hispanic Culture”. The United States was formed on a foundation of 
structural racism and has intertwined race into countless structures, cultural norms, and social 
systems. During this study, racism and anti-immigrant sentiments had flared and were 
swirling in the United States. These contextual realities forced Spanish speaking immigrants, 
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especially those of darker skin tone, into specific social narratives and political relationships. 
They often face discrimination and injustice (Bailliard, 2013a) as well as complex navigation 
of generalizing constructs such as “Latinos,” “Hispanic,” or sometimes “Mexican.” Spanish 
speaking consultants vocalized both identification with and separation from a generalized 
“Latino” or “Hispanic” culture. They expressed pride in their countries of origin and worked 
to disentangle themselves from the generic “Hispanic” or “Latino” vernacular. They also 
described a general “Hispanic” culture both in the United States and in their countries of 
origin. In our conversations, Marta seamlessly navigated these identities as she commented 
on Hispano-American culture in relation to general comportment and understandings of older 
adulthood, 
“Pues tú sabes la cultura hispanoamericana en general, somos gente más tímida. No 
somos tan abiertos y tan dado a integrarnos actividades. Somos un poco, pienso, no 
es timidez. Es una cuestión -cultural, de que los viejos ya se quedan en casa a cuidar 
nietos. Y pues, ya, ellos no tienen otra cosa que hacer más que esperar cuando se 
van. Entonces, eso es triste porque pues la vida no se acaba cuando llegues viejo. 
Hay infinidad de actividades que se pueden desarrollar, pero culturalmente, en 
nuestros países así funciona. Cuando estás viejo ya estás como arrumbado como 
mueble en tu casa porque no existen estas clases de programas allá.” 
 
[Well, you know the Hispano-American culture in general, we are more timid people. 
We are not so open and so given to integrate into activities. We are a little, I think, it's 
not shyness. It's a cultural issue, that old people are already staying at home to care 
for grandchildren. And then, they have nothing to do but wait when they leave. So, 
that's sad because life does not end when you get old. There is an infinity of activities 
that can be developed, but culturally, in our countries this is how it works. When you 
are old you are already like a piece of furniture in your house because there are not 
these kinds of programs there.] 
 
Later she sought to celebrate the diverse cultures within the “Hispanic” world: 
“Vi que alguna vez celebraron el año de la hispanidad, el día de hispanidad. Y pues 
que interesante, porque pues, son culturalmente… pues tenemos una diversidad 
enorme en nuestros países, en el mismo país, en el mismo país. De donde yo soy, en 
el norte, de una región a otra es una cosa increíble.” 
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[I saw that they once celebrated the year of Hispanidad, the day of Hispanidad. And 
well how interesting, because well, they are culturally… well we have enormous 
diversity in our countries, in the same country, in the same country. Where I am from, 
in the north, from one region to another is an incredible thing.] 
 
While these two perspectives were not in contradiction, it seemed Spanish speaking 
immigrants were regularly navigating the generalizing nature of social constructs such as 
“Latino” or “Hispanic”.  
Another such moment occurred when Spanish language students from a local 
university visited Spanish speakers at the center. It was the first day that these students were 
attending the social group and therefore Carla was interested in orienting them to who was 
present in the room. Carla seemed to preemptively move to contradict the homogenizing of 
the Latinx community through pride in the diversity of people attending: 
 “Carla asked each older adult participant to introduce themselves, where they were 
from, and their age. Going around the table, each participant named their country of origin 
and age. When Esmeralda introduced herself she declared, ‘I am from Colombia, the happiest 
place in the world.’ There was an eruption of laughter and comments about Colombia from 
other participants. The introductions continued… Then a man from Colombia shared that he 
loved the many days of fiestas they have during Christmas 
time. Someone said, ‘That must be why it's the happiest 
place in the world’ and all the participants laughed again. 
As each participant had introduced themselves, Carla 
noted their age and country of origin on the whiteboard in 
the classroom. Colombia (2), El Salvador, Puerto Rico (2), 
Bolivia/Perú, Venezuela (2), México (3). After the 
introductions, Carla turned to the students, gesturing to the 
long list on the board, and emphasized that they had the 
opportunity to hear many different accents and experience 
many different cultures in the space. She drew a basket on 
the whiteboard and wrote the word Hispanic in it, 
explaining that in the US people often lump all these 
cultures together into “Hispanic”, but in this room they 
celebrated and discussed their differences quite often. She 
drew smaller circles within the basket and wrote the 
number 23 under it, informing the students that there were 
23 different Spanish speaking countries in the world.” 
 
Figure 6 - The "Hispanic Basket" 
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 Carla’s intention was to educate the students about cultural diversity within the group, 
but also in the greater Latinx community. As I watched this process unfold in the social 
group, I saw each older adult sit up and proudly state where they were from. The importance 
and significance of both demonstrating unity as Spanish speakers while also demonstrating 
pride in their cultural origins was evident. 
Spanish speakers were met with generalized views of “Latinos” or “Hispanics” 
during everyday life at the center.  Staff often suggested Cinco de Mayo, a “Latino” holiday, 
as a cultural activity for Spanish speakers. This Mexican holiday, however, is not celebrated 
by most other Spanish speaking countries, and especially not with the fervor of the United 
States. These assumptions of generic cultural identities were not limited to staff. As 
Francisco described an interaction with an English-speaking participant, his tone was one of 
both perplexity and unfortunate acquiescence: 
“Hay un americano moreno que me ve y trae su botella de salsa y me dice [in 
English] ‘Amigo, traigo salsa’ y digo ‘Ok’” 
 
[There is a black American who sees me and brings his bottle of salsa and says to me 
[In English] 'Friend, I bring salsa' and I say 'Ok'] 
 
The other participant assumed because Francisco spoke Spanish that he had a special interest 
in salsa. Franciso was confused by the other participant’s statement, but offered the story to 
me with recognition that this happens frequently.  While these attitudes and ideas are not 
malicious, they do reveal assumptions that were held by both Spanish-speakers and non-
Spanish speakers about “Latino” or “Hispanic” people within the community. These 
assumptions are tied to the long history of structural racism and immigration within the 
specific context of the race-based culture of the United States. Prejudice, stereotypes, or 
seemingly benign cultural habits related to race permeated even the smallest interactions 
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among patrons in the center. These interactions highlighted differences Spanish speakers felt 
from the community and concurrently homogenized the group into “Latinos”. 
 English: The Default Language. Both staff and Spanish speaking consultants often 
assumed English should be default for communication among community members. This 
assumption stems from a historical privileging of English in the United States, intimately 
connected to its systems of structural racism. English-speaking privilege masks or neglects 
the consideration of opportunities for other ways of doing or communicating, further 
fostering the default status of the English language.  For example, the following are 
comments made by staff in relation to language barriers: 
“I’m not fortunate enough to learn Spanish” 
“And it’s unfortunate, if you will, that more of us don’t take the time or can’t commit 
to [lowers voice a bit] learning multiple languages.” 
“Ryan: How do you think that would look? How do you think they would come to the 
staff? 
Staff: I don’t know because I don’t speak Spanish, but I want them, if they have a 
complaint, I want them to be able to learn how to voice it, or how we can help…” 
 
Staff often assumed Spanish speakers could use English-based systems such as the daily 
schedule, the senior centers program guide, or even requesting information from the front 
desk. Occasionally, after suggesting these information access points, they realized their 
inaccessibility for non-English speaking participants. Lizzy, the bilingual nutrition 
coordinator, notably challenged this assumption during the community mapping activity, 
 “I mean if it was already in their language, it would be simpler.” 
While many of the staff may have agreed whole heartedly, the cultural expectation and 
privileged status of English as a default language hindered their attention in providing 
information in the preferred language of participants.  
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The default to English was also prominent for Spanish speaking older adults. This 
reality offered evidence that the effects of structural racism impacted not only English 
speakers, but immigrants entering into those systems as well.  Immigrants are encouraged to 
relinquish their native language under pretenses of policy or functionality. Marta suggested 
why learning English was so important, 
“Por eso es que empezamos la clase de inglés, o sea. Porque si no sabes el idioma, 
¿qué haces aquí entre un montón de gente que no te van a entender o que no te 
puedes comunicar? Y sí, sí es importante que estamos en un país dónde el idioma 
oficial es inglés. Todo el mundo hace fuerza por aprender. Yo pienso que es muy 
importante eso.” 
 
[That's why we started the English class, that is. Because if you do not know the 
language, what are you doing here among a lot of people who will not understand you 
or who cannot communicate? And yes, it is important that we are in a country where 
the official language is English. Everyone makes the effort to learn. I think that is 
very important.] 
 
Spanish speaking consultants often situated their inability to speak English as problematic, 
rather than identifying a gap in service provision in the center. It was assumed that English 
was the official language of the United States, when in fact it is not. Nearly all the Spanish 
speaking consultants expressed an obligation to learn English in order to access services 
more effectively. However, Esmeralda expressed frustration with this expectation, 
“Esta gente no cree que ese viene por estos hispanos que no saben inglés. ‘Vamos a 
colocar ese en español.’ Nada. Vaya a mirar a la puerta dónde nosotros entramos. 
Todo en inglés. Y eso que dicen varias… puedo leer. Pero otros nada. No sabe qué 
dice…“ 
 
[These people do not believe that it is for these Hispanics who do not know English. 
‘We are going to hang that in Spanish.’ Nothing. Go look at the door where we 
entered. Everything in English. And several say ... I can read. But others nothing. One 
does not know what it says...] 
 
Esmeralda explained that working to provide for her children and family had precluded her 
from learning English. She felt she “had no right to my language” in the center and went on 
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to compare this to being required to speak English for the citizenship exam. The senior 
center’s community functioning was imbued with the assumption of English as a default 
language. Staff and Spanish speakers reinforced this assumption through their everyday 
routines and occupations. 
 The “Hispanic” Family. While challenging generalizing assumptions, Spanish 
speaking consultants also highlighted broad cultural understandings of “Hispanic” families. 
As Marta alluded to earlier, consultants discussed the commonly held belief that older adults 
in Hispanic families were expected to care for grandchildren. Both the assumption and actual 
implementation of caring for grandchildren emerged as factors influencing participation for 
many Spanish speaking consultants at the center. For Lizzy, the bilingual nutrition 
coordinator, this belief justified her perceived lack of interest in the senior center from 
Spanish speaking older adults, 
“Nunca habido una barrera porque siempre desafortunadamente no hay muchas 
personas que están interesadas porque el problema es que, para venir, por ejemplo, a 
comer tienen que tener 60 años mínimo, entonces en esta cultura las personas de 60 
años están en su casa cuidando sus nietos.” 
 
[There has never been a barrier because unfortunately there are not many people who 
are interested because the problem is that to come, for example, to eat they have to be 
at least 60 years old, then in this culture the 60-year-olds are at home taking care of 
their grandchildren.] 
 
The matter-of-fact manner in which she stated this opinion was surprising to me, especially 
for an employee who works in the aging field. She was over 40 herself, and it seemed that it 
was a given that Hispanic older adults were destined to care for their grandchildren.  
 At the same time, many older adult consultants expressed concern about this 
expectation or saw it as a barrier for participation in activities they might enjoy at the center. 
Linda felt it was an injustice, 
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“…a veces uno de los hijos, como gente hispana, ‘bueno tu te quedas aquí a cuidar a 
mis nietos porque yo voy a trabajar’ o porque ellas nos dan la obligación de cuidar a 
los nietos, la obligación de los quehaceres de la casa y uno pues si uno si pues ya de 
ya, ‘ya aquí, no más, me quedo, y ya haciendo el quehacer y todo. Pero uno no piense 
que ya uno ya crio uno de los hijos ya hasta allí, no, más, la obligación de criar a los 
nietos y hacer el quehacer de la casa. Yo creo que ya es injusticia… está bien ayudar 
con lo que uno pueda, pero no para nos tengan a dentro de la casa o no salir estos 
programas que ustedes tienen. Perdón, Ryan porque le digo yo soy muy… a mi me 
salen las cosas. Es lo que yo siento.” 
 
[... sometimes one of the children – as Hispanic people – 'well you stay here to take 
care of my grandchildren because I'm going to work' or because they give us the 
obligation to take care of the grandchildren. The obligation of the chores of the home 
and ‘yes, yes, yes, and that's it, now here’ – nothing more, I stay, and I'm doing the 
chores and everything. But one doesn’t think that one already raised a children and it 
stops there. No, more. The obligation to raise the grandchildren and do the chores of 
the house. I believe that it is injustice ... it is good to help with what one can, but no, 
to have us inside the house or not to leave for these programs that you have. Sorry, 
Ryan, because I tell you, I'm very ... things come out of me. It is what I feel.] 
 
Carla, the volunteer leader of the social group, also discussed this injustice with me during a 
conversation. She described a form of “double-negligence” that might occur if the needs of 
the older adults and the children were not met appropriately. She believed there were safety 
concerns for both children and older adults when the older adult was not capable of reacting 
to or communicating safely in dangerous situations. Further, the child may not be able to 
appropriately call for services if something befell their grandparent. She hoped to contradict 
this ageism and stigma by educating older adults about their rights. 
 Whether they agreed with this expectation or not, multiple older adults identified 
caring for grandchildren as a limitation to older adults’ participation. Marta described how 
this affected her schedule and prevented her participation in activities at the center, 
“…por ejemplo, ya quisiera participar ahorita ya, no puedo participar en los paseos 
y eso porque yo tengo la limitación del tiempo. Yo a las tres, tengo que estar en mi 
casa porque en las tardes me encargo de mis nietos…” 
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[...for example, I would like to participate now; I cannot participate in the field trips 
and that's because I have the time limitation. At three o'clock, I have to be at home 
because in the afternoons I take care of my grandchildren...] 
 
When asked why he thought other Spanish speakers were not coming as often during the 
week, Francisco gave this reasoning, 
“Pues, yo pienso que la mayoría están ocupados o tienen que cuidar a los nietos” 
[Well, I think that the majority are busy or have to care for their grandchildren.] 
 
And finally, in the past year, Carla’s youngest grandchild was born. Several times during the 
study her care for the grandchild was identified – by her, Spanish speaking consultants, and 
staff – as a major reason she was unable to spend as much time supporting the older adults at 
the center. Because she cared for her new grandchild, she was only able to stay until midday 
on Thursdays rather than the whole day. Additionally, other participants were more reluctant 
to ask her for help. The understanding that Hispanic older adults would be responsible for 
caring for grandchildren was pervasive and significantly related to the participation and 
presence of Spanish speaking older adults at the center. 
 Cultural norms and historically situated belief systems are inextricably tied to the 
functioning of communities and their members. Race, age, language, and cultural privilege 
all construct the relationships that unfold in community occupation. They are culturally and 
situationally codified in stories and assumptions that permeate communities and ways of 
doing. Still, these communal values and principles are also often crystalized in policies and 
laws. Culture is both shaped by and manifests through policy and public structures. Policy 
often explicitly codifies the values and principles of communities and continues to reinforce 
these values as regulations.  The following sections explicate the concrete policies that were 
identified as especially influential in the senior center’s functioning. 
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Federal Laws and County Policies 
The Older Americans Act of 1965 (OAA). This federal level law created the 
National Aging Network, including federal, state, and local agencies on aging, and 
determining their priorities and mechanisms for services. Total funding for the programs and 
services encompassed by this law was $2.055 billion in fiscal year 2019 (Colello & Napili, 
2018). Appropriated funding was determined by percentages of persons over the age of 60 in 
a given geographic area. This policy provided funding for a majority of public aging social 
supports. Title III of the OAA standardized and funded grants for state and community 
programs related to aging services and accounted for 80% of OAA funding in fiscal year 
2019 (Colello & Napili, 2018).   
Two important aspects of Title III influenced the center community’s functioning 
around Spanish speakers. First, this portion of the OAA was meant to specifically target, 
among other groups, minority older adults and older individuals with limited English 
proficiency. This justified outreach and continued accommodation of older adults who do not 
speak English well. However, it made no claims regarding citizenship requirements or 
qualifications. It also omits any requirements or statutes that oblige the provision of programs 
or services in the participant’s preferred language.  These requirements and lack thereof 
significantly influenced the structure on which the community functioned regarding Spanish 
speakers. Second, the nutrition program at the center is funded by Title III of the OAA. For 
this program, income requirements are prohibited by law; therefore, participants are not 
required to show proof of income to eat lunch at the center. This prevented Spanish speakers 
from having to navigate forms, income-verification processes, and other paperwork to 
receive access to the program. This ease of access was an important aspect for Spanish 
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speakers entering the center. It was clear that the statutes and funding stipulated within the 
OAA significantly influenced the functioning of center programming, among other county 
level aging services.  
 Comprehensive County Aging Plan. While the OAA was an influential policy in 
the center, the driving force behind the majority, if not all, of the aging department’s services 
and programs was a 5-year comprehensive county aging plan. This plan was developed 
through a county-wide community needs assessment which included focus groups, 
interviews, and townhall meetings. Every five years, calling on stakeholders from across the 
county, the aging department leads a year-long development of a comprehensive county 
aging plan. Workgroups met on a regular basis to discuss the county’s goals related to the 
aging population for the next five years. The plan included major goals, objectives under 
those goals, strategies to meet those objectives, and indicators to evaluate the success of 
those strategies. Once completed, this plan was accepted by the Board of County 
Commissioners and functioned as guidelines and justification for any programming, services, 
or innovation the aging department pursued. Additionally, as part of this planning process, a 
local organization contributed a large amount of funding to the aging department to be 
specifically used on initiatives outlined in the plan. 
During this study, the county was in the middle of its second year (FY2019) of the 4th 
iteration of their comprehensive aging plan (2017-2022). Four out of the six staff consultants 
interviewed specifically mentioned the comprehensive aging plans as informing or driving 
the work they do.  The director of the senior centers commented on how this plan influenced 
outreach to non-English speakers,  
“Well in the previous [comprehensive county aging plan], we really started just 
looking at what groups are not a part of the community that… should be. And, where 
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are they? … And looking for an increase for all foreign language speakers, you know 
non-English speakers. And we felt like there was a significant number of those folks 
in the community, then to get them to either definitively say, ‘no, there’s really not 
those people, you know older adults in the community, and to have them come,’ or 
two, ‘let’s reach out by whatever means we can.’” 
 
Table 1 presents full text of goals, objectives, strategies, and indicators of the comprehensive 
aging plan (2012-2017) that were driving senior center programming during the time when 
the Spanish social club was initiating.  
Table 1 – 2012-2017 Comprehensive Aging Plan Summary 
2012-2017 
Development of Plan 
No incorporation of Spanish Speakers 
Goal Objective Strategy Indicator 
1: Empower older 
adults, their 
families, and other 
consumers to make 
informed decisions 
and to easily access 
available services 
and supports 
1.1: Increase 
accessibility of 
information re. 
resources, 
programs, and 
services for older 
adults in county 
1.1.1: Create Social 
media Plan 
 
Note: this strategy 
omits language 
access in its 
description. 
1.1.1a: Creation of a social marketing 
plan to advertise programs and services 
available to older adults living in both 
rural and urban parts of county, available 
at all levels of literacy and in different 
languages. 
1.3: Ensure the 
attention to 
diversity in 
department 
programs and 
information 
sharing efforts. 
1.3.1: Create 
dedicated program 
to link older adults 
from minority, 
refugee and 
immigrant groups 
and faith 
communities to 
Senior Centers. 
1.3.1a: Completed assessment of the 
demographic information, needs, and 
strengths of minority, immigrant and 
refugee communities to provide 
appropriate and needed programming at 
the Senior Centers. 
1.3.1b: Expansion of English as a Second 
Language classes at the Senior Centers. 
1.3.1c: Programs offered at the Senior 
Centers that celebrate diversity and are 
advertised in relevant languages. 
    
This earlier comprehensive aging plan (2012-2017) included one goal that considered 
diversity for senior center participants. Under this goal, two objectives mentioned language 
access. The first indicated that a social marketing plan should include multiple languages.  
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The second objective included one strategy that sought to connect immigrant or non-English 
speaking populations to senior centers. The plan evaluated the success of this objective with 
three indicators: completing a needs assessment of minority populations, increased access to 
English as a Second Language courses, and advertisements in relevant languages. The plan in 
place when Spanish speakers began participating at the center included some attention to 
non-English speakers, but did not specifically focus on Spanish speakers. It included budding 
steps that could support Spanish speakers, but lacked substantial actions to support their 
engagement at the center. 
 Center Open Door Policy. The aging department had a history and reputation for 
having an open-door policy for its senior centers. In the senior center policy manual, it was 
stipulated that the center community  
“celebrate and promote the remarkable diversity of our local senior population. 
Speech meant to denigrate or intimidate a person or group based on race, ethnicity, 
nationality, gender, sexual orientation, age, disability, socioeconomic class, 
occupation, appearance, or other distinction is absolutely prohibited in the senior 
centers.  Violation of this policy may be grounds for expulsion.”  
 
Additionally, the only eligibility criteria stipulated for participants was that senior centers 
were “open to individuals aged 55 and over.” Living across the county line, in this instance, 
did not exclude any individual from participation in the community. The director said, 
“When we open the doors, well, here and even back in the day when we opened the 
doors on [local street] road, we made it really clear to the general public that we 
didn’t care where you lived.” 
 
While there was no eligibility for Spanish speakers to participate in the activities at the 
center, they were required to pay full price for lunch if they did not live in the center’s home 
county. However, many still chose to come from other counties because they preferred the 
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center to other centers due to the number of Spanish speakers present. This group, in 
particular, faced significant obstacles in transportation to the center. 
 Transportation Access. County policy was complex regarding transportation. This 
influenced how Spanish speakers were able to participate in the center community. Many of 
the older adult Spanish speakers did not drive. Crossing county lines on public transportation 
was difficult, unless a participant wanted to pay for a ride service. Carla often drove 
participants from the county where she lived to the center to participate during Thursday 
group meetings. If participants lived within county limits and could manage, they were 
required to navigate the public transit system. According to Laura, the transportation 
specialist, Spanish speakers at the center usually made at least one bus transfer before 
arriving at the center. This was sometimes confusing because bus schedules were in English 
and transfers required sitting at a bus stop for a period of time. Utilizing the paratransit 
system required a convoluted application process that was difficult for English speakers. A 
significant portion of Laura’s job was to assist patrons in filling out applications for this 
service. Furthermore, once approved, setting up rides required communicating with a 
dispatcher on a regular basis and Laura was unsure whether those transportation companies 
had sufficient Spanish speaking capacity. The lack of clarity in transportation information 
and processes made it difficult for Spanish speakers to engage at the center as much as they 
wanted to.  
These concrete policies and laws greatly affected the functioning of center processes 
and programming. They created structures through which the community functioning 
occurred and was shaped. However, they also acted as revelations of values and principles 
held by the county aging department and its employees. The manner in which they 
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implemented services and constructed environments for older adult participants was 
identifiable in the policies that guided their practice. The policies noted here were most 
influential in the negotiations amongst community members and staff as the community 
engaged with new Spanish speaking participants.  
Historical Habits with Non-English Speakers 
 Chinese Immigrants. Years before Spanish speakers arrived more prominently, an 
influx of Chinese immigrants began participating at the center. Staff recalled that little 
facilitation was necessary to encourage Chinese participation. The number of Mandarin 
speaking older adults grew rapidly with little outreach from center or department staff. In 
fact, so many arrived at the center that the department applied for and received a grant to hire 
a Mandarin speaking social worker. Over the years, three different full-time Mandarin 
speaking employees filled this position. In December of 2017, the position was vacated and 
transitioned to a part-time position.  
The experience of supporting this population was the first opportunity for center staff 
members to build substantial relationships and communal habits with non-English speaking 
people. However, communication and information access at this time were specific to the 
mingling of Chinese culture and United States/North Carolinian culture. While an 
exploration of the integration of Chinese immigrants was not within the scope of this study, 
study data revealed perspectives regarding their presence in the center. 
Staff commented that Chinese immigrants often had little hesitancy in speaking 
Mandarin to non-Mandarin speakers, communicating non-verbally, or enlisting friends who 
could assist in their communication with staff. Lizzy described staff experiences of 
communication and engagement with Chinese participants,  
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“Porque lo hacemos por los asiáticos todo el día, quizás no lo hacemos uno por uno, 
pero siempre estamos al pendiente de ellos. Y ellos piden. Porque ellos no se quedan 
callados. Y ellos se las… y la resolvemos lo que necesitan.” 
 
[Because we do it for the Asians all day, maybe we do not do it one by one, but we 
are always aware of them. And they ask. Because they don’t stay silent. And they are 
... and we solve what they need.] 
 
Staff also believed that Mandarin speakers had arrived and felt comfortable utilizing all the 
spaces in the center, without need for support or specialized space. According to Miriam, the 
center director, she believed this may also be related to where they lived in the county, 
“…one thing I believe is to be true is the Mandarin speakers live in close proximity… 
I do know that the Mandarin population is in fairly close proximity and so kind of, 
‘it’s here, one or two of us found out about it, the word spread’” 
 
During this study, there were approximately 40-50 Mandarin speaking older adults attending 
the center every day of the work week. They were, by far, the strongest presence felt in the 
center, especially in the mornings when playing ping pong and pool. Their presence created a 
sense of multiculturalism in the center that lent to an assumption that diverse cultures could 
access the space with little challenge. This atmosphere set the stage for when Spanish 
speakers entered the community.  
 Habits of Information and Space. Over the years of their participation, with the 
support of Mandarin speaking social workers, the Chinese immigrants and staff had 
developed systems and habits around their use of the center. When comparing the 
participation and access of Spanish speakers to the Chinese population, staff mentioned three 
major community norms that had been developed for Mandarin speakers: 1) Information 
Access through a Mandarin Bulletin Board, 2) Bilingual Leaders and Volunteers, and 3) 
Space Use within the Center. 
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 Mandarin Bulletin Board. This board was located just outside the elevator on the 
lower floor of the center. This location was directly in the center of the ping pong tables and 
pool tables and right next to the café area. Mandarin speakers in the center most frequently 
participated in these areas. The board posted information in Mandarin about special events, 
services, and announcements at the center. The most recent full-time Mandarin speaking 
social worker had developed a communication system for Mandarin speakers to register for 
events at the front desk. While event posters were posted in Mandarin, they had multiple 
tear-offs at the bottom of the poster that identified the name and tracking number of the event 
in English. On the back of the tear-off was space for Mandarin speakers to write their name. 
They took this tear-off to the front desk, and with little to no verbal communication, the front 
desk manager was able to register them for events. This bulletin board had been there for 
years, was in a visible location for staff, and was updated by both the Mandarin Speaking 
staff members and community volunteers. 
 Bilingual Leaders and Volunteers. The Mandarin speaking social workers had 
facilitating the identification of bilingual leaders and volunteers within the Chinese 
population. Dorothy, the operations manager, commented on how these leaders came to be 
known by the staff, 
“That’s how it started with the Chinese community. They made a booklet and they 
made a schedule for us so we knew who was here and then they put down the block 
of time, so if you looked on there and saw ‘okay so and so is supposed to be here. Let 
me go see if I can find them to help me on this particular day.’ And then after a while 
we just kind of knew who was going to be here.” 
 
Bilingual volunteers were essential in facilitating information access, event planning, and 
space reservation for Chinese immigrants. They kept information up to date on the board and 
were often called on by both fellow Mandarin speakers and staff for translation. Staff began 
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to rely on these volunteers and leaders to manage logistics and communication among the 
Chinese immigrant population.  
Activity and Space Use. Through this ample support, the Chinese immigrants were 
able to effectively engage in center activities and participate in center programming available 
in Mandarin. This reality was perplexing to Marta, 
“Porque yo no sé, le digo, cómo los chinos están integrados o cómo se integraron 
porque no desconozco ese parte. Lo que sea, le dije, para ellos hay muchas 
actividades. No sé si ellos las promuevan ellos mismos o si habrá una persona 
encargada de hacer que funciona, le digo. Pero ellos tienen su celebración del año 
chino. Que tienen su coro chino, que tienen múltiples actividades. ¿Cómo es posible 
que nosotros no más conformamos un día de actividades? La que hacemos ejercicio, 
nos vamos al aula lo que nos de allí, que [Leader] en el tiempo que tiene que nos 
enseñe y ya. Ya se acabó.” 
 
[Because I don’t know how the Chinese are integrated or how they integrated because 
I don’t know that part. Whatever it is, for them there are many activities. I do not 
know if they promote them themselves or if there might be a person in charge of 
making it work. But they have their celebration of the Chinese [new] year. They have 
their Chinese choir, they have multiple activities. How is it possible that we only get 
together for one day of activities? One that we exercise, we go to the classroom, what 
we get there, Carla, in the time that he has, to teach us and that’s it. It's over.] 
 
In addition to the activities mentioned by Marta here, Chinese immigrants had reserved space 
to play Ma Jong every morning of the week on card tables in alcoves on the first floor. There 
were fashion shows, movies, and holiday celebrations for the Chinese population. They also 
had English as a Second Language courses specifically tailored to their language 
background. The ping pong tables and pool tables were filled in the mornings with a majority 
of Chinese immigrants. Their presence was so significant that Spanish speakers experienced 
difficulty being able to jump in and play. Esmeralda noted this challenge, 
“Aquí estamos, esas mesas de ping-pong, las agarran ellos. Nosotros jamás hemos 
podido coger una pelota para jugar. Pero ¿cómo? Porque ellos dijeron, ‘bueno los 
de esta parte va a jugar una hora, dos horas’, pero hay que dan a los otros… no. Allí 
no hay nada que hacer, ni billiard, ni pool, ni nada. 
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Ryan: Y ustedes quieren jugar… 
 
Esmeralda: Sí, sí, porque a veces yo voy a ir porque a mi me gusta jugar billiards 
pool mucho. Yo jugaba. Bueno, está bien si de ellos seguro no sé, pero nosotros 
nunca hemos tocado esas mesas para nada.” 
 
[Here we are, those ping-pong tables, they grab them. We have never been able to get 
a ball to play. But how? Because they said, 'Well, the ones in this part are going to 
play one hour, two hours’, but you have to give to the others ... no. There's nothing to 
do there, no billiard, no pool, nothing. 
 
Ryan: And you want to play ... 
 
Esmeralda: Yes, yes, because sometimes I will go because I like to play billiards pool 
a lot. I played. Well, it's okay if they are theirs secured, but we've never touched those 
tables at all.] 
 
Additionally, Spanish speakers mentioned not knowing where to find the tools for the games 
such as ping pong balls and paddles. Staff were aware of the intense use of space by Chinese 
patrons, but did not identify it as an influential factor for Spanish speaking participants.  
“Rori: …the Chinese groups are here every day. I mean if you come in in the 
morning, they take over the downstairs and it’s just really lovely to see that they feel 
that this is their second home.” 
 
The staff and Chinese immigrants had developed positive and effective routines and habitual 
understandings of utilization of space among the community. Because of sheer numbers, 
cultural communication styles, access to social workers, leaders, and volunteers interested in 
developing activities, Mandarin speakers were able to efficiently use the many assets of the 
center. Even though the Mandarin speaking social worker position had shifted to a part-time 
position, Dorothy had no concerns about their continued participation in the center, 
“Um, I think Fei, some people have an idea of when she’s here and sometimes when 
she’s not. I think they are pretty well established, the Chinese population. And I am 
not really worried about them…” 
 
Staff assumed because Chinese immigrants could function well in the center, Spanish 
speakers should also be able to. Before and after Spanish speakers began participating, staff 
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often assumed that strategies developed for Mandarin speakers were sufficient in supporting 
Spanish speakers. 
Space and Programming Processes 
 Space Scarcity. The intensive use of the senior center by Chinese older adults was a 
positive and valuable phenomenon in many ways. Yet the ease and habitual access to space 
for this population implicated some barriers for Spanish speakers. The combination of their 
intense use of space with the limited space available engendered a complex situation of space 
availability. Space was scarce in the center, even before Spanish speakers began 
participating. There were few spaces for groups to gather and do a formal activity together 
without having reserved it far in advance, and even then, many reservations were ongoing, 
making it difficult to carve out space. For meetings and classes, there were two large 
classrooms, one on each floor. These rooms were almost always booked during the day by 
participants, staff, or sometimes outside organizations. The bottom floor had a theatre, art 
studio, and craft room. The craft room was versatile in that it could be used for meetings or 
crafts. The art studio was only suited for painting or similar occupations. The theatre could 
accommodate meetings on its stage but was only used in such a way when necessary. 
Otherwise, it hosted large group events such as shows, speakers, or movies. It was difficult to 
find a space to host a meeting or class whether you were Spanish speaking or not. 
For games or table top activities, there were three alcoves in the center. The alcove on 
the top floor was consistently reserved every morning of the week for Ma Jong players. The 
first alcove on the second floor, the “library,” was regularly reserved for card games.  
Spanish speaking consultants expressed their frustration at the use of this space, 
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“Marta: Lo malo, fíjate, con la biblioteca que… no es una biblioteca. Sí, ahora a 
veces estamos nosotros en… son dos mesas pegadas así pegadas a un mueble a lado 
de la pared y la otra llegan los chinos y juegan.  
 
Raquel: Ay no sirve. Debe ser como una parte de estudio para uno viene y trabajar 
en el ‘computer’ si tiene…  
 
Marta: Debía haber un letreo allí que dijera ‘no juegos aquí’” 
 
[Marta: The bad thing, look, with the library that ... it's not a library. Yes, now 
sometimes we are in ... there are two tables attached to a piece of furniture next to the 
wall and the other one, the Chinese arrive and play. 
 
Rachel: Oh, it does not work. It should be like a study area for those who come and 
work in the 'computer' if it has ... 
 
Marta: There should have been a sign there that said 'do not play here'] 
 
 Additionally, for three months out of the year, this alcove was regularly occupied by a 
volunteer tax assistance program. The third alcove, across from the craft room, was most 
available but also most distant and secluded from the rest of the center. Card games or 
gatherings often happened there, but only with a reservation. Further, because of their 
location, this alcove and the craft room were often much colder in the winter than the rest of 
the building, making them uncomfortable. 
For casual or unplanned gatherings and socialization, the center had multiple potential 
areas: the front lobby, couches on the mezzanine, tables outside the wellness center, tables 
inside the wellness center, the café downstairs, the upstairs outdoor balcony, and other 
outside spaces. All of these areas were not functional for large group meetings, except for 
two large circular tables outside the wellness center. The two circular tables were often used 
for playing cards, socializing, or impromptu gatherings of 5-7 people. This is typically where 
Spanish speakers found space to gather when they were not in the social club.  
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The final indoor 
location was the café 
downstairs, located right 
next to the ping pong and 
pool tables. While flexible, 
this space was busy. It was 
the space Spanish speakers 
identified as “incomodo” 
[uncomfortable] and with 
“mucho ruido” [a lot of 
noise] on multiple occasions 
(See Figure 7). In the café, 
there were metal chairs and 
tables that made significant 
noise when moved. 
Additionally, there was a television in this area that was most frequently displaying news at a 
volume that presumably everyone could hear. Nearby was a piano that was played frequently 
by a regular participant. While activity was thriving here, Spanish speakers often did not see 
a place for their participation in that space. The noise level, busy-ness, and overwhelming 
presence of other patrons created a sense of discomfort for them. 
Finally, the center had multiple outdoor spaces available for use, including a balcony 
with three large circular tables, a courtyard with multiple smaller circular tables with 
umbrellas, outdoor couches and tables, a large open concrete space, and a bocce ball court. 
Figure 7 - Spanish Speakers Community Map 
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These spaces were not used often. For many months of the year, climate restricted their use. 
Yet even during pleasant weather, there were few activities, groups, or meetings held outside. 
Most regularly, Chinese older adults practiced tai chi on the large concrete space. Staff 
members hypothesized that a potential cause of this lack of use was due to a fear of being 
locked out of the building. The doors were locked somewhat inconsistently each day, based 
on the facility manager’s availability.  
Even for English speakers, finding space in the center to gather in a group was a 
challenge. Identifying and reserving a space for a formal event or activity was even more 
challenging. Spanish speakers took advantage of the spaces that were open and did not 
require a reservation. These spaces encouraged Spanish speakers to participate in occupations 
related to socialization and game playing. They were open to gathering and creatively 
participating in other activities, but the available spaces limited the types of occupations they 
could plan for or do in the center. This group effectively had access to only two spaces one 
time a week for formal gatherings or activities.  
Reserving Rooms. Identifying an available space required communicating with Rori, 
the facility manager, about what spaces were being used and when. Staff most often did this 
through email. Older adult participants who spoke English would either email or stop at the 
front desk to connect with Rori. This often involved a back and forth conversation that 
attempted to match needed space with available time slots. Through Mandarin speaking 
social workers, Chinese immigrants had been able to successfully reserve ongoing activity 
spaces for English classes, table top games, English conversation groups, and other activities. 
Bilingual leaders had also become accustomed to the process and could talk with Rori about 
their needs when planning programs. When Spanish speakers began participating in the 
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center, they did not interact with Rori to reserve spaces. They believed it was a complicated 
process that only Carla or staff members could manage. Some were even unaware that they 
could reserve rooms themselves. 
Planning a Program. While reserving a space at the center was complex, the 
center’s process for planning and marketing a program further complicated a program 
coming to fruition. Because the senior centers’ program guide was printed on a quarterly 
basis, programs had to be planned between two and four months in advance. When reserving 
a room or space staff requested a description of the event or activity be placed in the program 
guide. Additionally, the center director strongly discouraged the cancellation of events that 
had been placed in the program guide because there was no way to ensure all potential 
participants would be informed. All of these details and information were expected from 
Spanish speakers if they were to create more robust programs at the center. This was a 
difficult and elaborate process to manage considering the other barriers they faced.  
Like the tail of a kite, the cultural beliefs and communal processes that stretch back 
into the historical development of the center community influence and steer the ever-
evolving formation and reformation of the center as it changes and adapts. These norms, 
habits, and processes, developed together by staff and older adult participants prior to an 
increase of Spanish speaking participants, were carried forward as habit structures into newly 
forming relationships and ways of doing. Histories of race and cultural assumptions along 
with policies and physical environments across all levels of the center community set the 
stage, or rather the situation, for the community’s re-coordination for Spanish speaking 
participants.  
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Opening Space with Spanish Speakers 
“To acknowledge privilege is the first step in making it available for wider use. Each of us is 
blessed in some particular way, whether we recognize our blessings or not. And each one of 
us, somewhere in our lives, must clear a space within that blessing where she can call upon 
whatever resources are available to her in the name of something that must be done.” 
– Audre Lorde (1988) 
 
 The historical situation and experience of the center with multicultural populations 
and programming steered the community toward a welcoming environment apt for creating 
space for Spanish speaking older adults. The following section describes the process, guided 
by those historical influences, through which space was created for Spanish speakers in the 
center community. While somewhat similar to the entrance of Chinese immigrants into the 
space (e.g. support from bilingual staff and volunteers), the needs of the Spanish speaking 
population manifested differently among community relationships.  While policy and 
willingness of staff to support programs remained integral in fortifying their presence, a 
welcoming and tailored space was needed for Spanish speakers to begin connecting and 
integrating into an already bustling center life. While this shift in occupation emerged in the 
center, Spanish speakers continued to manage transportation barriers and family obligations 
that complicated their participation at the center.  
Striving for a Welcoming Space and Attitude 
“As I walked through the automatic front doors of the center, the space opened to a 
lobby with soft couches, coffee tables, bustling sound, and constant movement of 
people through the space. The front desk sat to the right, perpendicular to the 
entrance, guiding visitors as the vibrant activity encouraged them to explore the 
center further.  The front desk manager was working at her computer and the older 
adult volunteer sitting next to her greeted me with a smile and a good morning. This 
was a space that pulled me in, it welcomed me and asked me to participate. For me, 
an English-speaker, it felt seamless to explore what opportunities lie ahead.” (Field 
Notes) 
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 The senior center strived to be a welcoming community on various levels. The 
director of the aging department emphasized, “I’m always talking to staff about making sure 
that they are welcoming” and insisted to her staff that “the people, when they do come 
through the front door that they’re greeted”. Despite the busy atmosphere of the center, staff 
often found moments to connect with patrons. 
Walking through the lobby, I saw a group of white people playing cards to my left, 
two white women knitting at the couches, two Chinese people meeting at a tall table, 
and four black men and women sitting at the round tables outside the wellness center 
eating some food. The space is open and easily maneuverable, even if I had a walker 
or was in a wheelchair. While at first the location of the elevator is not immediately 
apparent, I easily see it to my right with a little deeper exploration of mezzanine. The 
sounds of billiards balls and ping pong paddles continue to echo throughout the open 
air, a perpetual metronome of life in the center. Chatter and conversations lift into the 
vaulted ceilings as my eyes are drawn over the balcony edge to see the thriving group 
of older adults playing games below. As I pause at the balcony’s edge, I see Dorothy 
walking up the stairs with vim and vigor, seemingly on a mission. As she turns to take 
on the second set of stairs, she meets a center patron she knows. Her energy comes to 
a full stop, and she and the patron have a warm conversation right there on the 
landing full of smiles. (Field Notes)  
 
A simple connection and short conversation with Dorothy, may have offered the patron 
information, familiarity, or simply a relationship to act on in the future. This was a minor 
interaction – and Dorothy quickly returned to her mission afterward – but that moment 
contributed to community building with the patron. Staff who walked the center often smiled, 
waived, and occasionally hugged participants. It was a goal of the center to be a focal point 
for a diverse population of older adults to come, participate, and access services. This 
welcoming culture extended to future older adults as well. The center purposefully hosted 
events that attracted and were available to more than older adults (e.g. tax assistance 
program, early voting, weekend Zumba class) to increase awareness and use of the center. 
The staff sometimes partnered with organizations to host external programming such as 
parenting classes and home repair programs. Further, children were permitted in the center as 
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long as they were supervised. The objectives of a welcoming experience and space were 
frequently mentioned by both staff and Spanish-speaking consultants as a facilitator for 
engagement at the center.  
 Staff were open to and had experience with welcoming and supporting non-English 
speaking participants. The staff recognized that the center is an “evolving community” 
(Director) that continues to grow, requiring innovation and change to meet the needs of 
diverse older adults. From many years of supporting older adult Chinese participants, staff 
had fostered skills, habits, and a pervasive welcoming atmosphere that facilitated creation of 
a space supportive of Mandarin speakers. They understood their purpose as serving “the 
entire community no matter what language they’re speaking” (Director). Lizzy, the bilingual 
nutrition coordinator further recognized that historically  
“la política del centro siempre ha sido que bienvenido a todos, ni importa la cultura”   
[the policy of the center always has been welcoming to all, no matter the culture].  
 
A welcoming approach to service was understood as an important role staff played in 
building community within the center. Deep concern for offering a space that supported the 
participation of all older adults was evident in the staff’s attitudes toward their work.  
“If they need me, I’ll be there for them”  
While a welcoming atmosphere was apparent through both center policy and staff 
attitude at the center, some nuance in staff culture and approach was important to note. When 
I asked Rori the following question in our interview, I sensed hesitation in her answer.  
“Ryan: How do you feel like you could have more engagement with that population? 
 
Rori: Um, certainly if they need me, I’ll be there for them. It’s… my job is such that I 
try to walk around and meet people as much as I can, but I am… you know, I’m 
available whenever they need me. That’s as far as I really can go with that.” 
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She seemed to be struggling with the premise of the question: that further engagement could 
or should come from her rather than being instigated by Spanish speakers. The approach for 
service provision was primarily one where participants needed to ask for assistance or 
information prior to it being offered. There was an expectation for Spanish speakers to 
address their own needs through typical channels, and staff often were waiting for feedback 
on which to act, albeit graciously and often quickly. For example, Rori continued on to say, 
“I see some of the signs are translated to Spanish as well as well as Chinese. I don’t 
know if it’s enough or not enough. I mean that would be something that they’d have 
to tell us.” 
 
One might presume that if it was important enough to be posted in English so that English 
speakers would receive the information, then it would be just as important for it to be posted 
in Spanish so that it is communicated to Spanish speakers as well.  The need for Spanish 
speakers to ask for this information or offer feedback in order to receive this information is 
an example of the ways in which the processes and culture of the center privileged English 
speakers, a derivative of structural and historical racism. Staff often waited for a request 
rather than preemptively making information easier or more accessible to Spanish speakers 
when English speakers did not necessarily need to make this request. The center director, 
Miriam, brought this to light when she asked Laura, the transportation specialist, about 
transportation information she had in Spanish, 
“Miriam: But they [Spanish speaking patrons] have to ask you, people right now, 
have to ask you for it. I mean, somebody has to ask you for it. 
   
Laura: Yeah, that’s right.” 
 
Lacy, the department director, also named this approach when comparing the Chinese 
population with Spanish speakers, 
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“With the Mandarin speaking population, they found us, we didn’t go out and do 
outreach for them. Maybe we thought that that would happen with the Spanish 
speaking community as the community was growing.” 
 
While it is unknown how this approach influenced Spanish speakers who had not connected 
with the center yet, it seemed to set a tone for how Spanish speakers were expected to access 
the community once they arrived. Social service providers must often strike a balance 
between pursuing clients who need their assistance and expecting clients to seek out services 
to resolve their own needs. However, this approach assumed that those clients who will seek 
out social services also had the necessary information and communication skills to pursue 
those resources. This may not have been the case for Spanish speakers in this community. 
Beginning Outreach to Spanish Speaking Older Adults 
As mentioned above, the comprehensive aging plan process from 2011-2017 had 
emphasized the need to link immigrant populations, celebrate diversity in the department’s 
programming, and increase accessibility of English as a Second Language courses at the 
centers. A well-established and supported welcoming culture offered opportunity for space to 
be created for Spanish-speaking older adults. However, according to staff consultants, 
participation of monolingual Spanish-speaking older adults was non-existent prior to 2015. 
While staff noted two Spanish-speaking participants who utilized the center’s programming 
and services, both of these individuals were bilingual. The center offered minimal 
programming and services in Spanish at this time and advertised even less in Spanish to the 
greater community. Seemingly, there were few access points and little occupation for 
monolingual Spanish-speakers to engage in at the center, even though the center was willing 
and interested in their participation. This, combined with the staff’s “if they need me, I’ll be 
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there for them” approach, may have left little opportunity for Spanish-speakers to begin 
participating at the center.   
In the 2014-2015 academic year, Luz, a bilingual social work intern at the aging 
department who was also an immigrant from Venezuela, became interested in conducting 
further outreach to older adult Spanish-speakers. She and a group of graduate students from a 
local university conducted a needs assessment for this population in the spring of 2015, 
identifying potential ways forward in encouraging engagement of Spanish speakers. The 
assessment identified information provision, social space, and meaningful occupation in 
Spanish as important factors for bringing Spanish speakers through the center’s doors. This 
approach contrasted the “if they need me, I’ll be there for them” strategy previously adhered 
to by the center community. Luz was later hired by the aging department to continue this 
outreach as a social worker. This role was meant to parallel the Mandarin speaking social 
worker position that had already existed for the Chinese population for several years, offering 
a similar liaison between the Spanish speaking participants and the rest of the center 
community. The innovative and welcoming culture of the staff encouraged Luz to utilize her 
bilingual capacities to develop programs specifically targeting Spanish speaking older adults. 
In the summer and fall of 2015, Luz organized Latino Open Houses at each of the two 
senior centers in the county. She publicized these in both English and Spanish in the program 
guide for the senior centers and local media, including newspaper articles and press releases. 
Luz also reached out to various other organizations in the area that were known to serve a 
large number of the Latinx population to make them aware of these opportunities. The open 
houses were invitations to Latinx older adults to come and familiarize themselves with the 
center, knowing someone would be there to speak Spanish with them. During these events, 
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Luz called on bilingual staff and volunteers to assist with providing tours, information, and 
resources to attendees. She also advertised and discussed a new social group targeting 
Spanish speakers she would be developing at the center. 
The “Spanish Social Club” 
 Creating the Group. The social group program began in September of 2015 and 
was called the “Spanish Social Club.” Luz reserved a classroom in the center on Thursdays 
of every week from 9am-12pm. During this time, she held social and recreational activities, 
educational topics, and guest speakers. Luz also worked with Lizzy, the bilingual nutrition 
coordinator, to separate and reserve an appropriate number of lunch tickets for this group 
each Thursday. Together they also organized the lunchroom seating so that the Spanish-
speakers had reserved tables on Thursdays. Luz’s proactive personality and planning 
positioned her as a major conduit of support for the group. Soon after the program began, an 
older adult volunteer, Carla, became involved in leading the group. Carla had experience in 
gerontology and health education for older adults. She co-led activities with Luz and added 
additional opportunities for participants such as exercise classes and health talks in the 
morning. Luz and Carla co-led the group each week, creating agendas and activities. 
The Social “Club”. During this study, Carla mentioned that she actually did not like 
the “Club” name and also did not want it to be called “Latino” or “Spanish” because these 
seemed to exclude other groups in the center. She suggested “Grupo de Adultos Mayores 
Activos” [Active Older Adults Group] which made it obvious that it was a Spanish speaking 
group but did not imply it was only for members of the Latinx community. The name had 
been problematic to other participants as well in that they believed it was both confusing and 
implied exclusivity. They reported thinking it was a club for Spanish learners or for people 
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from Spain, rather than simply a gathering of people speaking Spanish.  Throughout the three 
years of the group’s existence, this conversation had not occurred among staff members and 
the name had not been changed. The conversation required a space in which Spanish 
speaking participants had an opportunity to reflect on their engagement at the center to 
consider different aspects of their participation. With this space and opportunity to reflect, 
they realized they shared similar perspectives. This prompted the group to ask for their name 
to be changed. This was one of many unintended interventions that occurred during the 
study, instigated by the collaborative social inquiry process. These will be further discussed 
in Chapter 7. 
Social Group Functioning. The group held to a fairly strict routine. According to 
Lizzy, the nutrition coordinator, this was largely encouraged by Carla. They most often 
completed exercise in the morning, moved to the reserved classroom to participate in 
activities planned by Luz, and then ate lunch. The group’s tickets were separated prior to 
lunch by the nutrition coordinator. The usual group entered into the cafeteria first, sitting at 
reserved tables.  
They actually have signs, yellow signs, that said ‘Reserved’ on two tables. We were 
ushered in front of the rest of the line. It was almost like priority boarding because 
they wanted the group to be able to sit together at a table. The Spanish language 
echoed through the gym-turned-cafeteria as the group entered. As more people – 
English speakers and Mandarin speakers – entered the cafeteria, Spanish was 
absorbed into chatter and movement. I couldn’t really hear much of what anyone at 
other tables were saying, even if it was in English, but Spanish was definitely present 
and felt in the room. Other participants looked at us as we sat at our reserved and 
separated tables…There were minimal interactions with the staff in the lunchroom. I 
did not see any staff engage with the tables while we were eating, but during cleanup 
staff members did speak English to the Spanish speakers. Staff thanked them for 
cleaning up the tables. (Field Notes) 
 
Sitting at separated tables provided some opportunity for Spanish speakers to be together 
with a safety net around speaking their language. The occupation of eating lunch offered 
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opportunity for them to connect and for other participants to hear the Spanish language. 
Sitting this way, though, also secluded them from the rest of the participants during lunch at 
the senior center. The lunchroom arrangement encouraged the formation of a supportive 
micro-community of Spanish speakers among the center community, but simultaneously 
discouraged interactions with other non-Spanish speaking patrons. 
The group’s routine placed Spanish speakers consistently in three main areas of the 
center, the exercise room, classroom, and lunchroom. During the social group meetings, there 
was minimal focus on other spaces, activities, or processes of the center. Occasionally, Luz 
worked with Laura, the transportation specialist, to organize field trips to various locations in 
the area. Additionally, on one occasion, Luz worked with the Mandarin-speaking social 
worker to incorporate a Latin dance number into a Chinese New Year celebration held at the 
center.  Other than these outings and special events, each Thursday was typically organized 
similarly.  
Holding Space. This program marked a shift in communal functioning of the center. 
Because of her internship and staff experience, Luz was able to navigate the limitations of 
space and the complexities of program planning to quite literally hold a specific space for 
this population. The social group was both an attractor and often an access point for Spanish 
speaking participants when they first arrived at the center. While Spanish speakers still had to 
manage transportation concerns and family obligations, this group became a safe landing pad 
for participants who often arrived feeling scared or concerned. Marta described the cultural 
shock one might experience upon first arrival at the center 
 “Primero es un choque cultural. Entras y pues ves allí puros güeros [laughs], pura 
gente americana o African Americans. Pues no ves gente de tu raza. Es para todos 
lados, estoy solito en este lugar ¿no? Sí, es un choque.” 
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[First, it is a cultural shock. You enter and well, you see there purely white people 
[laughs], purely American people, or African Americans. Well, you don’t see people 
of your race. It’s everywhere. I am alone in this place, no? Yes. It is a shock.] 
 
Esmeralda reflected on her fear when arriving and the benefit of having Luz present to 
connect with and support Spanish speakers in the center, 
“siempre uno viene con miedo porque nadie hablaba español… cuando yo llegue, 
pues estaba Luz. Muy linda ella con nosotros. Eso nos dio como seguridad, porque 
ella hablaba español” 
 
[Always one comes with fear because no one spoke Spanish…When I arrived, well 
there was Luz. Very nice, to have her with us. That gave us like security, because she 
spoke Spanish].  
 
During my observations it was clear when stepping into the classroom that the rules and 
customs of the space were different than the rest of the center.  
As we gathered into the room, those who had been participating in the exercises 
greeted those who had chosen to arrive later. Each person waiting in the room was 
greeted with a hug and kiss on the cheek and discussions of family and spouses 
began. While the group discussion was scheduled to begin at 10 a.m., visiting and 
catching up continued on far past the designated start time. Various women spread 
coffee cups, boxes of tea bags, crackers, and cookies across the large table, offering 
hot water for powdered coffee or tea. There was a warmth that spread throughout the 
space as the group entered, offering a sense of comfort and fluidity. (Field Notes) 
 
The classroom space emerged as a hub for Spanish-speaking cultures merging into a familiar 
community recognizable in its salutations, warmth, and priorities. Familiar and cultural 
habits and routines contributed to positive community formation among the group. The social 
group functioned as an important place for Spanish speaking consultants to interact and 
engage with other people in their primary language and culture, or as Francisco said, 
“sentirse en el ambiente del idioma” 
[to feel yourself in the environment of the language].  
 
The Social group offered this frequently and consistently. According to the 
department’s program guide archives, programmatic opportunities to engage at the senior 
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center in Spanish went from an average of 17 during each of the first three quarters of 2015 
to 36 opportunities in Spanish in the final quarter of 2015.  This significantly increased 
Spanish speakers’ interest in coming to the center, even from a distance. For example, 
Cristina chose to come to this center rather than the other county center closer to her home 
because  
“Está el grupo para que vino. Me gusta más acá. Allá, era de inglés nada más.” 
[There is the group to come to. I like here better. There, it was only in English.]  
 
The group held a new and safe space for Spanish speakers to be present and gain footing with 
both bilingual support and the cultural familiarity of their peers. The social group encouraged 
Rubí and her husband, Francisco, to continue coming to the center when, at first, they had not 
seen or interacted with other Spanish-speaking older adults: 
“En el principio, como no veíamos gente, entonces no veníamos te digo, solo este 
miércoles y viernes.” 
 
[In the beginning, since we weren’t seeing people, we weren’t coming, only that 
Wednesday and Friday]. 
 
Having this footing offered a stable space for Spanish speakers to learn about and become 
accustomed to the center’s functioning and norms. The director of the aging department 
recognized the potential value of this process, along with a welcoming atmosphere, in 
facilitating future engagement,  
“I think it would be very hard if you were not English-speaking, and coming into 
strange place like this. So, maybe they buddy up, maybe you buddy up and it feels 
better coming in. You’re not by yourself. And I feel like if people are not welcomed 
and you try to get them involved into something early on then they may never come 
back.” 
 
Lacy recognized the value of encouraging comradery among Spanish speakers and the 
security it might provide for supporting participation in the center. She also emphasized that 
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once they did find space in the center, it was important for them to find meaningful 
occupations to participate in or they may not return.  
Integrating with the Community. Because of the stability offered by the social 
group program, Spanish speaking participants had the opportunity to become accustomed to 
other norms and processes in the center. As Lacy mentioned, if they had not had space to 
engage in and were met with a community that could not manage Spanish speakers, they 
most likely would not have returned. If the group had not existed, Spanish speakers would 
have been unlikely to enter the space or spend time building knowledge and skills about the 
community. As Francisco and I discussed his time at the center, he reminisced on his process 
of learning how the front desk functioned over time: 
“Luego, en el tiempo, en el transcurrir del tiempo, hemos aprendido…como funciona. 
Entonces, en el “front desk” hay un pizarrón o un tablero en dónde uno tiene que 
pasar a leer las actividades, ¿verdad? En qué horario y qué salón hay para uno 
pueda asistir, integrarse, participar.” 
 
[Then, in time, in the passing of time, we have learned… how it functions. So, at the 
“front desk” there is a whiteboard or board where one has to pass by and read the 
activities, right? What time and what room they are, so one can attend, integrate, and 
participate.] 
 
Other consultants shared similar experiences in that they could come to the center knowing 
the group was present and then in doing so  
“nos vamos conociendo y ya nos sentimos con más confianza.” (Rubí) 
[We are getting to know [the center] and we already feel more confident]. 
 
Holding space in the center for this population offered a supportive atmosphere for 
learning and becoming familiar with activities, people, events, and information available.  
The comradery and friendship that had developed in the social group supported interaction 
and encouragement among members of the group.  
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“I joined the group today in the afternoon, sitting at tables outside the wellness center 
where they were playing board games… While playing, participants talked about 
various topics including country pride, how some people shy away from talking about 
where they are from, different foods from different countries like arepas, if they ate 
arepas in Mexico, and words that were used differently in different countries… After 
a while of playing, three members of my table left with drawn out goodbyes. Rosa, 
another woman, and myself were left sitting together. The two women lively 
discussed food and some recipes they had shared with each other. Rosa asked the 
other woman to share a recipe with her that involved using hard, older bread, 
instigated by the donation they had just received of bread from a local grocery store… 
The conversations continued on and the other woman shared her plans to move into 
an income-based senior housing complex. She was excited to describe the income-
based housing structure and explained how it all worked to Rosa. She talked about 
how great the location was, how close it was to the center, and that she could walk to 
many other places.” (Field Notes) 
 
Through doing together and learning about each other’s histories and cultures – sharing tips 
and recipes – Spanish speakers fostered bonds and comradery among their smaller 
community. Supported by peers who spoke their language, feelings of belonging increased 
and experiences of fear were minimized through sharing of information and experiences. 
This promoted opportunities, even when Spanish language options were not available, for 
Spanish speaking participants to explore new experiences and information at the center.  
These explorations were catalyzed by the presence of bilingual staff who were more 
aware of events and center happenings. Raquel recalled learning about an event in the 
theatre: 
“…había una allí abajo y no atrevimos allí porque nadie vino buscando porque 
fuéramos, y estábamos allí. Pero nadie dijo. Que Lizzy dijo, ‘si quieran ir, vamos’ 
Pero nosotros no atrevimos presentando sola (laughs), pero Lizzy nos dijo están 
invitadas”  
 
[…there was one down there and we did not dare to go down there because nobody 
came looking for us, because we were there, we were there. But nobody told us. 
Lizzy said, 'if you want to go, let's go.' But we did not dare to present [in the show] 
alone (laughs), but Lizzy told us we are invited…] 
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Spanish speakers first had a comfortable space to connect with the center community. Then 
through this space, they felt support in further participating in unfamiliar or challenging 
events. Their engagement facilitated a stronger connection to the center for the Spanish 
speaking community. With support from staff and volunteers, Spanish speakers participated 
in events that celebrated differences and fostered positive communal relationships among 
members of the community.  
Through occupation in the center, these relationships began to build across different 
languages, cultures, and backgrounds. For example, Lizzy described an event facilitated 
between the Chinese population and the Spanish speakers, 
“… cuando nos acoplamos… una vez que nos juntamos el grupo asiático y el grupo 
hispano. Y estuvimos en el teatro… y creo… creo que participaste también. Y esto 
pienso que fue algo tan bonito porque no hubo una barrera de idioma, no hubo una 
barrera de cultura de nada. Todo mundo nos integramos, bailamos, nos reímos. No 
fue nada así espectacular de que tuvimos que hacer un planteamiento de cuatro 
semanas. Fue algo simple. Y creo que todo el mundo lo disfrutó.” 
 
[... once we got together the Asian group and the Hispanic group. And we were in the 
theater ... And this I think was something so nice because there was no language 
barrier, there was no culture barrier at all. Everybody, we integrated, we danced, we 
laughed. It was nothing so spectacular that we had to do four weeks of planning. It 
was something simple. And I think everyone enjoyed it.] 
 
In a welcoming space, with community support, individual and group occupations had the 
power to foster celebration of diversity, cross-cultural belonging, and community building. 
The community as a whole shifted to more effectively create space and welcome Spanish 
speakers into participation.  
 Minimal Experiences of Discrimination. Finally, another aspect of community 
functioning that seemed to facilitate Spanish speakers’ deeper engagement in the community 
was a general lack of perceived discrimination or prejudice. I recognize that, because I am a 
white person, Spanish speaking consultants may have been more reluctant to talk about 
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experiences of discrimination and my observations may not have been attuned to the implicit 
forms of discrimination experienced by the Latinx community. Nevertheless, there was 
general agreement among Spanish speakers that the space was welcoming and accepting on 
an interpersonal level. During interviews, I specifically and respectfully probed for 
“negative” experiences in the center. If the consultant still did not offer any stories, I pushed 
a bit further and asked for any experiences of “prejudice” or “discrimination”. All 
consultants, except Marta, said they had not witnessed any prejudice experiences with staff 
or participants. A meaningful space and a welcoming environment set the stage for further 
connection in the community.  
Marta, on the other hand, shared a few instances of discrimination or mal-intent with 
the qualification that she still felt well-received in general. She claimed these situations had 
been resolved, 
“Marta: Corrió con la fortuna que sido bien acogida, pero sí he tenido dos o tres 
personas, así como discriminatorias… En esta situación o sea que se estando como 
estamos tú y yo platicando y eso. Alguna señoras como que no les gusta que uno 
esté.... Las señoras blancas, sobre todo. Entonces, yo no necesito esas personas. Yo 
me voy a un lado y tengo mucha gente positiva alrededor y hecho mano de eso. 
Entonces, no sé si las demás personas tengan eso tipo de experiencia, pero yo la he 
vivido dos veces. Una de las señoras ya murió. Yo la dejé a su santa gloria. Y la otra 
señora todavía ando por allí. Y de alguna manera, yo me ganó su confianza porque 
yo no soy una persona negativa. Estoy en el sentido de que, ‘oh ella posiblemente no 
ha experimentado esa tranculturalización que estamos viviendo…  
También, por ejemplo, el hablo que es el área de la cocina todos son muy 
amables, todo el mundo es aporta muy bien y son amables con uno. Una vez, ahorita 
que recordé, me acordé las malas experiencias. Una vez estaba, no alcancé la mesa 
yo con los latinos un jueves, y como siempre me siento con la gente americana. 
Estaba un señor diciendo, sin saber que yo era de la comunidad, dijo, ‘¿Y nosotros 
tenemos que pagar por todo eso?’. Fue muy mal gusto ¿no? Y fue la verdad. Yo no 
contesté nada en eso momento porque él no pensó que yo era de la otra comunidad. 
Dice, ‘y nosotros tenemos que pagar por todo de eso’ así pero como despectivo” 
 
[Marta: I have had the fortune to be well received, but I did have two or three people, 
like so, discriminatory... In this situation, because you and I are talking. Some ladies 
like that, they do not like that one is.... The white ladies, especially. So, I do not need 
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those people. I am going to one side and I have many positive people around and 
wash my hands of that. So, I do not know if other people have that kind of 
experience, but I've lived it twice. One of the ladies has already died. I left her to her 
holy glory. And the other lady is still there. And somehow, I won her trust because 
I'm not a negative person. I am in the sense that, 'oh she possibly has not experienced 
that transculturalization that we are living…  
Also, for example, in the kitchen area, all are very kind, everyone is very good 
and they are kind to you. Once, now that I remembered, I remembered the bad 
experiences. Once there I was, I didn’t make it to the table with the Latinos on a 
Thursday, and as always, I sat with the American people. There was a man saying, 
without knowing that I was from the community, he said, 'And we have to pay for all 
that?' It was in very bad taste, right? And it was [his] truth. I did not respond with 
anything at that time because he did not think I was from the other community. He 
says, 'and we have to pay for all of that' as well but as derogatory…] 
 
These experiences were the only descriptions consultants described as discrimination in the 
study to me as a white researcher. While many of the processes, assumptions, and privileges 
influencing the functioning of the center unfolded from a long history of racial discrimination 
and racialized culture, I hesitated to label them as discrimination when the consultants did 
not do so themselves. Simultaneously, protective factors around the group, may have 
softened or even shielded Spanish speakers from perceiving mal-intent. The language barrier 
may have prevented Spanish speakers from understanding pejorative comments.  Further, 
because their occupations and social interactions were somewhat isolated, Spanish speakers 
may not have had much opportunity to interact with patrons of the center who would have 
espoused these beliefs.  
 Nevertheless, with comfortable space now available in the center and an atmosphere 
supportive of participation in many respects, Spanish speakers began developing their own 
roles and habits among the community. The rest of the community simultaneously 
transformed as it adjusted to a new population. Holding space for Spanish speakers to enter 
into a complicated and bustling senior center community had facilitated the germination of 
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their participation in the community, and the Spanish speaking older adults began finding 
their roots among the communal habits of the center. 
Communal Habits  
The original formation of the Social Club within the center community was a 
foundational experience for both staff and Spanish-speaking consultants in building 
communal habits and expectations. The structure and functioning of the group created 
expectations and normative processes of doing for both staff members and Spanish speakers. 
The routine of the social group set in motion a structure in which Spanish speakers were not 
interacting with many staff other than Luz and Lizzy. Staff habits around managing the needs 
of Spanish speaking participants were developed, while Spanish speaking participants 
constructed assumptions around the ways they could access and use the space of the center in 
relation to this reality. 
Setting a Precedent. No group in the center’s history had been formed or was 
managed in the same way as the Spanish Social Club. This first and most prominent program 
for Spanish speakers set the precedent for community expectations of Spanish speaker 
participation in the center. At the time of this study, there had not been any other groups in 
the center who met for an isolated three hours, once a week on a regular basis like the 
Spanish Social Club. Spanish speaking participation remained concentrated in a single block 
of time. Staff’s previous experience with immigrants was the Chinese population who began 
engaging without much outreach or management. However, the Spanish speaking social club 
had a coordinator and leader present who managed logistics and details for nearly every 
aspect of the participants’ time in the community. When discussing Spanish speakers in the 
center, Staff nearly always referred to “the group” rather than considering Spanish speakers 
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in general in the center. This program set precedent for how staff engaged with Spanish 
speakers and how they were viewed by the entire senior center community - situating their 
occupations among specific spaces and processes. 
Limited Felt Presence between Staff and Spanish Speakers. These community 
norms facilitated a situation where Luz was one of few office staff members interacting with 
Spanish speaking participants on a regular basis. Spanish speakers felt a strong presence from 
Luz and some exercise instructors as staff members. Contrarily, non-Spanish speaking staff 
members felt little presence from Spanish speakers. The nutrition coordinator, kitchen staff, 
and volunteers interacted with them during lunch, but only through special processes that did 
not require significant direct communication (e.g. separating tickets, reserved tables). Staff 
often noticed Spanish speakers working out in the exercise room because it was in a highly 
trafficked area of the center. They also noted their presence during special events, including a 
Mothers’ Day Dinner, a Chinese New Year event, and a Mexican Fiesta fundraiser. 
However, Spanish speakers met in a classroom that was near the end of the hall on the first 
floor. Miriam, the center director, commented that this separated them “from the rest of the 
center…that’s what I’m saying… it is separated, secluded.” The positioning of the classroom 
felt secluded and distant from the rest of the center. A section of my field notes describes the 
experience of walking down to the classroom, 
“The sound of ping pong and billiard balls bounce off the high ceilings as I walked 
through the lobby to the classroom where the social group met. There were three 
women sitting on the couches in the lobby laughing and telling stories to each other. 
The large windows that made up the wall of the building were shining bright natural 
light into the center today. To my left, I passed the alcove where the Chinese 
immigrants were playing Ma Jong on three card tables. I still have yet to figure out 
how that game is played. They were talking over the sounds of tiles being placed and 
replaced on the tables. As I continued down the hall, the sounds of table tennis grew a 
bit fainter, and my attention was drawn to a large hanging sculpture with intricately 
patterned ribbons hanging down from the tall ceiling. The ribbons were arranged in a 
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circle as they cascaded from ceiling to past the mezzanine, hanging over the library 
below. As I passed the classroom on my left, the door was shut but it looked like a 
card game of some sort was being played by five to six tables of four people. Hanging 
art pieces along the wall pulled my eyes to the end of the hallway. There was no one 
else down the hall, only the art and glass doors leading to the balcony across from the 
room the Spanish speakers were meeting in. There was also a pale grey door at the 
end of the hallway leading to a staircase that is rarely used. Actually, the only person 
I have ever really noticed using that stair case is Karen, the social worker who walks 
the center for steps each day. It was much quieter as I continued down the hall. While 
the end of the hall looked over another alcove, there wasn’t anyone in it right now. 
The door to the classroom was closed, and the door next to it, to the computer room, 
was closed with the lights off. You might not realize that anyone was even in the 
classroom if you didn’t go looking.” (Field Notes) 
 
The classroom where Spanish speakers spent most of their time in the center was nearly 
impossible to stumble upon and was secluded from other forms of occupational participation. 
While staff often had opportunities to run into Chinese immigrants in the alcoves and at the 
ping pong tables downstairs, they would have to make a special effort to connect with the 
Spanish speakers in their most used space. This decreased serendipitous and potentially 
useful interactions between these two groups to communicate information or build rapport. 
The occupations and spaces in which the Spanish speakers were spending most of their time 
each day were separated and apart from the rest of the center activity.  
Therefore, non-Spanish speaking staff members did not have many opportunities to 
encounter the group and its occupations or to be cognizant of the group’s communication, 
translation, and language needs. Bilingual staff often served as triggers for non-Spanish 
speaking staff to consider communication with Spanish speaking participants. While staff 
had become accustomed to considering the translation needs of the Chinese population 
without bilingual staff presence, Spanish speakers were not as prominent in the everyday 
lives of non-Spanish speaking staff. Mariam, the center director, told this story: 
“we had toilets stopped up… so when it happened the second time I went flying down 
the steps, the lunch line was spread out, and I knew we got everybody in there, and I 
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didn’t even think about the Spanish speakers, but I dragged Fei [Mandarin Social 
Worker] with me and I said to the, in English, and I said, ‘Only toilet paper goes in 
the… you know.’ And I said, ‘Fei, explain that, that’s all that needs…’ and I 
happened to look over my shoulder and there was Lizzy standing there with one of 
the Spanish ladies who happened to be on the phone, and I said, Lizzy make sure she 
understands and tell any of them what I just said’ [Laughs].” 
 
Often times, rather than physically talking to Spanish speakers through an interpreter, they 
would relay information through Luz and Carla. Much of the time this happened apart from 
the Spanish speakers themselves, assuming that Luz and Carla could answer follow up 
questions or provide more in-depth information.   
 Staff may have been hesitant to communicate through an interpreter due to an 
expectation of efficiency. Speaking through an interpreter is challenging, less efficient, and 
cumbersome. In a society that places high value on efficiency, productivity, and cost-cutting, 
it seems illogical for two staff members to be present for a conversation when that 
information can be passed on by just one person. As a bilingual employee, I have been placed 
in multiple situations where, for efficiency’s sake, I was the surrogate for another non-
Spanish speaking employee of a different profession (e.g. social worker), even though I was 
not trained in that profession. While seemingly more efficient, this neglects two important 
factors: 1) the employee transmitting the information may not have the necessary information 
for follow-up questions and 2) the importance and value of community relationship building 
through physical presence and personal interactions between service providers and service 
recipients. For Spanish speakers, personal interactions and greetings were significant 
occupations that built rapport and familiarity among a community. Unfortunately, staff of the 
center developed norms of funneling all communication and information through Luz and 
Carla without being present themselves. Community formation occurs through mundane 
everyday occupations and interactions, yet because of how this community formed, staff and 
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Spanish speakers did not often experience these together. Therefore, vital instances of 
relationship building for Spanish speakers with staff during serendipitous personal 
interactions were lost.  
Information Access. Both staff and Spanish speaking participants relied heavily on 
Luz and Carla to courier any knowledge regarding the center. They became the main 
conduits for information and service access for Spanish-speaking participants. Luz was 
integral in connecting Spanish speakers to information at the center, sometimes requesting 
staff members come to the group and talk about services or topics of interest (e.g. 
transportation specialist, occupational therapist). She managed a resource board in the center 
which contained flyers, pamphlets, and announcements in Spanish. She was the only person 
updating this board and the system of tear-offs that was later used by Mandarin speaking 
participants had not been developed yet. She was the main source of information about 
special events (e.g. a Valentine’s Day dance) and attended to the Spanish Helpline number 
newly created for her at the center. Lizzy, the nutrition coordinator often assisted in 
connecting participants with the lunch program, offering information about the ticket process 
on days other than Thursday, or introducing them to the social group. However, she had less 
of an ongoing role with the group as a whole. The occupations of Spanish speaking older 
adults seldom required them to request information from the front desk or talk to the facility 
manager about space needs. Correspondingly, the staff were seldom faced with figuring out 
communication with Spanish speakers not through a bilingual person.  In fact, non-Spanish 
speaking staff were rarely required to directly interact with Spanish speaking participants in 
general. When it was necessary, they either sent bilingual staff to resolve the issue or more 
rarely augmented their own communication through the bilingual staff.  
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Non-Spanish speaking staff were aware of bilingual staff and Carla, the bilingual 
volunteer leader of the group. They called on these individuals for support when necessary to 
communicate information to Spanish speakers. Awareness of bilingual helpers facilitated a 
comfort for non-Spanish speaking staff in initiating communication with Spanish speaking 
participants. Rori, the facility manager, was clear in saying, 
 “when we had a Spanish speaking social worker, that really changed my life”  
and  
“I mean knowing that you’re in the building or Lizzy now is helpful.”  
 
Miriam, the center director, emphasized that  
“you want to make sure that those people whose primary language is not English 
understand what you’re trying to communicate so having somebody who is 
comfortable…”  
 
was significant in supporting communication with Spanish speaking participants. Non-
Spanish speaking staff felt more comfortable interacting with Spanish speakers when 
bilingual staff were present to support them, even though this was rarely occurring. Both staff 
and Spanish speaking participants quickly developed a dependency on bilingual language 
brokers, most often as surrogate communicators and less as live interpreters. 
  While the presence felt between the two groups was limited, the participation of 
Spanish speakers was a new phenomenon in the center community. With a consistent and 
substantial presence on Thursdays, the staff became more aware of their engagement in the 
center. This awareness is identifiable in the subsequent comprehensive aging plan (2017-
2022). Table 2 presents the full text of goals, objectives, strategies, and indicators in the 
comprehensive aging plan that were relevant to Spanish speaker participation. The 
comprehensive aging plan team developed these items approximately 1.5 years after the 
beginning of the Spanish social group’s presence in the center. 
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Table 2 – 2017-2022 Comprehensive Aging Plan Summary 
2017-2022 
Development of Plan 
Focus Group in Spanish Incorporation of Hispanic Advocacy Org in Development 
Diversity is identified as “Cross Cutting Issue” 
Goal Objective Strategy Indicator 
5: Uphold all older 
adults as valuable 
members and 
resources of the 
community. 
5.1: Ensure a 
welcoming, 
inclusive, and 
livable 
community. 
5.1.1: Ensure that 
all programs and 
services provided 
through department 
are based on 
cultural humility 
and inclusivity. 
5.1.1a. Sensitivity and inclusivity 
training is provided to staff once per 
year.  
5.1.1b. Signage is welcoming and 
inclusive to all.  
5.1.1c. Clientele is surveyed to learn 
what languages would be most important 
to include on signs and forms. Signs and 
forms are adjusted to reflect that data.  
5.1.1d. Senior centers are attended by 
older adults from diverse groups.  
5.1.1e. Department works with 
organizations and individuals who 
advocate for diverse populations and 
barriers are identified and overcome.  
5.1.2: Continue and 
expand outreach to 
growing refugee 
and immigrant 
populations to 
build interest in 
services and 
presence at senior 
centers. 
5.1.2a. Awareness about department 
services is increased and information is 
shared with pertinent organizations (e.g., 
church refugee initiatives; churches that 
provide services in other languages; 
refugee wellness and support centers; 
Spanish Social Club; Hispanic advocacy 
organizations; apartment 
complexes/retirement communities).  
5.1.2b. Department staff work with these 
groups to find out what services and 
programming they are most interested in, 
and those services are provided.  
5.1.2c. Activities and information are 
offered in relevant languages.  
5.1.2d. Number of individuals from 
identified groups who attend the Senior 
Center programming and utilize services 
increase.  
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8: Empower older 
adults and their 
families to make 
informed decisions 
and to easily access 
available services 
and supports. 
8.1: Increase the 
accessibility of 
information 
regarding available 
programs, 
services, and 
resources. 
8.1.1: Identify 
liaisons within 
medical offices, 
faith-based 
organizations, civic 
and community 
organizations, 
libraries, etc. to 
post/distribute 
department 
information. 
8.1.1a. Comprehensive list of liaisons is 
created and maintained. 
8.1.1b. Information sharing is facilitated 
by liaisons within their organizations.  
8.1.1c. Information is distributed at least 
quarterly to designated liaisons.  
8.1.1d. Liaisons are created with non-
English organizations. 
8.1.2: Make 
department 
communications 
available in a 
variety of 
languages. 
8.1.2a. Communications are sent out to 
non-English media sources and posted at 
relevant locations and community 
agencies.  
8.1.3: Improve the 
program guide to 
be more readable 
and user-friendly. 
8.1.3b. Additional versions of the 
program guide are explored, including 
print and online versions in Spanish and 
Mandarin (and other languages as 
needed) and an audible version.  
    
This subsequent comprehensive aging plan (2017-2022) significantly increased focus 
on Spanish speakers, alongside other refugee or immigrant populations. Leaders of the 
community needs assessment of the 2017-2022 plan included a focus group held in Spanish 
at a local non-profit Hispanic advocacy organization, and sought involvement from the 
leadership of that organization in work groups developing the plan. The plan identifies 
diversity as a cross-cutting issue that was important across all eight domains of the 
comprehensive plan, rather than a single objective under a single goal. The plan includes two 
goals that contain objectives specifically relevant to Spanish speaking participants. The first 
goal includes one objective that focuses on inclusivity of diverse populations. This objective 
has two strategies that target language access and cultural humility.  All nine indicators 
associated with these strategies are relevant to language or cultural barriers for participants at 
senior centers (see Table 1 for full descriptions). The second goal seeks to more effectively 
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inform diverse populations about available services. Three strategies are relevant to Spanish 
speaking older adults. Six out of the nine indicators under these three strategies target 
improvement of non-English speakers’ participation at senior centers (see Table 1 for full 
descriptions).  
 Without reading the full descriptions of the 2017-2022 plan’s content related to 
diversity and accessibility for non-English speakers, the increase from nine items in the 
2012-2017 plan to 27 items in the 2017-2022 that address this area is notable. The plan 
involved more Spanish speakers and organizations in its development and highlights more 
barriers for accessing services that should be addressed for this population. While these 
changes were a logical progression from the goals of the 2012-2017 plan, it is likely that the 
presence of Spanish speakers alongside bilingual staff advocacy increased the attention to 
Spanish speakers during the plan’s development. This may have led to even more robust 
goals for this population. These goals continue to catalyze awareness in the community.  
Therefore, while the center was a welcoming and innovative place, ready to serve a 
diverse population through its policies and atmosphere, it required certain catalyzing 
individuals to foster a space that could accommodate the needs of Spanish speaking older 
adults. This supportive space was necessary in the beginning for Spanish speakers to begin 
integrating, especially with the busy-ness of the center’s functioning and potential 
experiences of fear for older adults. As Spanish speakers ventured into this space, held by 
Luz, Carla, and Lizzy over the course of a year, they developed a specific set of expectations 
around how they were to participate in the community. Community norms such as staff 
service approaches and information channels dictated how Spanish speakers were integrated 
into the center community. Luz was the main conduit between staff and Spanish speaking 
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older adults to facilitate continued participation of Spanish speakers, often completing tasks 
for both groups in this process. Spanish speaking older adults and non-Spanish speaking staff 
seldom were required to manage communication or information access without this 
information conduit. However, the increased presence of Spanish speakers emerged clearly 
in the noticeable increase in quantity of items related to Spanish speakers addressed as well 
as the increased involvement of Spanish speakers in development of the county’s driving 
policy, the comprehensive aging plan. These habits and communal norms influenced the 
community moving forward when Luz decided to leave her position at the senior center for a 
different job opportunity in May of 2016. 
Her departure removed a significant navigator and information source among the 
Spanish speaking participants and staff, creating an opportunity for growth and re-
coordination. However, the communal habits of both staff and Spanish speakers were based 
on the previous situation, which meant there were few processes that immediately replaced 
the role of Luz within the community. Through her support, Spanish speakers and staff may 
have developed a dependency on her communication and cultural brokering. This insulated 
these groups from interactions that might have encouraged more diverse and accessible ways 
of exchanging information and constructing new occupations. And for reasons discussed in 
the next chapter, staff and Spanish speakers continued to experience little presence from one 
another that might catalyze change in the community’s processes. 
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CHAPTER 6: OCCUPATION OF A COMMUNITY:  
“WE ALWAYS FEEL LIKE A SEPARATE THING.” 
 
“People invent categories to feel safe.” – James Baldwin (1971) 
 
 
 The moment Luz left the center for employment elsewhere was one of re-
coordination for the center community. Because the previous processes and communal habits 
of relationship no longer functioned in the same way, a new way of doing together was 
required. During this re-coordination process, the center continued to develop around 
Spanish speaking participants. Rather than moving toward greater integration, the community 
relied on previous habits, ultimately leading to a sense of separation. Service approaches, 
cultural assumptions, fear, interpersonal experiences, and lack of information emerged as 
challenging factors in promoting the integration of Spanish speakers in the center 
community. Therefore, a lack of felt presence among staff and Spanish speakers fortified the 
gap left by Luz’s departure. 
The Importance of Felt Presence 
Felt Presence from Spanish Speakers. The director of the aging department, Lacy, 
named the felt presence of Spanish speakers as an important factor in decisions to increase 
programming and accessibility for this population at the center, 
“Lacy: And I’d love to hear from them, what do they want? What do they want? How 
can we… And I think you’re going to do that for this research. So that’s going be 
very interesting to find out what they see would make it easier for them. I think part 
of it is just getting the sheer number of them here in the center. 
 
Ryan: What is the number that you all need? How many do you have to have?… 
obviously not that you have to hit a number… 
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Lacy: That you feel a presence. I guess that’s more of what, that you feel a presence. 
That they would be more engaged maybe in program advisory committee or that we 
could get a representation… you know the [fundraising foundation] board 
membership is terribly low…And Carla was never… she was on the board, but never 
really engaged. We did that one thing, the one special event. I think the thing is trying 
to identify the leaders, try to identify the leaders so that they, the leaders of the 
community, so that they will engage with us more. I mean I’m not looking for some 
magic number. 
 
Ryan: Right… it’s about feeling the presence of them. 
 
Lacy: I think. I think, yeah.” 
 
To feel the participation of the Spanish speakers in occupations in the center fostered a sense 
of consideration and awareness of their needs for staff. Staff mentioned visually seeing 
Spanish speakers, interacting with them during special events, seeing Spanish posted in the 
center, and hearing Spanish being spoken in the space as prompts to consider Spanish 
speakers’ needs. Spanish speaking participants also named the value of their presence being 
felt by staff,  
“Marta: De hecho, hay una clase en la que vamos hacer ejercicio y vamos como siete 
mexicanos (Linda: Sí). La clase de [Exercise Instructor] está Ivania, está Rosa, está 
Linda, Francisco, Rubí, y yo. Y somos presencias allá. Ya cómo que la maestra 
quiere hablar español. [All Laugh] Entonces, eso es muy bueno. También en la clase 
de [Exercise Instructor], el lunes esa presencia de México dice, porque estamos tres 
allí. Y a veces… 
 
Rubí: Hasta dice algunas frases en español… (Francisco and Marta: uh huh)” 
 
[Marta: Actually, there's a class where we're going to exercise and we go, like seven 
Mexicans (Linda: Yes). In [Exercise Instructor]’s class is Ivania, Rosa is there, Linda 
is there, Francisco, Rubí, and me. And we are presences there. And the teacher really 
wants to speak Spanish. [All Laugh] So, that's very good. Also, in [Exercise 
Instructor]’s class, on Monday that presence of Mexico says, because we are three 
there. And sometimes… 
 
Rubí: He even says some phrases in Spanish ... (Francisco and Marta: uh huh)] 
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Their occupational presence facilitated an awareness of the need for information access and 
translation in general at the center. However, this presence had been managed and facilitated 
by Luz. For example, when asked what had caused conduct policies and registration forms to 
be translated into Spanish, Miriam, the center director, mentioned, 
“I would say things related to recognizing that we have more Spanish speakers, Luz’s 
presence here, [being] aware of that.” 
 
In essence, the physical presence of Spanish speakers in the center doing things and 
interacting with non-Spanish speaking staff challenged the normative habits of thought and 
action of staff members, as evidenced by the policy changes seen in the comprehensive aging 
plan.  
However, staff noted the group’s separateness during the community mapping 
activity. As Dorothy drew the classroom on the map, an interesting discussion about that 
space emerged, 
“Miriam: So, when they’re in that space [gesturing to Room B] they are very 
separating.  
  
Lizzy: They usually sit in long tables.  
  
Miriam: No, I mean from the rest of the center. 
  
Dorothy: Oh, they are. That’s what I’m saying. We want to… it is separated, 
secluded. They’re away, we want them to come out, but they should have that 
separation time, because the Asians, they have theirs. They do their choir, they do 
their little Bible group. 
  
Miriam: I’m not saying I object to their time that they have.” 
 
Staff recognized the potential isolation experienced by Spanish speakers due to the extent of 
time spent in the classroom as a separate group. This experience of “felt presence” from 
Spanish speakers by staff harkened to the “If they need me, I’ll be there for them” approach. 
As Lacy mentioned above, generally staff expected leaders of the group to emerge and 
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participate more in the governance of the center. This reflects staff experiences with the 
Chinese population. While their approach supported co-leadership in center functioning, it 
also required Spanish speakers to bear the responsibility of making their presence felt. Staff 
had little experience initiating interactions with Spanish speakers without assistance. 
Therefore, staff continued to function with an “If they need me, I’ll be there for them” 
approach, furthering experiences of separation for the Spanish speakers. 
Felt Presence from Staff. While the felt presence of Spanish speakers was important, 
Lizzy challenged the approach by offering a differing tact, 
“Pienso que quizás los directivos, sería bueno que ellos hicieran un esfuerzo más 
para bajar, salir de sus oficinas, y checar un poco alrededor. Muy casual sin ninguna 
agenda. Sin nada en su mente. Simplemente ‘hey, you know, ¿cómo estás? Yo soy 
Juliana de tal. ¿Cómo está? Le da un gusto que están aquí.’ Y ya. Así no tiene que ser 
algo nada formal. Simplemente casual salir un poquito del escritorio, bajar, subir, 
entrar, toca la puerta si alguien está en una junta observar a los tres minutos, salir. 
Creo que eso es importante para todos. Eso es lo que yo pienso.” 
 
[I think maybe the managers, it would be good if they made an effort more to go 
down, leave their offices, and check around a bit. Very casual without any agenda. 
Without anything in their mind. Simply ‘hey, you know, how are you? I am Juliana 
such and such. How is it going? I’m glad that you are here.’ And just that. So, it does 
not have to be anything formal. Just casual get out a little from the desk, go down, go 
up, go in, knock on the door if someone is on a meeting, watch for three minutes, 
leave. I think that is important for everyone. That is what I think.] 
 
She highlighted the need for Spanish speakers to feel a presence from the staff. She described 
the importance of casually spending time with them so they knew they were valuable parts of 
the community and gained information about the community.  
 Laura, the transportation specialist, also affirmed the importance of casual 
conversation and felt presence from staff.  During my time with Spanish speaking 
participants, they more frequently mentioned her name than any other non-Spanish speaking 
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staff member. In many cases, Spanish speakers did not know other staff members’ names, 
but many referred to Laura specifically. I asked her about this in our interview, 
“Ryan: It’s just so interesting because they talk about you all the time. (Laura: You’re 
kidding) Yeah, they know you really well as the transportation person. 
  
Laura: Well I have chit chatted and said hello, I mean not chit chatted, I basically said 
hello to the group when they’re out in that, you know, I’m right outside the wellness 
center. I began to really, I do feel like I have connections with people, and in other 
words, just on a very casual basis, partly maybe from going on that trip on campus 
because we spent a significant amount of time together and then, that one day. And 
then the one person that I helped on the bus, you know she became like an individual, 
and I realized who she was by my attempt at speaking Spanish a little bit. I feel like 
that helped me to connect…As I’ve been here longer, I don’t know if … It’s possible 
that I’ve gotten less hanging out then I used to be because I am more drawn into that 
using my computer and all that…” 
 
Laura emphasized the importance of simply hanging out with the Spanish speakers to offer 
them an opportunity to know her and what she has to offer. To Laura, one participant became 
an “individual” after she had spent time working together on her transportation issues. This 
experience of doing together in a positive way and feeling each other’s presence facilitated a 
humanization across two members of the center community. This shared experience 
encouraged Laura to define an older adult by more than her racial or ethnic group 
membership. Through collaborative occupation, they shifted their understanding of one 
another among community relationships. Laura became a familiar face and resource to the 
older adult, and the older adult became an individual that Laura could see benefiting from her 
services. 
Laura often utilized “hanging out” in her work. She was the only staff member during 
the study that I observed holding a meeting in the lobby area with a client. She described the 
experience of hanging out and hypothesized why she had engaged more with Spanish 
speakers, 
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“Ryan: How do those interactions happen now that they’re sort of here and 
participating? 
 
Laura: They’re on a casual basis by my just walking by, and I’m going like, ‘yeah, 
it’s Thursday.’ …I’ll be here when I run into them and I just about have never been in 
there meeting since those couple of times when I went, it may have been three times, 
over the last three years. Part of my… I’m thinking back on it, part of what maybe 
helped me to get involved in a little bit was that [Social Worker 1] and I shared this 
office. Now we weren’t here at the same times, but I would go in and say I need 
something, and I would get whatever. That helped to get me involved, and then she 
specifically asked to me to come, but she and I had a… [Social Worker 1] and I have 
the relationship because of the office space, I would say.” 
 
Her initial engagement with the Spanish speakers was facilitated by sharing an office space 
with Luz, who was able to support her communication and engagement with the social group. 
Because she “hung out” with Luz, she also began hanging out with the social group, 
facilitating a feeling of her presence among Spanish speakers as well as opportunities for 
serendipitous encounters and relationships building. Additionally, her experience of shared 
occupation with the social club fostered an awareness of Spanish speakers’ presence in the 
center. Doing together built relationships that both Laura and Spanish speaking older adults 
could later rely on for future interaction. 
Laura seemed to be one of the only non-Spanish speaking staff members to engage 
with the group in a substantial way. Yet, other staff occasionally had attempted to work with 
Carla and the group to develop programming. Dorothy mentioned an unsuccessful attempt 
that she had experienced with the social club previously. When she was discussing preparing 
a staff member to be a new liaison to the group, Dorothy made sure to convey her experience 
to the staff member. I asked her to elaborate, 
“Dorothy: I did share with her, my experience where I tried to do something maybe 
last year and it didn’t work out, but that’s okay.  
  
Ryan: Tell me about that experience a little bit. Why do you think it didn’t work out? 
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Dorothy: Um, well I remember during that time, something happened, I think it was 
a… it was weather related, something happened… 
  
Ryan: Was it the hurricane in Puerto Rico? 
  
Dorothy: Yeah, I believe that’s what it was, and then the leader, Ms. Carla, we 
communicated with each other and then we thought we had our program, everything 
set. The date set, and then when it came time to do it she reached out to me and said 
to me that they needed to cancel because people were very focused on their family 
members and loved ones, you know, regarding what was happening there. And so, it 
was disappointing and of course we canceled. I think they tried to get a staff member 
to step in. I think his name was… Eduardo [Bilingual Student Intern] to maybe help, 
to help me to go ahead and carry it on anyway but then after he had conversations 
with them it was kind of a group decision that they weren’t in… they didn’t have the 
spirit of doing it. So, we didn’t push the issue. We left it alone.” 
 
As Dorothy described this situation, she seemed troubled with its complexities. As I sat 
across from her, it seemed she felt she had taken a risk by collaborating with Carla and it 
ultimately had not been a success.  Because this first experience for Dorothy was not a 
positive one, she was less likely to attempt another in the future. Other than when Luz was 
present in the center, this was one of the only stories I heard from staff that involved a non-
Spanish speaking staff member attempting to work with Carla and the group to develop 
senior center programming. Lizzy, the nutrition coordinator, described an attempt, supported 
by the administration, to have her assist in coordinating the group on Thursdays. This was 
ultimately not successful. Rigidity of the social group agenda and Carla’s leadership style, 
discussed further below, were not a good fit for Lizzy’s continued involvement and deterred 
staff from working with the group in the future. These experiences, a convoluted program 
planning process, a culture disapproving of cancelation, and busy-ness of staff seemed to 
discourage further attempts to connect with the social club. Therefore, staff did not take 
initiative in managing the somewhat complicated process of planning with the group. An 
attitude of separation emerged from staff regarding working with the group.  
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 Felt presence both from Spanish speakers and from staff across the community was 
influential in constructing community norms and expectations for Spanish speakers’ 
participation in the community. Since Luz had been the primary source of staff presence for 
Spanish speakers and staff had experienced little presence from Spanish speakers because of 
Luz’s work, there were few relationships or connections on which either cohort could base 
further collaborative relationships. This became apparent when Luz was no longer acting as a 
bridge between the community cohorts. Relationships of information and interaction among 
these groups shifted. While Spanish speakers developed some comradery with the Chinese 
population, there were several factors that prevented both staff and Spanish speakers from 
feeling each other’s presence among community relationships. Without felt presence, a 
separation emerged among these community members.  
What Spanish Speakers Want to Do  
Staff demonstrated their intention to develop activities that benefited Spanish 
speakers in as many ways as possible. They sought experiences that were 
“giving [Spanish speakers] the best, the quality type programs that means the most, 
that are more meaningful and help them with their longevity and keep their minds 
sharp and just their whole total being… being sensitive or showing more that we do 
care when you’re actually targeting specific activities and programs.” (Dorothy) 
 
The well-intentioned efforts of staff in offering programming that targeted Spanish speakers 
was often related to “Hispanic Heritage” or other culture specific activities. Miriam, the 
center director, recalled some events they had hosted in the past, 
“And then so we have the idea, I guess that was three or four [years ago], I’ve lost 
track now Ryan, about trying to reach out and we started with these concepts of doing 
things around the Cinco de Mayo and the other one was the Spanish Heritage because 
we didn’t do… we didn’t do… and I can’t remember now if we did the two events 
within close range of Cinco de Mayo…” 
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Indeed, each year there were spikes in the number of events related to Spanish speaking 
cultures near Cinco de Mayo and Día de los Muertos (See Figure 9, p. 137). Despite these 
efforts, these events were often neither offered in Spanish nor advertised in Spanish within 
the center program guide. Staff assumed that these events would appeal to Spanish speakers 
because they understood a monolith “Latino” community. They focused on developing these 
types of activities for Spanish speakers, neglecting other non-race associated occupations that 
might interest Spanish speakers such as nutrition classes or exercise classes. While efforts 
were made, they were directed toward assumptions of race-based occupation.  Cascading 
again from a long history of structural racism and a race-based cultural reality, the staff’s 
approach to program development was steeped in historical racial identities as well as an 
underlying sense of segregation of occupation based on race. Segregation in occupation has 
long been fostered through policies, laws, and spaces in the United States, saturating the most 
mundane of everyday doings. This segregation was observable in the center’s everyday 
activities. Miriam offered this description, 
“Well, in some ways, I still see each of those groups, and the Spanish, as well, kind of 
having their separate… and maybe that’s… but I see it, I also see it with the African 
American community to a certain extent, particularly the men. Women, yeah, some 
women, you know, but I see them in the little segments of… groups (Ryan: of race) 
yeah. Of race yeah and then the language and then when you add the language factor 
in there, I still see… Now a special event or a…I’ll be honest, I haven’t looked in the 
lunch room lately to see, but my sense is still the African Americans here [uses hands 
to cup a certain area of the table in front of her], the Caucasians here [another area], 
the Spanish speakers here [another area], Asian folks here [another area]. And not 
much… and my sense is that much of that is related to language and the fear of not 
understanding one another.” 
 
Miriam symbolically gathering the racial groups together with her hands in front of her on 
the table was a telling metaphor for how occupation and activity were unfolding among the 
different groups in the center community. Different racial groups within the center engaged 
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in occupation differently, and staff held assumptions about the habits and routines expressed 
by those occupations. These assumptions may have developed from what they saw these 
groups doing daily, but also may have been influenced by a long history of assumptions 
linked to race among the culture of the United States.  
Racial assumptions and structural prejudice in the community along with a decreased 
felt presence from Spanish speaking participants combined to advance assumptions about the 
specific occupations Spanish speakers wanted to do in the center. Dorothy offered a candid 
yet cautious description of the needs and relationships of these various groups within the 
center, 
“Well, I think some of it is within their… the groups themselves. Like, you know, 
they are more comfortable. You know, people are more comfortable with people that, 
you know, that are…that they… that are within their same group, within their race. 
You know, they are more comfortable within their race and so I think that they… you 
know and with the language, it's just easier to talk with people that, you know, have 
the same experiences, same background, you know, that kind of a thing… 
 
“Each group has, the way I see it, they all have certain things that they’re tied into 
that they specifically go to, like the Asians love the table tennis. African Americans 
and even some of the Caucasians, they’re, the Caucasians are more into the Bridge 
and the card games, African Americans are more into some card games and maybe 
billiards, the Asians with the table tennis… and the Latinas, it seems like I see them 
doing more…[she pauses here to think for a moment] I see them more on the social 
setting more than most of the other groups. They spend a lot of time with each other 
talking, you know conversing. To me the one thing that brings them all together, that 
I notice right off the bat is anything that is special event oriented that has music 
associated with it. Parties, that brings them all out. I mean I get everybody. I’m like, 
‘What’s up!’ I love those. Like the potlucks or the dinners and the music, and the 
singing and the dancing. Those kinds of things bring them all together and then they 
have their own separate things that they like to do individualized areas that they might 
engage in when they’re here.” 
 
Dorothy recognized the benefits and challenges in supporting fellowship among racial groups 
who have similar life experiences and encouraging interaction and inter-group engagement 
across the community. Dorothy was the only African American consultant, and this life 
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experience may have been a foundation on which she was able to understand and explain this 
nuance. While Spanish speakers benefited from the foundational occupations of the social 
group to foster relationships among Spanish speakers; due to lack of information and 
opportunities for occupation beyond Thursdays, they missed opportunities to integrate and 
engage across the center community. Unfortunately, this further cultivated a sense of 
separateness.  
However, as Dorothy mentioned, there was enthusiasm in the center about the 
potential power of occupation and sharing experiences of joy can have in community 
relationships. Dorothy saw this power for distinct racial groups but also in integrating people 
who come from different backgrounds into the same community. Further, as operations 
manager, she managed this balance every day. She was tasked with identifying occupations 
that were culturally relevant for each group, and also occupations that could foster 
community building across groups at the center. In relation to Spanish speakers, there was a 
focus on the former, bolstered by assumptions that Spanish speakers would be drawn to the 
center by culturally specific activities. Although valuable, these were not valued as a priority 
for Spanish speakers regarding their meaningful participation in occupations at the center.  
 For Spanish speakers, celebrating their independent cultures, especially in 
distinguishing their identities outside the generic “Hispanic,” and socializing with other 
Spanish speakers were valuable and important. However, participants most frequently and 
ardently identified health and education related occupations as most important. Those who 
were most frequently present at the center (i.e. Franciso, Rubí, and Marta) came for exercise 
classes four times a week. For Marta exercise was very important, 
“A mi me gustaría que todos viniéramos y hiciéramos ejercicio diario. Eso me 
encantaría. Porque pues, todos estaríamos más saludables y ya menos al medico y 
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estaríamos más felices. El ejercicio produce la hormona de la felicidad. Entonces 
estaríamos más optimistas. Nos reiríamos más y pues a la mejor no tuviéramos tantos 
problemas de salud. 
 
[I would like everyone to come and do daily exercise. I would love that. Because 
then, we would all be healthier and then [we’d go] to the doctor less, and we would 
be happier. Exercise produces the happiness hormone. Then we would be more 
optimistic. We would laugh more and then maybe we would not have so many health 
problems.] 
 
During the group mapping activity, I asked the Spanish speaking consultants to identify the 
most important space to them in the center and the entire group almost immediately named 
the exercise room as the most important. Exercise brought more people to the center on a 
regular basis than any other occupation. They did not want to merely sit and talk or only 
attend culturally specific activities; however, they did not have sufficient access to or 
information about other opportunities for occupations. Living healthier lives was a priority 
for all Spanish speaking consultants and was a main area of occupation for the group on 
Thursdays. Because of the lack of communication between staff and Spanish speakers, the 
mismatch between valued forms of participation and staff efforts toward program 
development was not apparent to either cohort.  
Furthermore, exercise was identified by both Spanish speaking and staff consultants 
as a valuable opportunity for integration among diverse participants. During an observation 
of an exercise class (See Figure 8), I saw five Spanish speakers, three Chinese* participants, 
six white1 individuals, and a white instructor participate together.  
There are 14 people in the exercise class 5 of which are Spanish speakers. They are 
positioned in the back two rows. The instructor who is running the class is in the front 
row facing a mirror. She is speaking English.  Even [a Spanish speaking participant 
with dementia] is able to follow the exercises being completed by the instructor. The 
                                               
1 Chinese and white designations were based on my personal observation. Individuals may have identified 
otherwise. 
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participants watch and complete the movements that are being done by the instructor. 
The Spanish speakers are missing some of the minor details of the exercises (such as 
making a V with the weights), but otherwise are following along well. [The Spanish 
speaking participant with dementia] watches Rosa, who is next to her, to get the 
exercises that are a bit more difficult. She speaks a little Spanish to Rosa during the 
exercises. (Field Notes) 
 
Spanish speakers were adapting their participation in the class by visually following the 
instructor and each other, even though they did not understand all of her words. Exercise 
classes were consistently mentioned by 
Spanish speakers as an occupation where 
they engaged with non-Spanish speakers. 
Because of the ability to visually follow 
along with instructors, a more diverse 
group of people could participate in the 
activity. This was also evidenced by the 
fact that two Chinese immigrants often 
joined the Spanish social club on Thursday mornings to exercise despite not speaking the 
language. Spanish speaking consultants were thankful for and proud of the integration they 
experienced during these classes, finding opportunities to build friendships across 
community groups. 
 The other area of occupation that garnered significant interest from Spanish speakers 
was in education, specifically around health topics or learning English. For Linda, these 
topics were especially important, 
“Y pues estoy contenta porque vengo hacen ejercicio, hacen juegos, o como vienen 
las personas de… eso lo que a mi me encanta de que vienen las personas de la 
universidad de [large municipality] vienen. Lo que uno no sabe… a lo mejor las otra 
ya lo saben… pero yo no sé, cómo, como ayer, vinieron eso de los dentistas, cómo 
cepillarse los dientes, cómo usar el hilo dental. Yo me quedé encantada y yo digo, ‘yo 
Figure 8 - Exercise Class Observation Map 
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cómo es que no supe yo antes, antes de que perdiera mis dientes.’ Porque yo tengo… 
pues, ya tengo perdido. Porque yo pues cenaba rapidito no, pero, ellos… eso es lo 
que a mi me gusta de este centro. Porque vienen otros jovencitas o jovencitos vienen 
ayudarnos a lo que uno no sabe a nuestra edad o nuestra época antes. Porque pues, 
antes tal ves, bueno, no había tanta información. Tanta ahora hay más información, 
tanto del ejercicio, tanto cómo cuidar la salud, la nutrición y todo. Eso es lo que me 
encanta de este centro” 
 
[And I'm happy because I come to exercise, play games, or how people come from... 
that's what I love, that the people come from the university of [large municipality]. 
What one doesn’t know ... maybe others already know ... but I do not know, how, like 
yesterday, that thing when the dentists came, how to brush your teeth, how to floss. I 
was delighted and I said, 'How come I did not know before, before I lost my teeth’... 
that's what I like about this center. Because other young girls or young guys come to 
help us with what we do not know at our age or our era before. Because well, before 
perhaps, well, there was not so much information. So much now, there is more 
information, both on exercise, how to take care of health, nutrition and everything. 
That's what I love about this center.] 
 
In general, Spanish speaking consultants discussed their appreciation and desire for more 
educational opportunities about nutrition, cooking, dementia, and aging: 
“Posiblemente, a mi me gusta mucho aprender sobre cuestiones de la salud y esas 
cosas. Sí, me gustaría que hubiera un programa enfocado por ejemplo en todo el 
proceso de envejecimiento para nosotros en español. Eso sería muy importante” 
 
[Possibly… I really like to learn about health issues and those things. Yes, I would 
like there to be a program focused, for example, on the whole aging process for us in 
Spanish. That would be very important.] (Marta) 
 
These were the activities that attracted Spanish speakers to the center and made them feel 
connected and interested in the community.  
When a bilingual volunteer interested in providing English classes to Spanish 
speakers came to the center, Spanish speaking participants immediately began attending his 
class, even though it was on Fridays. This opportunity brought Spanish speakers to the center 
on an entirely different day including some who did not participate on Thursdays. One 
participant was much younger than the center’s intended audience. They would often 
participate in an exercise class in the morning, eat lunch, and then go to the English class in 
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the afternoon.  Unfortunately, the volunteer was unable to consistently offer the class due to 
illness, and this contributed to further unstable support for Spanish speakers.  
Spanish speaking consultants often expressed a desire for a bilingual person to serve 
as an advocate for them in the community to bring classes or educational opportunities. With 
the inconsistent presence of volunteers, lack of staff fluency in Spanish, and few bilingual 
patrons to choose from, there was less opportunity for a resource of this kind to be available. 
This was inopportune for the Spanish speaking participants because they were interested in 
furthering their educational opportunities and occupations in the center. Unfortunately, 
relationships among staff and the social group had not been developed to a point where 
collaboration was occurring regularly. A sense of separation was still present from both staff 
and Spanish speakers.  
Leadership in the Social Group 
Carla was a strong leader. She also had a rigid teaching style that was usually 
structured and full of information. She took much pride in leading the group through a 
routine of exercises and educational health lessons. While Carla frequently encouraged 
participation outside her group, she seldom taught skills or conveyed information that would 
support participation beyond her group (e.g. how to reserve rooms, who to talk to about 
services, or how to lead their own programs). Occasionally, she announced upcoming events 
at the center, but otherwise predominantly focused on health-related education. Her goal was 
not oriented toward enhancing participation in the center, but toward disease prevention and 
wellness promotion.  
On one occasion, Carla expressed to me that the group was her idea and she did not 
want anyone to take it from her. Spanish speaking participants referred to her as “profe” or 
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“maestra,” which are Spanish terms for professors and teachers. Her position and role within 
the group was of clear leadership and authority in many ways. This was the only experience 
of programming led by a Spanish speaker that was available for Spanish speaking older 
adults at the center. Marta expressed some frustration with this: 
“Marta: Fíjate que no hemos platicado de eso. Ella hablaba de que hay que 
investigar otra vez el día de la hispanidad. Entonces que hubiera representación de 
todos los países que participamos en el grupo y eso. Ese con artículos de poner allá y 
todo de eso. Pero no hemos platicado de eso… no hemos platicado porque son 
acciones que no se dan porque… yo pienso que todo se centralizan Carla de que si 
ella dice está bien y no podemos opinar. Yo pienso que deberíamos ser más abiertos 
en el tiempo, vas a estar allí guaseando y jugando, a platicar de esas cosas decir, ‘A 
mi me gustaría hacer una fiesta por decir en México es el día de independencia. Que 
será una fiesta aquí.’” 
 
[Marta: Listen, we haven’t talked about that. [Carla] talked about the need to 
investigate again the day of Hispanidad. So that there would be representation of all 
the countries that participate in the group and such. With putting items out and all of 
that. But we have not talked about that... we have not talked about it because they are 
actions that aren’t given because ... I think everything is centralized in Carla, and 
what she says is good, and we can’t have an opinion. I think we should be more open 
in our time, if you're going to be there guiding and playing, to talk about those things 
saying, 'I would like to have a party like in Mexico when it's Independence Day. It 
will be a party here.’] 
 
Carla offered a consistent yet rigid program for the Spanish speaking participants. Time in 
the gym was spent doing exercises, and classroom work was dedicated to conveying health 
information. All of these occupations were tightly controlled by Carla, with little 
collaboration with participants. While these occupations were priorities for Spanish speakers, 
participants were not building skills to access further occupations they valued in the center.  
Spanish speaking participants’ limited experience with leadership involved a well-
qualified strong leader who offered robust programming. This fostered a habit that this was 
the only way programming was available to them. There was little room for other leaders 
within the social group agenda. Further, Spanish speaking participants were not aware of 
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opportunities for them to lead or create their own programming outside the group. For 
example, Linda was interested in offering her skills, 
“Pues a mi me gustaría participar en algo en que yo pueda servir. En una cosa que 
yo, yo sé algo como van a decir cómo se cocina algo, yo sé un algo de cocinar cosas 
mexicanas. O pueda ser, yo sé coser. Si alguien dice, ‘o algo’ puedo ayudar o ayudar 
a personas más grandes que yo porque es lo que yo hago aquí. A veces una señora 
que no puede levantarse, allí que estoy en lo que yo pueda yo ayudarle y ay estoy. A 
mi me gustaría así participar en lo que yo voy.” 
 
[Well, I would like to participate in something that I can serve. In one thing that I, I 
know, how do you say, how to cook something, I know a little something about 
cooking Mexican things. Or maybe, I know how to sew. If someone says, ‘or 
something,’ I can help or help people who are older than me because that's what I do 
here. Sometimes a lady who cannot get up, there I do what I can to help her. I would 
like to participate in what I can.] 
 
Unlike the Chinese population, leadership roles or volunteer opportunities were not 
developed by staff. Spanish speakers had no experience other than Carla’s leadership on 
which to base their engagement. Even if they wanted to, they were unaware of how they 
might connect with staff to develop these roles and programming. 
 Staff Perceptions of Social Group Leadership. Because of Carla’s strong presence 
in the group and desire to follow her preferred routine, the staff of the Senior center 
understood the group as confined and hesitated to connect with them. Multiple staff members 
alluded to this experience, 
“I mean I kind of hate that they isolate themselves. I don’t know if a part of that is 
from the group leader, so for us to work harder to make sure that they’re… That they 
know that they can come on other days besides the days when the Spanish club is 
meeting.” 
 
“Their leader maybe… maybe their leader is not helping them to go outside their 
walls. Maybe that’s what it could be. It could be just that one person.” 
 
“I think we developed a little community for them, that they felt, and still continue to 
feel, very comfortable coming together. And I think this thing that’s going to be 
interesting with you during this research, if that’s what they want, and that’s what 
they’re comfortable with, then that’s great.” 
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“Does the group leader want to keep them… maybe the group leader doesn’t 
encourage them. She wants to control the group and keep it together.” 
 
“…some may be more of a… have a sense of ‘I want to get involved with this and 
that’ and different personalities and everything. I’m wondering if any of it, because of 
Carla’s… in the past big presence, (Another staff member: Big), and domineering 
presence, whether they self-selected those who are more like ‘I’m going to do other 
things.’ I’m not going to be involved with this group, sort of selected out of it. And 
the people who are in it are more passive…” 
 
“Because I think they are very controlled, even the participants have come to 
complain, not right now, but in the beginning they complained a lot, that they were 
not allowed to talk, that she wants to do her own routine. And they wanted to take 
that time to relax, to discuss… maybe in their homes they were having some problem, 
and try to see another point of view. But since she brings an agenda, she wants to 
complete the agenda and they were not allowed, so, it was sad. It was something that 
in the end, I could not intervene in and they let her do it.” 
 
“You know, again I see it more confined as I said. I don’t see them emerging as much 
as like the Chinese population.” 
 
With these experiences and perceptions of the group, the Staff did not engage frequently with 
the most prominent program in Spanish in the center, presumably an effective foundation for 
further programming.  
Little communication was occurring between Carla and staff, even when Spanish 
speakers requested it.  
“Ryan: Ustedes estaban buscando un salón o algo que puedan reservar para jugar o 
hacer algo en un tiempo. ¿Y han hablado con alguien en el centro sobre eso? 
 
Francisco: Pues, estuve hablando con la maestra, Carla, y a quedó de conversar con, 
la manager aquí. Y no nos ha dicho nada. ¿Pero se puede solicitar?” 
 
[Ryan: You all were looking for a room or something that you can reserve to play 
games or do something in a while. And have you talked to someone at the center 
about that? 
 
Francisco: Well, I was talking to the teacher, Carla, and she was going to talk to the 
manager here. And she has not told us anything. But you can request [a room]?] 
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Spanish speaking participants also relied on Carla to advocate with staff to increase 
programming, but because of her schedule and availability, she was often unable to 
adequately attend to the necessary logistics. During my observations, Carla would often ask 
me to communicate things to the staff that the group needed or were requesting. Sometimes, 
it felt to me that she was not as comfortable speaking English and preferred to have me act as 
the liaison since I was already present. Also, Spanish speaking older adults also did not know 
how to independently access some services, just as Francisco was unaware that he could 
request a room for an activity even though he wanted to. 
 This led to stagnation in program development for the Spanish speaking population at 
the center. In the first three quarters of 2015 there were an average of 17 opportunities to 
engage at the center in Spanish for Spanish speakers. In other words, in a span of 90 days, 
there were only 17 opportunities that were advertised for an individual to engage in programs 
or services that were in Spanish or had Spanish translation available. When the social group 
began, this increased to 36 opportunities per quarter. Because the Spanish social group met 
every week during a quarter (12 weeks), this accounted for 12 opportunities in a quarter to 
engage in Spanish. According to the center program guide archives, from the final quarter of 
2015 until the end of the study, opportunities in Spanish at the center remained between 32 
and 45 for each quarter, usually spiking around Cinco de Mayo (See Figure 9). Even though 
there was consistent participation from Spanish speakers, programming remained the same 
across the four years. Interestingly, because the center hosted Spanish classes for English 
speakers, there were consistently more opportunities for English speakers to practice Spanish 
at the center than there were for Spanish speakers. 
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Figure 9 - Opportunities in Spanish at the Center 2015-2019 
Program development for Spanish speakers was sluggish at best. Little 
communication occurred between staff of the senior center and the Spanish speaking older 
adults from the Social group. No leaders other than Carla were developed within the group, 
and what little programming was offered by staff outside the group was not congruent with 
the priorities of Spanish speaking participants. Further, staff were hesitant to try and engage 
with the social group directly. Connecting with Spanish speakers outside the group may have 
been an alternative strategy, but staff often functioned from an “If they need me, I’ll be there 
for them” approach, assuming Spanish speakers knew how to approach them for their needs. 
Further, Lizzy was unable to offer sufficient support because she was part-time and her main 
responsibilities had little to do with supporting the Spanish speaking population. She was the 
main access point for Spanish speakers but did not have the capacity or mandate to manage 
communication and programming for the Spanish speakers. 
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Staff Assume Center Processes are Accessible to Spanish Speakers  
While staff perceptions of the social group and language differences were barriers to 
communication, further assumptions and cultural norms held by staff isolated Spanish 
speakers from information and access to occupations. These assumptions were not in malice 
and often were implicit to how staff understood the center community. The staff’s 
understandings emerged from the long history of aforementioned structural racism within the 
United States. Staff were trained and had ample experience considering the access of 
English-speaking – and out of necessity somewhat considering Mandarin-speaking – patrons, 
but had little experience considering the challenges that might be specific to Spanish 
speakers. This was not part of their everyday concerns.  Because of busy-ness, job demands, 
and this privilege, staff were not always reflective about the barriers that might exist for 
Spanish speakers in the space as they completed their work tasks. Lizzy, the bilingual 
nutrition coordinator, describes this phenomenon, especially in relation to making an extra 
effort to connect with Spanish speakers during the day, 
“Lizzy: …porque tienes tu agenda del día, lo que tú vas a hacer, lo que tú ocupas y 
no consideras otras personas u otros grupos. Estás ya lo que traes en el calendario y 
en eso te va a hacer y tienes que hacerlo, pero no como ha sido una rutina que lo han 
tenido, entonces no lo tiene nadie. Pero creo que, si se les propone, probablemente lo 
harían, simplemente no van pensando. ¿Verdad?” 
 
[Lizzy: …because you have your daily agenda, what you are going to do, what you 
occupy, and do not consider other people or other groups. You are already in what 
you have in the calendar and that is what you are going to do, and you have to do it, 
but it has not been a routine that they have had, so nobody has it. But I think if it was 
proposed to them, probably they would do it, they just aren’t thinking about it, right?" 
 
Lizzy identified a lack of awareness by staff of the value of taking time to connect with 
Spanish speakers or other participants in the center on a regular basis. Both staff and Spanish 
speakers experienced a community that was not requiring them to reflect on current 
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relationships and processes in a way that cultivated new relationships across their respective 
groups that could challenge structural and historical habits of segregation. Spanish speakers 
were unintentionally understood as a “separate thing” that were not considered as staff 
participated in daily life at the center. 
 On many occasions, staff members assumed that Spanish speakers could utilize 
normal processes to engage with center functioning or services, especially the front desk 
area. When discussing how Spanish speakers might know whether there was a bilingual staff 
person at the center that day, the department director suggested, 
“Lacy: Well, but they could look on the in/out board and see, if Lizzy, if it was a day 
that Lizzy wasn’t here and Jane was here, if they had a relationship that then they 
could feel like they could come.” 
  
There was an erroneous assumption within this suggestion that Spanish speakers 
understood or were oriented to the ‘in/out board’ behind the front desk. Spanish speakers did 
not receive a full orientation to the center’s functioning at the beginning because Luz was 
always present to manage communication. Orientation to the center was therefore neglected 
once Luz had left. The social know-how required to manage unique situations in the center 
was inaccessible.  Spanish speakers were not fully aware of the norms and expectations of 
the center, leading to uncomfortable experiences such as this one in the café area.   
“Ryan: ¿Y hay algunos espacios acá dónde ustedes se sienten incomodos? (Marta: 
Sí) ¿A dónde? 
Esmeralda: Por ejemplo, como está Marta de allá en la salita de la segunda de la 
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televisión. 
Marta: La cafetería. (Esmeralda: La cafetería.) 
Ryan: ¿Acá? [Gesturing to café area where the television is.] 
Marta: Sí, donde está la televisión. 
Ryan: La mayoría del tiempo es como un lugar incomodo para ustedes. 
Esmeralda: Nos sentamos allá y están llegando otros donde es turno, estamos 
mirando allá para… nos apagamos la televisión. 
Ryan: ¿Por el ruido?  
Marta: ¿Cuál es el motivo de incomodad allí? De que no expone televisión en 
español. 
Esmeralda: No. Nosotros estamos mirando en español. 
Marta: Ay, y se les apagaron. (Esmeralda: Sí) 
Raquel: O sea, debería una persona que controla eso… 
Ryan: Ustedes ponen la televisión en español, pero cambiaron. 
Esmeralda: Eso no esa es nosotros estamos allá de nunca volvemos ni a sentarse 
quiera ir. No ocupamos el sitio porque miramos que ellos no les gusta…” 
[Ryan: And there are some spaces here where you feel uncomfortable? (Marta: Yes) 
Where? 
Esmeralda: For example, like Marta, there in the second, the TV room. 
Marta: The cafeteria. (Esmeralda: The cafeteria.) 
Ryan: Here? [Gesturing to café area where the television is.] 
Marta: Yes, where the television is. 
Ryan: Most of the time it's an uncomfortable place for you…? 
Esmeralda: We sit there, and others are arriving where it's turn, we're looking over 
there for... they turn off the television. 
Ryan: Because of the noise? 
Marta: What is the reason for being uncomfortable there? That they don’t show the 
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television in Spanish. 
Esmeralda: No. We are watching in Spanish. 
Marta: Oh, and they turned it off on you. (Esmeralda: Yes) 
Raquel: I mean, there should a person who controls that … 
Ryan: You put the television in Spanish, but they changed it. 
Esmeralda: That is not ours, we were there, we never went back or sat down or 
wanted to. We do not occupy that site because we see that they do not like it…] 
Spanish speakers were unaware of who managed the television or how to request it be in 
Spanish. Staff wrongly assumed that Spanish speakers would come to them if this was an 
issue, but Spanish speakers were not equipped with the correct information or relationships to 
facilitate such an interaction. The operational assumption of the center’s processes privileged 
English speakers. While from an analytical perspective I am tempted to identify this as 
discrimination, Spanish speaking consultants specifically did not label this experience 
discrimination. 
Another example of the staff’s assumption that Spanish speakers could use typical 
processes occurred when Rori and I discussed what it might look like for Spanish speakers to 
reserve a room, 
“Ryan: And if they wanted to reserve more space or use a bigger room or hold a 
special event and would need the space or something like that… 
 
Rori: Just tell them to contact me. Right, but that is the trouble with the center, 
finding spaces is probably the hardest I possibly can do.  
  
Ryan: So, by contact you, should they email you, should they call you, should they 
just walk up to you? 
  
Rori: Um, all of the above. I have no preference.  
  
Ryan: So those are all sort of conduits for that communication. 
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Rori: Right please just encourage them that I am here to help them. But I don’t want 
separate them as ‘them’ and I don’t even mean to say that. 
  
Ryan: Well, I mean some of them don’t speak English so… (Rori: Right, right, right) 
so it is a difference in how maybe the approach needs to happen.  
  
Rori: Sure, but obviously they need to have someone that can communicate with me.” 
 
Many of these processes previously had been managed by Luz and therefore staff had not 
been challenged to consider how these processes may be different for Spanish speakers. 
During our interview, it took a moment for Rori to consider that the typical methods of 
communication were not as easily available to Spanish speaking participants. A common 
sentiment from staff was that “it doesn’t matter what language you speak,” one should be 
able to participate in the center. While this is valuable sentiment, it neglected that the 
language one speaks influences information and access points one might be able to use to 
engage with the center community. As Rori indicates, she is uncomfortable recognizing the 
Spanish speakers as a “different” population - a “them” in the center. However, this neglects 
the special needs of this particular population because of their differences in language and 
history. It neglects the long history of structural racism that requires work and effort across 
communities to counteract. Excavating the many and pervasive influences of racial histories 
and prejudices in everyday activities requires time and effort. It necessitates opportunity to 
pause, reflect, and practice new ways of doing together. Our culture often utilizes efficiency 
and productivity to challenge the value of doing this work. Therefore, in this case, because 
staff had little training or opportunity to understand and practice how to consider “the 
language you speak” appropriately, a sense of separateness emerged from the Spanish 
speakers.  
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It was clear that Lizzy was understood as an effective access point by the Spanish 
speaking participants. During the community mapping activity, when I asked who Spanish 
speakers sought when they needed things at the center, they all named Lizzy as an important 
resource. Raquel described her experience with Lizzy: 
“…por ejemplo, conversamos mucho con la directora, Lizzy que es muy ‘nice’ con 
nosotras. Y siempre nos está atendiendo, está yendo, está preguntándonos, segura…” 
 
["…for example, we talked a lot with the director, Lizzy, who is very 'nice' with us. 
And she is always attending us, she is going, she is asking us, sure ... " 
 
Lizzy had a consistent, although usually short, presence with the group. She was typically 
present in the center on Thursdays, but was often working in the kitchen, managing staff 
affairs, or sometimes called to the other center.  
“Carla facilitated the discussion after the lesson as Rosa passed out more cookies and 
hot water for tea. Carla asked if anyone had stories to share about chronic pain. 
Francisco, as usual, piped up with a joke about marriage and anniversaries. The group 
laughed and he continued on to talk about his knees and how they had improved since 
he started doing more exercise. He didn’t even need to use the walker that he had 
received from the department anymore. As we all sat around the table listening, Lizzy 
appeared at the open door of the classroom. She paused before entering the room, 
carrying a piece of paper and looking at Carla. Carla paused Francisco and told 
everyone that Lizzy was here to collect names for lunch. Lizzy asked “How many are 
eating here?” Carla asked everyone to raise their hands and she quickly counted. 
Eleven people raised their hands... After writing the names down, Lizzy hurriedly 
asked how everyone was. As she scanned the room, she noticed me and said with 
surprise in English, “Oh, I didn’t see you there!” After multiple participants said they 
were well and extended much thanks to her for her support, she scurried from the 
room back to her work.” (Field Notes) 
 
During lunch, Lizzy was usually in the kitchen or managing the kitchen workers. On 
occasion she would stop at the tables to say hello, but in usually a rushed manner. Otherwise, 
she interacted with the older adults only if they specifically came to her office near the tables 
where they played games. The Spanish speaking participants were aware that she was not 
always available and expressed concern about bothering her too much. Lizzy was an 
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important access point for information and programming support, but her other job 
responsibilities prevented her from being available all the time or to follow up on issues 
outside the purview of her work. She was easily able to enroll participants in the lunch 
program and manage their tickets, but did not have the time to manage other needs such as 
space, programming, or information access. She could not function in the same role as Luz 
because it was not part of her job to do so. Therefore, Spanish speakers’ access to center 
processes and information continued to be limited and their experience was one of 
separation. 
 Alternatively, 
staff assumed that 
Spanish speakers were 
utilizing the front desk 
as a primary source of 
information. As they 
discussed this space in 
the community 
mapping activity, they 
expected Spanish 
speakers to be able to 
gather information 
from the front desk on 
a regular basis. 
Miriam drew X’s on Figure 10 - Staff Community Map 
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the community map to show Spanish speakers coming up to the front desk and asking 
questions, even though this was seldom happening (See Figure 10). Although staff expressed 
little concern about this process or the accessibility of the front desk, Spanish speakers 
identified it as one of the spaces from which they were most hesitant to seek information. 
English speakers, Mandarin speakers, and Spanish speakers all experienced 
relationships and processes differently in the center. Mandarin speakers had benefitted from 
significant support and had routinized their presence in the center. Staff experience with 
Chinese participants and a limited awareness regarding the specialized needs of Spanish 
speakers fostered an assumption that all non-English speakers could easily access the center 
community. This assumption thus impeded the center from developing needed specialized 
strategies and services for Spanish speakers to increase participation. The lack of access 
continued to isolate Spanish speakers from information, events, and occupation in the center. 
The Gap of Double Hesitancy in Communication  
Because there was no designated bilingual staff member whose primary position was 
to communicate with and support Spanish speakers, fostering relationships among staff and 
Spanish speakers required either non-Spanish speaking staff to approach Spanish speakers 
outside the group or Spanish speakers to approach staff. Because of little previous 
engagement, staff members were unware of other bilingual people in the group and Spanish 
speakers were hesitant to initiate communication and were unaware of the appropriate 
processes and people involved. This hesistancy discouraged fluid communication among the 
two groups.  
According to Miriam, a fear from staff and Spanish speakers of not understanding 
each other if they attempted to communicate with someone who did not speak their primary 
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language exacerbated this hesitancy. This excerpt from my self-reflections offers some 
insight into this experience, 
“As a language learner, I am quite familiar with the pit in your stomach that forms the 
moment before you attempt to communicate with someone who does not speak your 
language. You feel a hesitancy because you don’t want to make a fool out of yourself, 
offend anyone, or simply not be successful. You also fear that potential moment when 
they speak back to you and you have no idea what they are saying. However, because 
of my race, I have not had the experience during each of those times of also fearing 
someone might come back with racist or hateful reactions. I hesitate from discomfort, 
but they might hesitate from true fear. Once the interaction has begun though, usually 
the tension clears and you realize that people are often times more interested in 
figuring out how to communicate effectively in whatever way rather than making sure 
you are saying every single thing correctly. Laughter is often involved and it can 
sometimes be quite fun. Communication is sometimes more about getting the point 
across rather than crossing your T’s and dotting your I’s. So, in many ways, I feel like 
it may be, or at least it should be, easier for staff to make that jump rather than the 
Spanish speaking older adults” 
 
For staff this experience became much more prevalent once Luz stopped working at the 
center and they did not have her consistent support. Rori described this when she started 
interacting with Spanish speakers through a tax assistance program offered at the center, 
“Probably at the very beginning, the main people who were Spanish speaking weren’t 
participants, but more coming here for assistance with [Tax Assistance Program], and 
that was a little bit nerve racking since I don’t speak Spanish and there always wasn’t 
someone available.” 
 
Laura also identified language as an issue when she went to the Spanish social group with 
Luz to assist with transportation needs, 
“There were people who did not have much English proficiency and that kind of sort 
of stopped me in my tracks…” 
 
However, Miriam recognized that this fear may be rooted in biases or assumptions about the 
people they were trying to communicate with, 
“We definitely have some biases that that go on, and I really think a lot of it is 
assumptions when there, and this applies to the Spanish as well as the Mandarin 
speakers, that I don’t understand you, you can’t understand me, and there’s this 
separation of you know we’re not going to do things together kind of thing.”  
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Miriam identified structures of race within the community that created separation and 
distance among its members. These assumptions formed complex interactions, imbued with 
histories of structural racism, as participants occupied the center together.   
This fear and hesitation, in relationship with assumptions about who was responsible 
for learning a new language, left much of the effort to Spanish speakers in initiating 
communication. Initiation was usually expected to be in English. The director of the 
department recognized how much easier it was for Spanish speakers to make their presence 
felt if they were bilingual, 
“Lacy: I think it’s easier when you’re bilingual. 
  
Ryan: Why do think that is? 
 
Lacy: Just to participate in programs, because most of the programs are in English. 
Just like we have to be very intentional with our Mandarin speaking to make sure that 
some programs we have a translator there and do it in both languages. If we got 
enough people, that we would do that for Spanish-speaking.” 
 
The general “If they need me, I’ll be there for them” culture of the staff paired with hesitancy 
in communicating with Spanish speakers for a variety of reasons hindered proactive staff 
outreach to this population. 
 On the other side of the hesitancy gap, Spanish speakers also faced barriers in 
initiating communication. As described in Chapter 5, Spanish speakers expressed an assumed 
responsibility to learn English. Frequently Spanish speakers expressed they did not want to 
be a bother in any way. They considered it their fault if challenges existed because they 
lacked English capacity. Heavy with what almost seemed like guilt, Linda described how 
much she owed this country and community and her remorse about being a bother: 
“Tenemos tanta oportunidad, Ryan, de que vayamos a la escuela gratis, la desidia, 
no queremos, estamos muy cómodos en nuestra silla, en nuestra cama, o viendo la 
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tele, o como latinos comiendo y todo, y nos olvidamos de que allá en la universidad 
allí iba yo porque… no fui también… a mi dice mi hija ‘ya hablé para usted, vaya a 
las 10’. Tiene cita.’ y ya pues no llego el autobús y pues lo cancelamos y ahora me da 
pena decirle otra ves me haz otra cita, por eso a veces es una desidia por no 
aprender inglés y venir en este país, todo gratis está, debemos aprender inglés para 
que podamos tener comunicación más con unas personas que hablan y pues es bueno 
también tener dos idiomas tanto español e inglés” 
 
[We have so much opportunity, Ryan, that we go to school for free, laziness, we do 
not want, we are very comfortable in our chair, in our bed, or watching TV, or as 
Latinos eating and everything, and we forget that there in the university, I went there 
because ... I didn’t go too ... my daughter said to me “I already spoke for you, go at 
10. You have an appointment.” And then the bus did not arrive and we canceled it 
and now I'm sorry to tell them again to make me another appointment , that is why 
sometimes it is a laziness not to learn English and to come in this country, everything 
is free, we must learn English so we can have more communication with those people 
who speak and it is good to also have two languages, both Spanish and English…] 
 
Lizzy also explored this tendency to not want to be a disturbance or bother, 
  
“se sientan intimidados quizás. (Ryan: Intimidados) Pero es ellos, no porque tú los 
has rechazado. Es porque, no sé -si sea no… ‘no quiero molestar’…” 
 
[…they feel intimidated perhaps. (Ryan: Intimidated) But it's them, not because 
you've rejected them. It's because, I do not know if it's… ‘I do not want to bother’...] 
 
Additionally, as described in Chapter 5, fear was pervasive throughout processes of 
engagement or integration for immigrants simply because of the context into which they 
arrived.  This fear, coupled with the anxiety of not being understood or understanding their 
English-speaking counterparts contributed further to their hesitancy. Francisco described this 
experience, 
“Mucha gente de hispana, vuelvo a repetir, se cohíbe porque no puede hablar el 
inglés. Dice ‘Para que voy si no entiendo’.”   
 
[A lot of Hispanic people, I repeat again, they get stuck because they cannot speak 
English. They says 'Why do I go, if I do not understand'] 
 
Raquel also expressed this hesitancy,  
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“Es una barrera de idioma se la pones uno, yo creo. Porque unos como que el temor 
de… por ejemplo, yo a veces puedo expresarme en inglés un poquito, pero para 
escuchar y más con los son... para mi más difícil…” 
 
[It's a language barrier that’s put on you, I think. Because some, like the fear of ... for 
example, I can sometimes express myself in English a little, but to listen and more 
with those that are... for me, [it’s] more difficult.] 
 
The most prominent space in the center where this hesitancy was noted by Spanish speakers 
was at the front desk. They felt they did not have positive relationships with the staff 
members who managed the front desk, especially because those staff members did not 
always offer greetings to Spanish speaking patrons as they entered the center. This 
significantly impacted Esmeralda’s willingness to engage with them. 
“Pues, uno no puede decir sobre eso nada, porque a veces uno entra y le dice ni 
querido buenos días ni la ultima a ver a uno. Ellos allá de la entrada. Hay una viejita 
que es la única que saluda, la más viejita, pero esa [front desk manager], no quiere 
ni mirarnos. Entonces, yo creo que no se le quita nada if you say ‘good morning’. La 
otra señora sí. Nos saluda unos.” 
 
[Well, you cannot say anything about it, because sometimes one comes in and they 
neither say ‘Dear good morning’ nor ‘the last time you saw one other’. The ones at 
the entrance. There is a little older lady who is the only one who greets us, the older 
one, but that [front desk manager] does not even want to look at us. So, I believe that 
nothing is taken away from you if you say 'good morning'. The other lady yes. Greets 
us some.] 
 
Other Spanish speaking consultants reiterated the importance of a well-done salutation and 
greeting. However, Marta offered further elaboration on this interpersonal relationship, 
“Pero si la gente no se acerca el mostrador porque sabe que no la van a atender 
porque yo veo que… yo he escuchado que las compañeras dicen que las tratan mal, 
que las rechazan. Pero no creo que sea eso. Sino más bien que no les entienden. Y 
pues nosotros como los hispanos somos muy cálidos y la americana es más frio. Ellas 
no entienden esa cuestión cultural, pues de que somos distintos. Nosotros somos de 
apapachos, somos de… distintos. Culturalmente pues así es. Desde la cuestión con es 
manera de ser de nosotros que somos muy cálidos. Pues, acá, es otra cosa. Somos 
muy relajantes. Hacemos mucho ruido. Cuando somos alegres, cuando estamos 
rindo, estamos cantando, estamos haciendo mucho ruido a veces, a veces decimos ay 
tranquila, tranquila bájale.  Sí.” 
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[But yes, people do not approach the counter because they know they will not attend 
them because I see... I have heard the other women say they are treated badly, that 
they reject them. But I do not think that's it. But rather they do not understand them. 
And because we as Hispanics are very warm and the American is colder. They do not 
understand that cultural question, well that we are different. We are huggy, we are ... 
different. Culturally, that's the way it is. From the question, with this way of being, 
we are very warm. Well, here, it’s another thing. We are very relaxed. We make a lot 
of noise. When we are happy, when we are giving, we are singing, we are making a 
lot of noise sometimes, sometimes we say, calm down, calm down. Yeah.] 
 
This analysis was strengthened when I spent time behind the front desk and talked with the 
front desk manager about her work and experience at the entrance to the center.  
“I sat at the front desk today with the front desk manager. I was there between 4:15 
and 4:45pm which is a time of day when few people are using the center. I thought 
this also might also give me a chance to touch base with her about her experiences. 
However, I quickly found out that between the phone, people walking up to the desk 
every 2-5 minutes, and staff members coming in and out of the offices, it was still 
quite the busy area and she was still multi-tasking multiple different aspects of her 
job. At one point, she had two people calling in at the same time. I offered to answer 
the other line, but she ignored me and quickly and efficiently put one person on hold, 
solved the next person’s issue by transferring them to the person they were looking 
for, and then continuing on with the other call. She didn’t acknowledge my offer to 
assist. It was clear she was about getting things done quickly and efficiently and less 
about the cordiality of the job. There were calendars of volunteers, staff member 
cards, updated phone number alerts, random scraps of paper to write notes on, her 
computer, and the daily schedule of events. There was also a notepad that included 
tally marks for all the people who had come up to the front desk for a need during the 
morning and then the afternoon. There were approximately 100-120 tallies on the 
notepad for the past two days’ mornings and about half that for the afternoons…. 
When I first asked the front desk manager what it’s like to be at front desk she said 
one word: Multi-tasking.” (Field Notes) 
 
The front desk manager was managing phones, taking payments for classes, directing people 
to programs, keeping tabs on volunteers to ensure they were providing correct information, 
and connecting staff to appointments or participants. She described to me that she often 
relied on volunteers to say hello to people who are coming into the center. Her goal was to 
provide information, manage needs, and move people along because of the high number of 
people who come to the center.  
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When it came to the Spanish speakers, she lumped them together with the Chinese 
population in that they were not able to communicate with her. However, she was open and 
interested in helping improve that communication. When I asked her how it felt to manage a 
community with three different languages on a regular basis, she said, “We make it work.” 
While this attitude of efficiency and coordinated multi-tasking was of value to the front desk 
manager, it was a factor that prevented Spanish speakers from engaging with the front desk. 
Spanish speakers also held assumptions about why the front desk manager had not greeted 
them, sometimes assuming the worst. Consequently, in the community mapping activity, 
they explored these assumptions and potential reasons for her disposition, 
“Marta: Ellas se encuentran en un obstáculo allí en el mostrador. De que no son 
atendidas. La mayoría del grupo. (Esmeralda: Sí).  
  
Ryan: ¿Porque no hablan español…? 
  
Marta: Porque no hablan español y porque no tienen la disposición… 
  
Raquel: La atención… 
  
Marta: No hay. No hay disposición. Posiblemente, no sé las reglas del trabajo… 
  
Esmeralda: Lo que no sabemos, no podemos juzgar… 
  
Marta: Puede interpretar que es eso, ¿verdad? que ella tiene su trabajo muy 
especifico. 
  
Esmeralda: Pero nadie nos ha explicado.” 
 
["Marta: They run into an obstacle there at the front desk. They aren’t taken care of. 
The majority of the group. (Esmeralda: Yes). 
  
Ryan: Because they do not speak Spanish ...? 
  
Marta: Because they do not speak Spanish and because they do not have the 
disposition ... 
  
Rachel: The attention ... 
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Marta: There is not. There is no disposition. Possibly, I do not know the rules of the 
job. 
  
Esmeralda: What we do not know, we cannot judge ... 
  
Marta: You can interpret as that, right? that she has a very specific job  
  
Esmeralda: But nobody has explained that to us.] 
 
There was obscurity in how processes and interactions in the center were meant to occur. 
Spanish speakers had little social knowledge of what roles staff were meant to undertake.  
Still, Spanish speakers sometimes demonstrated resiliency moving past these 
hesitancies to engage with participants and sometimes staff throughout the center. Marta 
recounted timidly approaching people when she first began coming to the center, 
“Entonces.. hace dos años y pues me comencé a primero con timidez acercar esa 
gente con ganas de conversar porque tenía pues dudas con mi inglés….” 
 
[Then… two years ago and then I began at first to shyly approach those people with 
the desire to talk because I had doubts with my English…] 
 
After realizing that there were other non-English speakers in the community, she found 
support, friendships, and a safe space to develop her skills.  
“Yo leo y escribo en inglés, pero yo no hablaba. Entonces ahora esa oportunidad 
pues me ha abierto este porque pues la gente no hable español. Hablan en inglés. Y 
lo bueno, que aquí hay mucha gente que su secundo lenguaje es el inglés también. 
Porque hay hindús que hablan inglés y pues no puedes notar que si estás hablando 
correcto o correctamente ¿verdad? Porque también ellos lo hacen. También encontré 
que veo gente de otros países por ejemplo mi amigo [name], él es de Sudáfrica. Él 
tiene acento más marcado que yo. Habla en una forma muy peculiar. Y eso pues me 
ha abierto a mi una ventana al mundo. Porque he encontrado gente de muchas 
partes. Tengo una amiga que es original de Italia también. Tengo otra amiga de Haití 
que ellos hablan francés. Entonces, eso me dio mucha seguridad para soltarme en 
hablar.” 
 
[I read and write in English, but I did not speak. So now [the center] opened up that 
opportunity because people do not speak Spanish. They speak in English. And the 
good thing, that there are many people here that their second language is English too. 
Because there are Hindus who speak English and you can’t notice that if you are 
speaking correct or correctly, right? Because they also do it. I also found that I see 
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people from other countries, for example my friend [name], he is from South Africa. 
He has a stronger accent than me. He speaks in a very peculiar way. And that has 
opened up a window to the world for me. Because I have found people from many 
places. I have a friend who is original from Italy too. I have another friend from Haiti 
who they speak French. Then, that gave me a lot of security to let me speak. " 
 
The internationality and welcoming environment of the center was integral in supporting 
positive experiences of attempting to use English and integrating into the community further. 
Although space use was a challenging aspect of this relationship, Spanish speakers frequently 
had positive interactions with Chinese immigrants. Chinese immigrants sometimes connected 
them to information or opportunities. For example, Rosa, the younger volunteer, befriended a 
Chinese woman who was in charge of delivering a food donation to the center each day from 
a local business. Because of that friendship, the Chinese woman began incorporating the 
Spanish social group into the rotation to receive that food donation on Thursdays.   
“We sat at the tables outside the wellness center playing rumicube today. At one point 
during our game, a Chinese woman brought a small box of food and set in next to the 
group sitting at the first table. She walked over to Rosa and tapped her on the 
shoulder, motioning to her to follow. Rosa left the table and returned with multiple 
bags of food that she then began distributing to the group. The food was donations 
from a local grocery store consisting of breads, squash, apples, green peppers, and 
oranges.” (Field Notes) 
 
While communication between Rosa and the Chinese patron was limited, they were still able 
to build relationships in working together to manage the food donations. Spanish speakers 
and Chinese immigrants often shared greetings, special events, and exercise classes. Spanish 
speakers were ready and willing to try to communicate with other members of the 
community, but often found hesitancy in doing so with staff. 
There was a mismatch of activity priorities, reticence from staff in engaging with the 
Spanish social group, and hesitancy among staff and Spanish speakers to communicate in a 
non-primary language. Additionally, Carla prioritized exercise and health information and 
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left little time available for facilitating more in-depth integration into the center – 
consequently decreasing the mutual felt presence across the group and widening a gap of 
communication among them. Interestingly, both groups recognized that they had some 
positive experiences figuring things out through non-verbal communication when they had 
to, but these experiences did not widely support stronger attention to proactive engagement 
from either side.  Therefore, a moat of hesitancy and lack of information surrounded the 
Spanish speakers, continuing to develop a sense of separateness. 
Information Access 
Previously, information about the center was most often couriered by Luz to Spanish 
speaking participants. Since Luz’s departure and Carla’s sole leadership of the social group, 
there was little information transfer to Spanish speakers. Carla or sometimes Rosa would 
pick up a flyer or hear a bit of information and pass it along to the group, but neither was 
offering this on a regular or systematic basis. With the factors mentioned previously, the 
compartmentalization of the Spanish speaking population within the center was exacerbated. 
The gap that emerged between Spanish speakers and staff often led to a dearth of information 
access for Spanish speaking participants at the center.  
 Therefore, the most common way Spanish speakers were receiving information about 
center events and activities was via Lizzy or other bilingual individuals within their group. 
Staff were aware of Lizzy as a conduit but were not regularly sending information through 
her. Because staff were interacting less with Spanish speakers and therefore not experiencing 
a felt presence from them, they did not always consider their needs when making 
announcements or translating information. The following discussion offers an example of 
when this happened, 
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 “Rubí: Cuando van a dar un… alguna noticia que tienen que dar en el comedor… 
  
Marta: Pero le dan en chino e inglés…  
  
Rubí: En español a nadie… 
  
Esmeralda: Español a nadie… 
  
[The women are passionate as they discuss this topic, speaking strongly and with 
emotion.] 
  
Marta: Hemos estado nosotros en jueves y han dado anuncios y nosotros no somos 
incluidos… 
  
Francisco: Incluso, hay una chinita que inmediatamente levanta la mano y les 
traduce en chino lo que está pasando, lo que están diciendo. Y no se queda de babas 
allí, qué dijo. Entonces, que es importante si se puede. 
  
Esmeralda: Muy importante. 
  
Rubí: Y a veces cuando está Lizzy está la que preguntamos… 
  
Esmeralda: Preguntamos… de qué pasando, o eso u otro me puede ayudar o… 
  
Linda: Y gracias a esa señora [Lizzy], que está dependiente.  
  
Francisco: Pero no siempre baje.  
  
Marta: Pero no se le da el micrófono para que dar la traducción. Pues no estamos 
incluidos. Ese no algo no contemplar. 
  
Esmeralda: Debe estar incluido. Porque, así como nosotros se entiende todo lo que 
digan porque nosotros también necesitamos entender. Pero no está la persona. No 
estamos, como dice Marta, no estamos incluidos.” 
 
[Rubí: When they are going to give ... some news that they have to give in the dining 
room ... 
  
Marta: But they give it in Chinese and English ... 
  
Rubí: In Spanish to no one ... 
  
Esmeralda: Spanish to no one ... 
  
[The women are passionate as they discuss this topic, speaking strongly and with 
emotion.] 
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Marta: We have been there on Thursdays and they have given announcements and we 
are not included ... 
  
Francisco: Even, there is a Chinese immigrant who immediately raises her hand and 
translates into Chinese what is happening, what they are saying. And she doesn’t 
leave anything out, what she said. So, that is important if they can. 
  
Esmeralda: Very important. 
  
Rubí: And sometimes when Lizzy is there we ask ... 
  
Esmeralda: We ask ... what's going on, this or that, can you help me or ... 
  
Linda: And thanks to that woman [Lizzy], who is dependent. 
  
Francisco: But she doesn’t always come down. 
  
Marta: But they don’t give her the microphone to give the translation. Well, we are 
not included. That's not something to not contemplate. 
  
Esmeralda: Must be included. Because, that way we understand everything they say 
because we also need to understand. But there is not the person. We are not, as Marta 
says, we are not included.] 
 
Dorothy, the operations manager, believed that the most important way for senior center 
participants to receive information on a day to day basis was through lunch room 
announcements. Spanish speakers were not receiving these regularly, and only when Lizzy 
was able to come down to translate. Staff, functioning from habits developed with the 
Chinese population, expected leaders or volunteers within the group to stand and translate. 
This was not a role Spanish speakers or staff had developed at the center and they only 
received information when Lizzy or Carla remembered to invite them to an event that was 
occurring. This was often how they arrived at special events in the center. The main manner 
for information access, word of mouth, was hampered across multiple fronts.  
The center employed other concrete methods to communicate information to other 
center patrons. The center program guide, flyers, brochures, an English program board, a 
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Mandarin program board, a digital monitor, signs, and tabling were all used to pass along 
information about events, service, and processes of the center. Yet, when I asked the Spanish 
speaking consultants where they most often saw or used Spanish information from these 
sources, this feisty response from Esmeralda is an example of a common remark, 
“Esmeralda: ¿Usted ha mirado en las paredes de aquí alguna información en 
español? No, creo que no porque yo he revisto y yo miro muy bien. Pasando por allá, 
mucho menos en las revistas. Nosotros que llega revistando a vamos a ver si de 
pronto qué español dice algo… nada. Y allá quedamos. Entonces, para qué imprimir 
todo eso goteando ese papel si nosotros no leemos porque no lo podemos leer. (R: 
Exacto) Nunca, nunca, allí un letreo en español en este… yo no he visto. (R: En los 
cuántos años…) Tres años. (R: que ha estado acá) que yo, porque los otros desde 
empezó esto, yo no he mirado. Pero nadie dice nada.” 
 
[Esmeralda: Have you seen on the walls here any information in Spanish? No, I think 
not, because I have looked around and I see very well. Passing through, much less in 
magazines. We who come looking around, we’ll see if suddenly there is Spanish that 
says something ... nothing. And there we stay… So, why print and be dripping in 
paper if we do not read… because we cannot read it. Never, never, there a sign in 
Spanish in this ... I have not seen. (Ryan: In how many years ...) Three years. (Ryan: 
that you have been here) that I, because the others since that thing began, I have not 
seen.] 
 
Flyers for events, paper notices, signs, digital information on the monitor, and the majority of 
brochures at the Spanish resource board were not translated. The brochures that were in 
Spanish were outdated. When Luz left the department, no other staff member was assigned to 
manage the resource board and so it fell into disuse. None of the staff consultants realized 
that this bulletin board had been set up in the center prior to me asking about it in individual 
interviews. When staff advertise events while sitting at tables, they had no information in 
Spanish. They were not in the habit of considering translation for Spanish speakers.  
Finally, the center program guide was often assumed to be a source of information for 
Spanish speakers. In the first quarter of 2015, there were only two programs, a Zumba class 
and a Latino Health Fair, advertised in Spanish in the entire guide. During the remaining 
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quarters of 2015, the open houses and Spanish Social Club activities were added (See Figure 
11). All other information regarding programming, services, or events was in English or 
Mandarin, even though much of those services were available to Spanish speakers and 
sometimes targeted them. In fact, it was not until the 3rd quarter of 2018 that a description of 
the comprehensive aging services was included in Spanish. It had been in English and 
Mandarin as early as the first quarter of 2015. After the social group began in 2015 until the 
end of the study, approximately three and a half years, there was no significant increase in 
the amount of information provided in Spanish in the program guide (see Figure 11). Over 
the same span of time there was a minimal increase in the number of programs targeting 
Spanish speakers being advertised. However, they were not advertised in Spanish (see Figure 
11). Information about events, center processes, or engagement opportunities that were meant 
for Spanish speakers were not accessible to Spanish speakers.  
Staff were often unsure whether registration forms or other programmatic forms had 
been translated to Spanish or not. This particularly affected the Spanish speakers ability to 
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access the fitness room. A fitness center with exercise equipment such as treadmills and 
small weights was available to participants for a monthly fee of 15 dollars. This was not 
posted in any language. Some of Spanish 
speakers, especially Francisco and Rubí, 
enjoyed using this space at the center. On 
one occasion, an employee approached 
them and let them know that they had to 
pay to use the space, but did not notify 
them that scholarships were available for 
those who were income-eligible. If the 
form they needed to fill out had been 
translated, then maybe the employee 
would have been more apt to offer this information.  
One category of information was more often translated: rules. The only translated 
document I found during my time at the center was a notice on the back of the toilets 
reminding users not to throw anything but toilet paper into them (See Figure 12). 
Additionally, while the study was being conducted – and potentially due to the study – the 
conduct policy for the center was translated. However, I did not see it posted or easily 
available during any of my observations. 
 Lack of Spanish leads to Limited Occupations. It became clear that the lack of 
information and programs in Spanish for Spanish-speaking participants was influencing their 
participation at the center. Because they were unaware of processes, opportunities, or events 
at the center, the occupations they believed were available to them were limited. Spanish 
Figure 12 - Translated Bathroom Notice 
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speaking consultants occasionally suggested activities that were already offered, albeit in 
English, 
“Linda: Si alguien necesita que algo pisur…la ropa pasa, le rompió algo, yo lo 
pueda hacer sin ningún… 
  
Ryan: Creo que hay clases acá en inglés para coser.  
  
Linda: ¿Oh sí?!  
  
Ryan: Sí, ¿pero le interesa dar como una clase en español para coser? 
  
Linda: Sí, me gustaría a mi.” 
 
["Linda: Yes. If someone needs something fi... the clothes wear out, something broke, 
I can do it without any ... 
  
Ryan: I think there are classes here in English to sew. 
  
Linda: Oh yes?! 
  
Ryan: Yes, but are you interested in giving a sewing class in Spanish? 
  
Linda: Yes, I would like to. "] 
 
Esmeralda, Rubí, and Raquel expressed desire for knitting groups, sewing classes, or jewelry 
classes, but were unaware of their current availability at the center. If information had been 
provided in Spanish about these activities, they may have attempted to attend these classes 
even though they were in English. 
Spanish speaking consultants attended programs (e.g. exercise classes, jewelry 
classes, fashion show, Chinese New Year Celebration) even though they were not in their 
primary language if they knew about the program and felt comfortable participating in the 
environment. Many had attempted to attend English movies in the theatre. 
“Marta: Luego los martes es día de película. (Francisco: Ay yah) Y no ponen 
subtítulos en español. Y se podría ser una opción de que la gente se quedará al cine 
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después de lunch y ver la película.  
  
Linda: ¿Son los martes? 
  
Marta: Sí. Está muy bien la función y todo, nos da las palomitas gratis y está bien. 
Pasan películas divertidas, apropiadas para nosotros…Es de buen gusto la selección 
de películas, pero no le ponen subtítulos en español. Yo no digo que le ponga la voz 
en español porque el auditorio de americanos, ¿verdad? y somos la minoría, pero 
cuando menos subtítulos en español.  
  
Rubí: Nosotros solo una vez nos quedamos y nos fuimos a como una media película. 
  
Marta: Yo pues generalmente me quedo a la película, pero pues me pongo a pensar a 
veces Rosa y Ivania pues se quedan también pero cuando no entienden nada, tengo 
que estar diciendo [in whispering voice] ‘es que dijo eso…’ Y entonces la gente nos 
bota y nos ven…Creen que estamos hablando porque no nos entienden.” 
 
[Marta: Then on Tuesdays it's a movie day. (Francisco: Oh yah) And they do not put 
subtitles in Spanish. And it could be an option for people to stay at the movies after 
lunch and watch the movie. 
  
Linda: Is it Tuesday? 
  
Marta: Yes. It functions well and everything, they give us the popcorn for free and 
that's fine. They show funny movies, appropriate for us…The selection of films is in 
good taste, but they do not put subtitles in Spanish. I’m not suggesting they put the 
sound in Spanish because the audience is Americans, right? and we are the minority, 
but at least subtitles in Spanish. 
  
Rubí: We only stayed once and we went to like a half movie. 
  
Marta: I usually stay in the movie, but I think sometimes Rosa and Ivania, because 
they stay too, but when they do not understand anything, I have to be saying [in 
whispering voice] 'that's what he said ...' And then people throw us out and stare at 
us…. They think we're talking because they do not understand us.” 
 
Providing subtitles in Spanish could have resolved several obstacles for participation as well 
as attracted more participants to the program. However, instead of requesting subtitles from 
staff, Spanish speakers simply stopped going to the movies. Language became the barrier 
that kept Spanish speakers from participating in an occupation that might foster interpersonal 
relationships across the community. 
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 Spanish speakers and staff missed opportunities to foster further occupation in the 
center because information was not offered in Spanish. For example, a meet-up group that 
was meant to provide both native and non-native Spanish speakers an opportunity to talk 
with other older adults in Spanish met during the same time as the Spanish speakers’ English 
class. This meet-up group would most likely have been attractive to Spanish speakers and 
could also have been a beneficial collaboration for both parties to practice both languages 
and share information. However, it was only advertised in English and, when visiting the 
meet-up group, I learned that they were not aware that Spanish speakers were meeting at the 
same time. They did, however, express interest in future relationships. 
Ultimately, the lack of information in Spanish further limited Spanish speakers’ 
participation in the center, which also limited the spaces, events, and programs that they were 
engaging. This further compartmentalized their felt presence in the center as well as 
advanced assumptions by staff about what activities Spanish speaking participants preferred. 
Dorothy’s assumption about the Latinx population may have been derived from this 
experience, 
“… and the Latinas, it seems like I see them doing more… I see them more on the 
social setting more than most of the other groups. They spend a lot of time with each 
other talking, you know conversing.” 
 
The staff only felt the presence of Spanish speaking participants in the exercise room in the 
wellness center or more significantly sitting at tables outside the wellness center talking or 
playing games. They did not engage with them anywhere else; not because the Spanish 
speakers did not want to, but rather because they were not aware of what else was available.  
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Compartmentalization: “We always feel like a separate thing.” 
In general, information was scarce and occupations were limited for Spanish 
speakers. Mutual felt presence was minimal for multiple reasons. The occupations staff were 
offering were not priorities for Spanish speakers; but, due to minimal communication among 
them, the variety of available occupations did not change. Hesistancy in communication and 
information provision continued to foster separation of the Spanish speakers in the 
community. Spanish speaking consultants recognized both the value of their specific “space” 
on Thursdays but also expressed a growing sense of separation, 
“Raquel: Yo no sé. Yo pienso que la comunidad hispana está como segregada 
‘apart’. Yo pienso que llegamos de tener nuestro espacio. Como un espacio donde 
uno llega. Sí es de nosotros, pero no pongamos en salón que no la dan sino de 10 a 
12, nada más.”   
 
[Raquel: I don’t know. I think the Hispanic community is segregated 'apart'. I think 
we have to have our space. As a space where one arrives. Yes, it's of us, but let's not 
put it in the room that they don’t give but from 10 to 12, nothing more.] 
 
The desire for more occupation or at least more time in the space they “had” was mentioned 
several times by Spanish speaking consultants. The compartmentalization of the group 
fostered a sense of control and welcome-ness in the classroom. This is where they felt most 
comfortable with participation and their ability to navigate the space. This was also the only 
space they had been able to successfully use on regular basis because of the high 
concentration of reservations and space use by Chinese immigrants and other groups. 
During the study, the Spanish speaking older adults asked Lizzy if they could reserve 
the classroom for the whole day. They were disappointed when it was not possible for one 
group to reserve that much time in any space. Although other spaces in the center were 
technically available for them to use, the necessary knowledge or experience had not been 
provided to them to navigate the processes and relationships that would allow them to gain 
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access to these spaces. For example, while a single group could not request a single room for 
that long period of time, other rooms could be reserved for other activities. The group needed 
to create other programs and work with Rori, the facility manager, to identify appropriate and 
available spaces. Though challenging, Rori expressed a deep openness to negotiating space 
use and trying to make room for all activities and people. However, because they lacked 
knowledge and staff support in navigating the process, they continued to want to use the 
same space more, rather than diversifying the spaces they occupied in the center.  
At the same time, this created a communal belief within the center that the only 
spaces they “wanted” to use were the exercise room and the classroom. With these 
assumptions and barriers in place, Spanish speakers were left feeling isolated from the rest of 
the community although they acknowledged they did not feel purposefully excluded. 
Esmeralda expressed this experience, 
“…a veces nosotros decimos seguros que no hay dinero o algo para hacer más cosas 
o algo. No puede tampoco juzgarnos a ellos. Pero sí, yo pienso que debe ser más 
organizado. Más organizado porque siempre nosotros nos sentimos como cosa 
aparte.” 
 
[Sometimes we say surely there is no money or something, to do more things or 
something. One can’t judge them either. But yes, I think it should be more organized. 
More organized because we always feel like a separate thing.” 
 
The senior center community was compartmentalizing around Spanish speakers. Separation 
was fortified by the lack of felt presence of Spanish speakers engaging in the community and 
Spanish speakers did not feel the presence of staff in their everyday occupations. While the 
community compartmentalizing around this group was not limited to the time after Luz 
departed, it became more prominent in community functioning during this period because of 
the absence of her significant role in communicating information and providing services. 
Staff and Spanish speaker hesitancy in non-primary language communication further 
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exacerbated this growing gap in information access. A continued lack of communication 
across these groups halted program development, leading to limited and habituated activities 
in routine spaces in the center. Staff relied on cultural know-how from working with the 
Chinese population, but this did not always support Spanish speakers effectively. 
Simultaneously, the staff’s habits of awareness and everyday doing were not challenged by 
the diverse needs of Spanish speakers, preventing dialogue or problem solving. This fostered 
stagnation in the community around Spanish speaking participation and contributed to a 
static experience of the center for Spanish speakers. However, two factors shifted in 2018 
that stimulated change and growth further in the community. 
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CHAPTER 7: OCCUPATION OF A COMMUNITY:  
COLLABORATIVE SOCIAL INQUIRY & SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION 
 
“I note the obvious differences between each sort and type, but we are more alike, my 
friends, than we are unalike.” – Maya Angelou (1990) 
 
 
 The occupation of the senior center remained fairly consistent in relation to Spanish 
speakers from when Luz left her position until the Spring of 2018. At this time, Carla began 
assisting in the care of her newly born grandchild. Additionally, in August of 2018, this study 
began data collection. These events correlated with changing dynamics among community 
members, leading to observable changes in the center. With Carla’s limited time at the 
center, Spanish speaking participants found the afternoons less structured, stirring interest in 
other activities. Furthermore, the social process of inquiry instigated conversations among 
Spanish speakers, staff members, and other community members regarding barriers, habits, 
and potential solutions for challenges. Additionally, gathering for the community mapping 
process offered space for community members to discuss concrete realities of the center 
community. This process of collaborative social inquiry fostered social transformation on 
multiple fronts. 
Perforating the Compartment 
Due to caring for her grandchild, Carla began leaving the center around 11:15am each 
Thursday. Therefore, after her exercise class and educational talk, the group was left to 
engage in non-structured activities until lunchtime and for the rest of the afternoon. In the 
afternoon, they most frequently sat at the tables outside the wellness center, playing games 
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and conversing. Multiple Spanish speaking consultants recalled having conversations during 
these unstructured times with their fellow group members about how they could participate at 
the center more or have other activities.  Raquel shared her plans to join other participants for 
dance classes, 
“Voy a venir más seguidas. Sí, estamos planeando con las otras muchachas a venir 
más seguido, venir los lunes y los martes. Hay danza en los lunes. Y hay danza los 
sábados. Entonces es una buena opción. (Ryan: La danza… las clases de…) Sí, son 
como, creo que son Zumba.” 
 
["I'll come more regularly. Yes, we are planning with the other girls to come more 
often, come on Mondays and Tuesdays. There is dance on Mondays. And there is 
dance on Saturdays. So, it is a good option. (Ryan: The dance ... the classes of ...) 
Yes, they are like, I think they are Zumba. " 
 
Francisco shared their discussions of having more activities outside the Thursday options. 
They felt limited by needing the whole group to be present to make those happen, 
“Quisiéramos que hubiera otros campos o otras actividades, pero porque a veces el 
grupo de hispanos es limitado en la semana. Solo puede hacer cuando es el mayor 
grupo. Pero entre semanas somos pocos que venimos, sin embargo…” 
 
[We would like there to be other options or other activities, but because sometimes 
the group of Hispanics is limited in the week. You can only do when it is the largest 
group. But between weeks we are few who come, however...] 
 
Marta also shared that she had encouraged other participants to come more often but found 
resistance because of the perceived language barrier, 
“Pues no tanto como encontrar actividades porque la comunidad de nosotros no es 
muy participativa más que los jueves. Generalmente, dos, tres personas son… los 
Francisco y Rubí son los que vienen a comer y participar en algunas clases de 
ejercicio. Pero el resto del grupo es muy limitado. A veces los martes, los días hay 
joyería, viene Rosa, Ivania, y Rubí. Pero nada más ellas. El resto del grupo, no, está 
como resistente a estar aquí hacer presencia todos los días.  (R: ¿Por qué piensas?) 
Yo pienso que es por la limitación del idioma.” 
 
[Well not as much as finding activities because our community is not very 
participatory more than on Thursdays. Generally, two, three people are… Francisco 
and Rubí come to eat and participate in some exercise classes. But the rest of the 
group is very limited. Sometimes on Tuesdays, the days there is jewelry, Rosa, 
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Ivania, and Rubí come. But no one else. The rest of the group, no, they are like 
resistant to being here to make a presence every day. (R: Why do you think?) I think 
it's because of the language limitation.] 
 
Spanish speakers were interested in participating in more activities in the center but faced 
language barriers and lack of information about what activities might be available. When I 
asked Esmeralda how often she came to the center, she expressed frustration because she 
wanted to come more, but found nothing more offered, 
 “Ryan: ¿Y viene en otros días de la semana usted? 
  
Esmeralda: Yo, los viernes y jueves.  ¿y qué más vengo hacer acá? ¿Póngase a usted 
pensar? Si hubiera quehacer, aquí estarían todos los días. ¿Pero qué vengo hacer, a 
ver a la cara de los otros jugando allá abajo?” 
 
[Ryan: And do you come on other days of the week? 
  
Esmeralda: Me, on Fridays and Thursdays. And what else would I come here to do? 
What do you think? If there were things to do, they would be here every day. But 
what would I come to do, to see the face of the others playing down there? " 
 
Esmeralda was angry that she could not access activities like playing pool or ping pong. The 
rules and methods for entering into those activities had never been explained, and therefore 
she was excluded from participating. She wanted to do more and come to the center more, 
but found constant barriers. Yet through their newfound unstructured time on Thursdays, 
Spanish speakers began exploring ideas of other occupations and spaces in the center. 
Without Carla present, the rigidity of her leadership dissolved and the Spanish speaking older 
adults were able to dissipate more into the center community. As they attempted to perforate 
the routine they had been in for 2.5 years, they faced new challenges.  
Spaces and Processes. Space use and processes of reservation were still a concern. If 
Spanish speakers identified a space they wanted to use for a new occupation, sometimes they 
would be asked to move because it had already been reserved.  
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“Marta: Pero no tenemos tampoco el espacio para hacer eso. Porque, por ejemplo, los 
juegos de cartas están programados en las mesas esas y un día que juegan domino, 
también los chinos, también están seleccionada y siempre (Francisco: Ocupadas) pues, 
no tenemos ese espacio.  
  
Rubí: A nosotros una ocasión muy reciente que llegamos y fuimos a sentar allí. Allí 
vamos a jugar cartas, y llegaron los chinos y nos quitaron. Así, materialmente, nos 
quieran a un lado, y dijeron que esa era su mesa.  
  
Esmeralda: Propiedad de ellos.  
  
Raquel: No debe ser así.” 
 
["Marta: But we do not have the space to do that either. Because, for example, the card 
games are programmed in those tables and one day they play domino, also the Chinese, 
they are also selected and always (Francisco: Busy) well, we do not have that space. 
  
Rubí: For us, very recently occasion, we arrived and went to sit there. There we are 
going to play cards, and the Chinese arrived and kicked us out. So, materially, they 
want us to one side, and they said that was their table. 
  
Esmeralda: Property of them. 
  
Raquel: It should not be like that.] 
 
As Spanish speakers sought space and activities in which to participate, they brushed up 
against community habits that made it difficult for them to increase their engagement. This 
continued their sense of separation, sometimes leading to the frustration heard in the above 
quote. Space availability continued to be a real concern and barrier for allowing formal 
Spanish language activities to occur in the center. While the Spanish speakers valued the 
time they had to socialize and connect with each other, they wanted more formal and goal 
oriented activities such as educational classes, mental stimulation games, and exercise 
classes. 
Increased Connection to Lizzy. In the afternoon on Thursdays, Spanish speaking 
participants began relying more on Lizzy for communication and translation purposes. With 
her office next to the tables outside the wellness center, she was accessible and they were 
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asking for assistance more than other staff realized. They asked Lizzy about space 
reservations, center events, financial assistance forms, and transportation. Fulfilling these 
requests, some of which were outside the professional scope of Lizzy, would traditionally be 
completed by other staff members such as social workers. Because Carla was not there as an 
assumed authority figure, the Spanish speakers began to increasingly rely on center staff and 
themselves for information about other potential opportunities at the center.  
Increasing Spanish Speaking Presence. By talking with each other during 
unstructured time and participating in discussions related to this study, Spanish speakers 
began to recognize the need for their presence to be felt to move program development 
forward. Marta said, 
“Entonces, yo pienso que sí. O alguien me dijo el otro día, ‘ay voy a comenzar venir 
contigo todos los días’. ‘Oh pues, adelante, adelante’ le digo. Aquí necesitamos la 
presencia de todos para que los programas funcionen y vean la necesidad.” 
 
[So, I think so. Or someone told me the other day, 'Oh, I'm going to start coming with 
you every day.' 'Oh, go ahead, go ahead,' I say. Here we need everyone's presence so 
that the programs work and they see the need.] 
 
Spanish speakers recognized the effect that being present in the center had on the activities 
available to them. They leveraged their felt presence to improve and increase their 
occupational opportunities within the community. While observing in the social group, I was 
witness to a powerful moment of advocacy and community building. In a moment that 
seemed to spark momentum in the group, both Marta and Carla encouraged participants to 
engage at the center more: 
“Marta raised her hand and wanted to say how great it was that more people were 
coming to the center on a regular basis during the week. Carla asked people to raise 
their hand if they came every day. Marta raised her hand. Four days? (Francisco, 
Rubí) Three days? (total of six other people). Marta seemed to take pride in the fact 
that more people were coming. Carla mentioned that it was great and that they would 
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need to make more activities and classes soon if they continued to come so often.” 
(Field Notes) 
 
Because of the lack of activities on Thursday afternoons and the newfound ability to express 
their concerns during this study, Spanish speakers began to push against their sense of 
separation. In interviews and the community mapping activity, they brainstormed ways to 
develop activities and ask for more information at the center. 
My Presence and Facilitation. Spanish speakers saw my engagement with them as 
an opportunity to catalyze their own presence in the center and connect with staff to resolve 
their needs. During a gathering in which the social group was celebrating the three-year 
anniversary of its creation, Carla asked me to invite the center staff to the celebration. The 
following excerpt from my field notes describes that occasion. 
“Carla had asked me to invite the staff members from the center to the celebration, 
however none had arrived yet. They had prepared Thank You notes for Miriam, 
Dorothy, Rori, and Lacy. I was beginning to think none would actually come. I had 
even included in the email that there might be some cake and refreshments. It was 
about 11am and not one has shown up yet. But then two staff members from the 
aging services team came. They hesitantly knocked on the door and frantically looked 
for my face; it was pretty clear they were nervous about communication. They came 
in, stuttered over some English words, and awkwardly waved to the group. Carla 
welcomed them in English and told them what we were celebrating. She then looked 
at me and asked me to introduce and translate for them. I introduced the two staff 
members, the administrator of the aging services programs and the data manager. 
They thanked the group and congratulated them on their anniversary. The two then 
stepped to the back of the room and stood while eating their cake for a little while. 
They chit chatted with me while the group continued talking with Carla. They left 
after about 10 minutes saying goodbye to the group. 
 After they had left Carla asked me if I might go look for the center staff 
members who had not come yet, so I walked back to the offices to see if I could find 
anyone who they had written a thank you for. I found Miriam in her office. She said 
she was planning on coming down but had gotten side tracked by something. We 
walked down together. In the room, Carla again had me translate and explained what 
they were celebrating and that they were very thankful for everything the staff had 
done for them. She gave Miriam the Thank You card. Miriam was a bit hesitant in 
beginning to talk but she thanked Carla asked if I would translate for her and said that 
they were very happy that the group was there and that if they ever needed anything 
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to come and ask. Carla then asked if they could take a group photo with Miriam. They 
all got together and I took the photo.  
 Carla then asked again if I might find any of the other staff that they had thank 
you cards for, so I returned again to the staff offices. I found Dorothy who was in her 
office. She said she had planned to come down but it had totally slipped her mind. 
She grabbed the program assistant on the way down and we all walked together. A 
similar interaction happened, where Carla thanked her and I translated. I introduced 
the program assistant and translated Dorothy’s explanation that the assistant would be 
checking in with them more often. It was a brief and slightly awkward interaction, but 
all parties were very appreciative of each other.” (Field Notes) 
 
My presence within the group created a fluid and easy opportunity for the Spanish speakers 
to communicate with staff. I fit nicely but precariously into the role Luz had left behind, 
having the potential to encourage previous maladaptive habits of communication. However, 
while I was available for support, I attempted to mitigate this perception by asking staff to 
speak directly with Spanish speakers through my interpretation or encouraging Spanish 
speakers to directly contact staff for their needs with my support. I did this to prevent 
dependency and promote capacity building among community members. 
While I was not acting proactively as Luz had, there was a natural tendency for 
Spanish speakers to utilize my presence in the same way they had used Luz. Spanish 
speaking consultants often asked me to translate or communicate for them with staff. For 
example, Spanish speakers asked me to connect the daughter of a social group participant to 
a social worker, communicate with the wellness coordinator about equipment needs in the 
gym and scholarship opportunities, connect a participant to the transportation specialist, 
assist in identifying activities and their times in the center program guide, translate forms, 
and communicate with staff about space for the group. During the study, Spanish speaking 
community members eagerly seized my bilingual capacity and time availability among the 
community. The ability for Spanish speakers to connect with staff increased their 
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communication across the community. Through this increased communication, both Spanish 
speakers and staff became more aware of each other’s presence in the community. 
Collaborative Social Inquiry 
My role and presence as a bilingual conduit were not the only features of the study 
that catalyzed social transformation among community members. The process of inquiry, 
including interviews and community mapping, fostered consciousness from both Spanish 
speakers and staff about how the community was functioning for Spanish speakers.  By 
taking time with me to ask questions like, ‘how are we as a community functioning in 
relation to Spanish speakers’, staff members and Spanish speakers stepped out of the habits 
of their usual participation in the community. They then considered processes, habits, and 
norms they may have been taking for granted. Staff explored aspects of the community that 
were hidden to them because of their English-speaking privilege (e.g. information and 
signage needs in Spanish) and their own entanglement in structural racism. Spanish speakers 
realized their potential for advocacy and program development. Through the research 
process, we created space and time for reflection on the tacit cultural knowledge and habits 
permeating the center. As both groups inquired about their social context, they revealed 
barriers that faced Spanish speakers. 
This collaborative social inquiry encouraged staff to identify processes or functioning 
that had been influencing how Spanish speakers accessed the center’s information and 
programs. The most prominent realization by staff was related to information access barriers 
for Spanish speakers. As mentioned previously, no staff consultants were aware of the 
Spanish resource board prior to our interviews and community mapping process. Through 
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discussions during the community mapping group, staff realized that there were significant 
differences in how a similar board was maintained for the Chinese population, 
“Rori: I hate to keep on saying this but the Mandarin group like they have a little… 
  
Dorothy: They have a board.  
  
Ryan: Where is the board? 
  
Dorothy: Right by the elevator downstairs. 
  
Lizzy: Yeah, they have established… accustomed to that. 
  
Rori: And there’s a little like sheet that they take with the number of the class and 
then they put their name on the back and we register them, and that’s really cool. But 
I don’t see that for the Spanish speakers. 
  
Ryan: I didn’t know about that process. 
  
Dorothy: They have it downstairs and they are always standing there and that’s how 
they know what the programs are. 
  
Lizzy: They have a board with everything. 
  
Rori: And it will explain what the program is and they’ll come up with a number 
already on it, like 357601 and then they’ll put their name on the back. 
  
Miriam: How do they get the information? 
  
Lizzy: Fei 
  
Rori: It’s, Fei has it on the board. 
  
Lizzy: Fei and [Bilingual Chinese Volunteer] help. 
  
Miriam: What’s up for that week? 
  
Laura: You mean they tear off the numbers. (Rori: Yes). Oh, they have tear offs. 
  
Dorothy: Isn’t that clever? 
  
Rori: Yes, they bring it all the time. 
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Dorothy: Didn’t [Mandarin Peer Supporter] come up with… somebody came up with 
that? Didn’t [Mandarin Peer Supporter]? [Mandarin Peer Supporter] came up with 
that idea. 
  
Rori: So helpful and then when they write their name on the back, because sometimes 
I don’t know what they’re first name or last name, but that’s the only problem we 
have with it. 
  
Dorothy: So maybe that’s something we need…” 
 
Together, they analyzed the different ways that the Chinese and Spanish speaking 
populations access information in the center and identified a gap for the Spanish speakers. 
Dorothy recognized the inaccessibility of the Spanish resource board. 
“Lizzy: Maybe we can just utilize this area here [gesturing toward resource board 
corner in bookshelf] 
 
Dorothy: But, you know that’s buried. I don’t think it's… 
Miriam: Well, this board is right… and it’s only part of this resource thing and it has 
multiple languages on it. And I don’t know, is there a separate identifier that’s says 
Spanish…? 
 
Laura: Maybe we have a separate area. 
 
Dorothy: They need to be pulled out some then. 
  
Ryan: It says ‘Información en Español’ but underneath it’s all English and 
Burmese… 
  
Lizzy: All kinds. It isn’t really up to date either. I think Luz started that. That has 
been up for a long time. 
  
Dorothy: Yeah, you’re talking about right outside this door here. I’m with Lacy 
because I didn’t realize it was there (Laura: I didn’t either) either until someone 
showed it to me. It just didn’t stand out. So that’s what we need to do, is make it stand 
out.” 
 
Fostering a space where consideration of community functioning could take place 
encouraged moments of reflection and realization. These moments facilitated challenges to 
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erroneous assumptions. For example, when Lacy suggested that Spanish speakers use the 
in/out board, Miriam identified an assumption within that suggestion, 
 “Lacy: Well, but they could look on the in/out board and see, if Lizzy, if it was a day 
that Lizzy wasn’t here and Jane was here, if they had a relationship that then they 
could feel like they could come. 
 
Miriam: Yeah, I agree but I’m saying at this point, I don’t know that they have 
enough of a relationship to know that they can… 
  
Lizzy: No. No, they don’t. 
  
Dorothy: No, they don’t.” 
 
Together, staff recognized that Spanish speakers may not have had sufficient relationship 
with bilingual staff to make the in/out board useful in facilitating communication. They 
identified the barrier that Spanish speakers faced in using tools that could potentially 
integrate their presence further in the center. Individual interviews also revealed this finding. 
Rori had this experience when discussing the use of pool tables in the center, 
“Rori: Well, here’s another thought. The Chinese players love table tennis and pool. I 
never really see, the Spanish population doing that but maybe there is something that 
we should be investing in that they do like to do as a past time or like Ma Jong for…. 
I don’t know what likes and dislikes they have… There must a card game or 
something… 
 
Ryan: They actually really want to play pool and table tennis. 
  
Rori: Well, why don’t they?... I didn’t know that they wanted to play…” 
 
Because she did not see them participating in this occupation in the center, she assumed they 
did not want to. When I told her that they were quite interested in playing, she was taken 
aback. She was not aware of the language barriers that prevented the Spanish speakers from 
being able to or learning how to step into those highly used spaces.  
This process continued after interviews took place. The day after Rori’s interview she 
approached me with excitement and asked me to come look at her computer.  When 
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searching for a program using the word “Chinese”, she had noticed the large amount of 
programming for the Chinese population and then had decided to compare this to the Spanish 
speaking population. With exasperation in her voice, she scrolled through multiple pages of 
programs with the word “Chinese” in them. Yet, for the Spanish speakers she did not need to 
scroll beyond the first screen, 
“Rori: I’m just saying that there’s so much going on for the Chinese population and I 
don’t see that for Spanish and that’s probably one of the main reasons.” 
 
Because she had taken time with me the day before to consider the community and how it 
served Spanish speakers, she had considered them even further in her future work.  
Staff were developing a new way of understanding the community which often 
spurred them into action. The culture of serving and creating a welcoming environment for 
all seniors was thriving. Dorothy expressed her appreciation for the opportunity, 
“I’m like, I’m getting a lot out of this, I’m glad you interviewed me. [Both Laugh] … 
Let’s see. That needs to happen and then some more signage. I am just writing these 
notes to myself.” 
 
Across all interviews and the community mapping activity, staff identified concrete actions 
they might take in the future to improve participation and access for Spanish speaking older 
adults. These actions are listed below: 
Table 3 - Staff Identified Actions 
Built Environment 
• Increasing Spanish language signage in the center 
• Move and improve the Spanish resource board 
• Place a multi-language “Welcome” board behind the front desk 
• Translate static information in digital monitor in lobby 
• Place a sign in Spanish in lobby informing guests that there are staff who speak 
Spanish  
• Implement the tear-off process for registration for Spanish speakers 
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Information Access 
• Offer more Spanish language transportation information 
• Tabling near the Spanish speakers 
• Translate special events flyers 
• Host a center orientation tour both for seniors already present and new ones 
• Advertise events in all three primary languages 
• Translate the Conduct Policy 
• Investigate Spanish capacity of transportation services in the area  
• Reach out to ongoing instructors and teachers to identify which ones speak Spanish 
• Organize a volunteer translation/interpreter program 
Leadership and Interpersonal Relationships 
• Ask the program assistant to more regularly check in with the social group 
• Cultivate leadership and volunteerism within the Spanish speakers 
• Create booklet of bilingual Spanish speaking volunteers for staff 
• Connect with Marta to identify ways she might support communication 
• Ask a Spanish speaker to be on the program advisory board  
• Connect the Spanish Meet-Up group with the Social Group 
• Connect Spanish Classes at the center with the Social Group 
• Reach out to a recent Spanish speaking client to come to the center’s social group 
Felt Presence from Staff 
• Be friendlier, learn names, or “hang out” more with Spanish speakers 
• Learn short phrases in Spanish 
Programming 
• Increase Spanish language programming such as lectures 
 
During the study, other than increased awareness, staff began translating special events flyers 
created by the front desk, visited the social group more frequently, set out transportation 
information in Spanish, translated the conduct policy, and asked a Spanish speaker to be on 
the program advisory committee. The staff’s interest in continuing to foster a welcoming and 
accessible space was apparent.  
They also began to pay more attention to when and how Spanish speakers were 
participating. Near the end of the study, Dorothy approached me to discuss her recent 
observations of Spanish speakers in the center, 
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“Dorothy stopped me in the office space today to tell me that she had noticed 
significant more participation from Spanish speakers in various programs at the 
center of late. She wondered if in the same way the interviews have spurred staff into 
action, it had also fostered some thoughts and changes for the Spanish Speakers.    
From my perspective I think it may be important that these two things were 
happening at the same time. The same sort of process of thinking and awareness was 
happening in the two groups. Both have become more aware of the other simply 
through asking questions about the community. It makes me wonder how it would 
have changed things if I had only interviewed one group or the other, rather than both 
at the same time. I imagine the “felt presence” of each would be different.” (Field 
Notes) 
 
Her observations were correct. During and after interviews and the community mapping 
activity, Spanish speaking older adults also identified concrete actions they were going to 
implement in the community.  
While Spanish speakers did not have as much opportunity to change center policy or 
processes, they discovered how they might encourage social transformation within the 
community for their benefit. They identified ways in which their community functioned 
differently than the Chinese population specifically. Francisco noted that the Chinese 
population had a specific representative on staff, 
 “Francisco: Yo creo que los chinos tienen representante, ¿verdad? 
  
Ryan: Ah, sí, más o menos. Fei. Ella es una trabajadora social que trabaja una mitad 
del tiempo acá. Sí, entonces ella es como la representante acá en los empleados. 
  
Francisco: Porque ellos tienen buena información.” 
 
[Francisco: I think the Chinese have a representative, right? 
  
Ryan: Uh, yes, more or less. [Mandarin Social Worker]. She is a social worker who 
works half the time here. Yes, then she is like the representative here f the employees. 
  
Francisco: Because they have good information.] 
 
They also discussed the Chinese volunteers who assisted with translation and information 
access in the center on a daily basis. They planned to identify bilingual individuals in their 
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own community who might be able to act in similar roles, developing leaders to be more 
present at the center. They were excited and enthusiastic about bringing more older adults to 
the center to “hace la fuerza” [make the effort] to create change and make it easier for other 
Spanish speakers who do not know about the center to attend.  
Outside of interviews and meeting, especially when sitting at the tables together 
outside the wellness center, they discussed the experience of going through the interviews 
and the possibilities for action. Marta described their experience, 
“Y pues aquí, Francisco y nosotros nos pusimos de acuerdo para decirle a la gente al 
todo el grupo que no está participando en las entrevistas y que no conoce que lo que 
tú estás haciendo de que pues nosotros como comunidad tenemos que hacer 
presencia no nada más venido al jueves. Porque viene Carla que agradecemos que 
esté aquí que nos de… regale ese tiempo y nos de (Francisco: Espacio) espacio para 
poder compartir. Pero pues hay una infinidad de opciones para tomar aquí dentro 
del centro. En la limitación de lenguaje, es algo que prevalece, pero no por ellos los 
chinos dejan de venir y de participar y de solicitar actividades para ellos en su 
idioma. Nosotros podemos hacer lo mismo, pero es cuestión de que todo el mundo 
acto de presencia.” 
 
[“And so here, Francisco and we agreed, to tell people, to the whole group that is not 
participating in the interviews and that does not know what you are doing, that 
because we as a community have to make presence, not only coming on Thursday. 
Because Carla is coming, and we are grateful that she is here to give us ... give us that 
time and give us (Francisco: Space) space to share. But there are countless options to 
seize here within the center. In the limitation of language, it is something that 
prevails, but not for them the Chinese, they continue to come and participate and 
request activities for them in their language. We can do the same, but it is a matter of 
everyone's act of presence.” 
 
By connecting and discussing the community, they were energized to make change in the 
areas they had identified as problematic. The Spanish speakers realized their felt presence in 
the center played a significant role in improving their access to programs and services. They 
began to identify leaders in the community who might be able to communicate and advocate 
on their behalf. Through this collaborative social inquiry, they fostered positive relationships 
among themselves in order to take steps to improve the community.  
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Bridging the Groups through Inquiry. Unfortunately, it was not within the scope of 
this study to host a discussion among the Staff and Spanish speakers. Yet by conducting 
inquiry with both groups at the same time, I often found myself conveying information 
through inquiry. Without me specifically asking for interventions, when presented with this 
new information, staff often immediately began identifying ways they might be able to 
improve the situation at the center. One example of this occurred after multiple Spanish 
speaking consultants expressed some frustrations in interviews that the door of the classroom 
was often locked once all its scheduled activities had been completed. Later, I asked Lacy 
about policies related to locking doors in the center, and she was interested in why I was 
inquiring. I mentioned that it was frustrating for some of the Spanish speaking consultants 
that they were not able to use the room casually when it was not reserved. Additionally, they 
had hoped to store items in the cupboards to decrease crowdedness around the tables in the 
afternoon. Upon hearing this, Lacy informed me that she had previously instructed staff that 
the doors on all activity rooms in the center were to remain open until the evening. Taking 
this a step further, she immediately emailed the center director and facility managers to 
remind them of this policy so that the room would remain open for the Spanish speaking 
participants. For the remainder of the study, the door remained opened in the afternoons. 
 Conversely, Spanish speakers learned about the functioning of the center which 
garnered their enthusiasm for change. An example of this occurred when a Spanish speaker 
explained that he had been told he was not allowed to use the fitness room without paying. I 
asked if they had offered him information about the scholarship opportunities for the gym. 
He had not received that information, but by simply asking that question he was then aware 
of that particular process in the center and continued to ask me about it for the remainder of 
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the study. He also mentioned this opportunity to other Spanish speaking participants who 
began asking me for more information. While their pursuit of information was still 
predominantly directed toward me rather than other staff, learning the information sparked 
action on multiple fronts. In trying to learn about the two groups of the center community at 
the same time, I unintentionally acted as a bridge for information exchange. I anticipate that a 
thoughtful and well-supported intergroup discussion could have fostered more incidents such 
as these. 
Awareness, consciousness, knowledge, reflection, and action were all encouraged 
through the research process. Thriving from a community ready and willing to make change 
for the better, the research process transformed into a collaborative social endeavor. 
Welcoming and engaged staff members alongside energetic and determined older adult 
immigrants cultivated transformation that I hope will continue well into the future. With a 
goal of growth and positive community development driving their inquiry, staff identified 
concrete actions to improve the services they provided, challenge historical racial structures, 
and explore new ways of doing together. Spanish speaking older adults learned about their 
community and fostered relationships amongst themselves and with other participants in the 
center to garner enthusiasm and presence. By disrupting habitual processes and actions in the 
center and agreeing to step into a space of reflection and analysis, both staff members and 
Spanish speakers contributed to a continuing social transformation of the senior center 
community toward participation and meaningful occupation.  
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CHAPTER 8: CONSIDERING COMMUNITIES:  
THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
 
“It is said, and said truly, that for the world’s peace it is necessary that we understand the 
peoples of foreign lands. How well do we understand, I wonder, our next-door neighbors?”  
– John Dewey (1927) 
 
 Shifting the theoretical lens of the study to an integrated and holistic view of the 
community revealed real and observable changes in community functioning. The senior 
center exemplified the complex communities that elder immigrants navigate on a daily basis. 
Spanish speaking immigrants faced a “language barrier” that constituted far more than 
simply not being able to speak English. Policies, social expectations, and habituated 
processes founded on an assumption of anglophone and Chinese participants significantly 
affected participation and access to individual occupation. Even with previous experiences 
welcoming Mandarin speaking participants, the center still faced unique obstacles for 
Spanish speakers. However, immigrant participants and staff demonstrated resiliency in 
fostering change in support of integration. The findings of this study continuously revealed 
the transactional and co-constitutive processes of social transformation among communities. 
Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is two-fold: 1) examine the value of a community-
oriented investigative lens, exploring the practical and observable ways this particular 
community responded to Spanish speakers; and 2) situate this research approach in relation 
to the role of occupational science and occupational therapy as community change agents. 
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Applying the Transactional Perspective of Community Occupation. 
As stated earlier, immigration has been explored extensively through both lenses of 
individual experience (Bailliard, 2013b; Farias & Asaba, 2013; Kim et al., 2016; Lencucha et 
al., 2013; Lum & Vanderaa, 2010) and structural influences (Bailliard, 2013a; Huot, 2013; 
Huot & Laliberte-Rudman, 2010; Huot et al., 2013; Johansson et al., 2013; Opland 
Stenersen, Laliberte-Rudman, & Raanaas, 2016). Within occupational science there is 
minimal literature that describes the construction of how communities do together, let alone 
when specifically responding to immigration. The theoretical framework of this study sought 
to synthesize a vision of community occupation that recognized the role of individual agency, 
societal structures, and the ever-emerging dynamic relations across and among them 
(Lavalley, 2017). By focusing on a living, integrated situation, a more holistic and nuanced 
understanding of the community’s occupation was revealed. This study described the 
observable and concrete consequences in community formation as participation from Spanish 
speakers increased at the senior center. This identified significant political and personal 
relationships and experiences that contributed to the unfolding of community occupation and 
evolution. 
A communal perspective reveals the co-constitutive community-level relationships 
that are constantly navigated by elder immigrants in the United States linked to their 
individual participation and occupation. In honoring this transactional relationship, I was able 
to analyze the community across co-constitutive levels of individual, community, policy, and 
societal structures while drawing relationships among those levels. By approaching analysis 
in this manner, these relationships could be understood as alive and dynamic, consistently re-
emerging as humans acted together in the center community. Additionally, the theoretical 
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lens of this study allowed individual experiences to emerge as catalysts or inhibitors for 
much broader community occupation. Without considering the living relationships across all 
levels of the community, structures are seen as stagnant or individuals are seen as completely 
autonomous. Conceptualizing the community itself as living negates these two extremes, 
instead, viewing its relationships growing into, around, and among various depths of the 
community. I was able to conceptualize a living community that was capable of 
transformation and evolution of community occupation.  
Comparing a Perspective of Living Communities to the PEO Model. To further 
elucidate the value of this perspective, it is helpful to reflect on the person, environment, and 
occupation model (PEO) (Cooper et al., 1996). This model examined the relationships of a 
single person with their environment and their individual occupation (Cooper et al., 1996) 
(See Figure 13).  It has 
been used by occupational 
scientists and therapists to 
examine the factors that 
influence how well an 
individual is able to 
perform an occupation. 
Occupational therapists can 
design interventions that 
focus on the person, 
environment, and 
occupation to improve occupational performance. Applying a PEO model analysis to this 
Figure 13 - PEO Model (Cooper et al., 1998) 
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community would most likely have yielded a variety of individualized experiences of 
meaningful occupations at the center from Spanish speaking older adults. These experiences 
would be less situated among perspectives from staff members, policies, and social norms of 
the center. Examination of the community would be in disparate parts, and if intervention 
were to be developed from that analysis it most likely would be disjointed or ill equipped to 
facilitate positive social transformation across the community.  
While the PEO model recognizes other people as part of an individual’s environment 
(Cooper et al., 1996), its lens maintains a narrow analytical focus at the individual level. It 
conceptualizes person, environment, and occupation as separate realms of intervention that 
could have isolated effects on occupational performance. The implicit individualistic 
perspective of the PEO model and other occupational theories (Dickie et al., 2006; Laliberte-
Rudman, 2013) is not sufficient in articulating the pervasive challenges communities 
sometimes face. Therefore, occupational scientists called for a more transactional 
understanding of occupation (Aldrich, 2008; Bailliard et al., 2013; Cutchin & Dickie, 2012, 
2013; Fritz & Cutchin, 2017). Even with a more situated and socially integrated 
understanding of individual occupation, the transactional perspective was still not sufficient 
in describing the fullness of living communities doing together in communal occupation 
(Aldrich, 2018; Lavalley, 2017). These theoretical perspectives do not sufficiently 
characterize community level outcomes or examine of the communal processes that generate 
those outcomes. 
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Therefore, for this study, it was necessary to apply a theoretical perspective that more 
effectively described communal social construction as the senior center changed or did not 
change through community occupation. It was important to examine the performance of the 
community and how its members were doing together over time without separating out static 
societal structures or offering too 
much power to individual agency 
(See Figure 14). Applying a 
transactional perspective of 
occupation at a community level 
(Lavalley, 2017) theoretically 
supported this exploration of the 
living relationships among people, 
environment, and communal 
occupation.  
A Transactional Perspective of Community Occupation 
A transactional perspective of community occupation could account for the relational 
nature of community formation. Situating Spanish speakers as parts of a living and ever-
emerging community prevents them from being at the mercy of stagnant and discrete 
structures. It also liberates Spanish speakers from being entirely responsible for developing 
individual skills. This understanding of community places the locus for change among 
relationships of the community rather than individual agency. Spanish speakers were 
therefore understood as trans-acting among relationships that constituted the community. 
Figure 14 - PEO Model shifting toward Transactional Community 
Perspective 
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This perspective highlighted how their unique cultural and individual experiences were in 
relationships differently among the community.  
For example, the Chinese population had presumably entered into the community 
facing equivalent cultural norms from staff. However, the culture they enacted through the 
community may have related to staff assumptions differently, fostering participation and 
meaningful occupation more effectively. This experience may have further established a 
sense among staff that their “If they need me, I’ll be there for them” approach would work 
with other cultures. This approach, however, was not effective for Spanish speakers. The 
transactions among the culture and norms brought to the community by Spanish speakers 
emerged differently than that of the Chinese population. Feeling responsible for learning 
English before they could further participate in the center was one example of the challenges 
that faced Spanish speakers. Spanish speaking immigrants expressed a strong sense of 
obligation to learn English to be able to participate more. This was not something that was an 
immediately identifiable obstacle for Mandarin-speaking participants. While having space 
and opportunity to engage in meaningful occupation is assuredly important for both Chinese 
and Spanish-speaking participants, the interrelationship among these cultural norms and 
individual experiences perpetuated different outcomes for the two groups.  
Traditional methods of analyzing the occupational performance of the Spanish 
speakers in this situation might suggest developing individual skills or offering more 
resources to the group. A traditional analysis might neglect the historical and relational 
emergence of communities doing together. Rori’s confusion regarding why Spanish speakers 
were not engaging more when there were opportunities in front of them exemplifies the 
potential to neglect histories and relationships. If I had solely focused on policies or 
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structures of the center, the attention to Spanish speaking accessibility in the comprehensive 
aging plan may have misled the investigation toward a more generous depiction of their 
access. If I had solely focused on individual experiences, the great support and potential for 
positive community transformation for Spanish speakers in the goals and objectives of the 
comprehensive aging plan would not have been identified. By applying a transactional 
perspective of communal occupation, I was able to examine the relationships among these 
participants and community structures and how those relationships were emerging differently 
for this population. 
This analytical perspective allowed me to examine how information systems, cultural 
beliefs, everyday routines, social norms, and individual experiences of Spanish speakers and 
staff members melded together to develop communal and dynamic relationships. The 
relationships among the people of the senior center, the environment from which they 
emerge, and the communal changes that were evolving were brought into the investigative 
lens as living and dynamic aspects of the community.  Without a holistic analysis of the 
situated experience of the community, one might assume the differences between Spanish 
speaker and Mandarin speaker engagement lie in individual beliefs or habits on the part of 
staff or participants. Alternatively, one might also look to increase explicit policies that 
support the inclusion of Spanish speakers. These interventions might attempt changes in the 
community that neglect the complexities of communal and historical relationships, missing 
opportunities to effectively support positive change. By implementing a relational analysis 
based in transaction at the community level, it offered a foundation for intervention based in 
a more comprehensive and situated understanding of the living community. 
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Recognizing the living and constant nature of these relationships fostered a deeply 
dynamic conceptualization of the center community, with a potential for significant social 
transformation.  To be clear, individual occupation still existed and was integral to the 
functioning of the community; however, a communal perspective broadened the scope and 
analysis of the study to include more of the center situation. Occupational scientists have 
looked to the PEO model to examine the relationships among a person, their environment, 
and their occupation to understand the unfolding of individual occupational performance. In 
a parallel way, by broadening the scope of analysis and synthesizing previously disparate 
components of a situation (e.g. person, environment, and occupation), a transactional and 
communal theoretical perspective revealed the dynamic and transformative processes of the 
senior center community. It recognized the co-constitutive nature of the many facets of a 
living community, only highlighting separate factors for the purposes of analysis. It provided 
a window into how the occupation of a community unfolds in both beneficial and detrimental 
ways on a daily basis. Through this exploration I could begin to answer how the senior center 
was doing together as a community.  
The Resilience and Emerging Occupation of Communities 
The community, as a living situation, changed and grew as new challenges were 
revealed for Spanish speakers and staff. New habits and processes were tested to manage 
these changes. This conceptualization echoed of Dewey’s (1927) description of community 
formation through associated living (Aldrich, 2018; Cutchin et al., 2017). The recognition of 
a socially situated communal occupation that emerges from associated living positioned 
individual occupation as one piece of a larger on-going community evolution in the center. 
Utilizing a transactional perspective of community occupation, relationships such as 
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privilege, structural racism, specific social norms or know-how, compartmentalization, 
holding space, or other socially constructed relationships could be conceptualized through a 
lens of occupation. Through this approach, the transaction of policy, culture, individual 
occupation, and physical environment could be characterized at the communal level of the 
center. 
The findings of this study identified three different community occupations among 
the senior center community: a) welcoming Spanish speakers, b) compartmentalization of 
Spanish speakers, and c) transformative collaborative social inquiry. Each of these were 
influenced and in relationship with history, habits, individuals, and policy. While these 
communal occupations were neither isolated nor ubiquitous across the community at any 
given time, they surfaced as important ways of doing together, specifically influencing 
Spanish speaking participation in occupation. Of course, the community was doing together 
in many more ways and across many more relationships, but the community occupations I 
described in the previous chapters were especially relevant to the Spanish speaking 
population.  
Examining these specific communal ways of doing exposed issues of justice, equity, 
and power among the relationships in the community. This situated the origin of these 
challenges neither within individual actions nor distant structural influences, but rather in 
relationships. Consequently, potential for change was not snuffed out by an unbending 
structural perspective or a framework that relied too heavily on individual action or 
motivation. Instead, through examining relationships among the structural, personal, 
physical, political, sensory, and social aspects of the community, change emerged in response 
to relational situations that were problematic. The community demonstrated a continual 
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process of growth and reorganization as members lived their everyday lives together. This 
paralleled Dewey’s descriptions of problematic situations and growth, predominantly 
described through individual perspectives (Aldrich & Cutchin, 2013; Lavalley, 2017). As 
difficult as it is for individuals to break habits, this study demonstrated the same challenge 
existed for a community as it functioned and moved to accommodate new or different 
members. Habits of a situation must be challenged or proven to be ineffective for a 
community to re-coordinate and grow (Cutchin et al., 2017). 
Much like an individual experiencing – in Deweyan terms – functional re-
coordination (Dewey, 1896), this community encountered problematic situations where 
habits and ways of doing together did not function well. This first occurred when Spanish 
speakers were welcomed into the community, then later when Luz left the center, when Carla 
was less available, and finally when this study began. Through the push and pull of 
communal relationships, new ways of doing together emerged through functional re-
coordination. These were sometimes helpful or harmful to Spanish speakers. Through 
examining these observable social consequences, I was able to characterize examples of 
occupations of the community, examining encounters with problematic situations and their 
consequent processes of communal functional re-coordination. Information access systems, 
spaces, built environments, tacit social norms, and routines of everyday doing changed and 
emerged through the relationships and occupations of the senior center community. While 
pressure from durable structural and cultural expectations was ever-present, the personal and 
individual experience was not overpowered. The community could still change, albeit 
through the evolution of co-constitutive relationships among individuals, their community, 
and their situations. Therefore, through an integrated and transactive understanding of 
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communal growth, the study revealed the continuing social transformation, both positive and 
negative, of the community as it welcomed this new population. The following sections 
describe examples of these processes of community occupation as they emerged from the 
center. 
History and Everyday Culture. A deep relationship among history and everyday 
habits was present for current community members and incoming immigrants. The center’s 
specific social context had developed societal habits and ways of doing together. These were 
the medium through which the community functioned. Similar to how Dewey describes the 
durable and ingrained habits of individuals (Garrison, 2001, 2002), communities host durable 
relationships among their members that influence the emergence of occupation across the 
community. Kantartzis and Molineux (2014) offered an example of this process is the 
occupational science literature. The authors describe a constant regeneration of family as 
ideology across a town in occupations throughout the community. Family as ideology was a 
communal way of doing together, influencing and being influenced by the constant evolution 
of communal relationships. When a father went to work to provide for his family, Kantartzis 
and Molineux (2014) not only understood this as an individual experience of occupation, but 
also situated this occupation as part of a broader communal experience of family. 
Community understandings and ways of doing together that continuously rebirthed a sense of 
family were reinforced and carried forward in social norms and expectations.  
This was also true for the senior center community. For example, communal 
processes of information and occupation access had been imbued in policies and social 
norms over many years of serving only English speakers and only recently engaging with 
non-English speakers. History and culture were integral to communal habits of doing, and 
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habits of doing unfolded further history and cultural expectations. While there was recent 
integration of Chinese immigrants into the community, it became clear that the strategies 
adopted for that population may not be as effective for the Spanish speaking population. 
Historical societal structures such as structural racism, economics, and immigration trends as 
well as recent community history of welcoming Mandarin speakers, existed through and 
among current everyday relationships of community members’ occupations. These 
experiences and habits constantly influenced how participants and staff functioned together.  
One example of this was the culture of “If they need me, I’ll be there for them.” This 
norm permeated the center and influenced how Spanish speakers were able to begin 
participation and occupation. As explored by Huot and Veronis (2018), spaces where 
immigrants could connect and live in their cultural identities are important in supporting 
meaningful occupation. Spanish speakers in the center found this sort of space in the social 
club. However, once connected to the center, there was little information or processes 
accessible for Spanish speakers to use to grow into the community and foster deeper 
participation.  In discussing the Capabilities Approach (Robeyns, 2005), Bailliard (2016) 
recognized that “efforts to promote justice must both design favorable environmental 
conditions to enhance capabilities and consider whether those conditions can be effectively 
converted into desired functionings” (p. 6). At the center, staff functioned under the 
impression that the same set of capabilities were accessible and available to all participants of 
the center in the same way. Therefore, the “If they need me, I’ll be there for them” approach 
as well as other habits among the center community did not necessarily afford Spanish 
speakers the capabilities they needed to participate more. These capabilities were neither 
something held by staff and offered to Spanish speakers, nor something Spanish speakers 
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could create independently, seizing for themselves in the community. Capabilities to 
participate in the center emerged through relationships among staff, policies, culture, and 
Spanish speakers. 
In the capabilities approach, compatible conversion factors are necessary to convert 
resources and opportunities into capabilities and functioning (Robeyns, 2005). Conversion 
factors are categorized as personal (e.g. biological systems, skills, gender), social (e.g. 
policies, laws, social norms, structural discrimination), or environmental (e.g. climate, 
geography, built environment). The relationships among these attributes generate the 
capabilities of individuals in communities. Conversion factors in the center community were 
not compatibly facilitating Spanish speakers’ utilization of resources that were available. 
Even with policies such as the comprehensive aging plan in place to potentially support 
efforts to increase Spanish speaker involvement in the center, participation was still a 
challenge. The center staff in many ways assumed the status quo would suffice the needs of 
new Spanish speaking participants, utilizing habits and systems that had been successful in 
the past for other non-English speakers. Unfortunately, these systems and habits did not 
foster capabilities for Spanish speakers. This imbalance led to compartmentalization of the 
group. The success of Spanish speaker occupations at the center was reliant on the 
relationships that emerged among conversion factors as everyday life unfolded. Good will 
and a welcoming atmosphere were not sufficient. It also was not sufficient to expect Spanish 
speakers to develop English speaking skills individually.  
Therefore, examination of emerging relationships among conversion factors at the 
center was necessary. This examination revealed potential changes to dynamics that could 
facilitate Spanish speakers’ participation and capabilities. Changes such as making 
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institutional knowledge more available to Spanish speakers, changing cultures of information 
provision, encouraging mutual felt presence, and developing Spanish speaking leadership 
opportunities might increase capabilities for Spanish speakers across the community. 
Communities must make explicit efforts to consider the unique relationships of different 
groups to facilitate integration and inclusion effectively.   
Structures as Evolving Relationships. The communal analysis of occupation within 
this study reveals the importance of understanding relationships across communities and 
more fully situates concepts such a privilege and structural racism among community 
occupation and social change. Racial privilege and anti-immigrant sentiment have fostered a 
linguistic privilege for English within the United States over the nation’s history (Zentella, 
1997). This history saturated relationships among the senior center with Spanish speakers. 
They participated through specific socio-political relationships inflamed by current anti-
Latinx sentiment and a history of structural racism in the United States. This was apparent 
when Marta referred to English as the official language of the United States. The United 
States does not have an official language. More so, the misconception that English is its 
official language has been propagated by and linked to anti-immigrant sentiment since the 
1980s (Zentella, 1997). While North Carolina, in contrast, named English its official 
language in 1987 despite a fury of controversy and debate (North Carolina Code §145-12), 
there are no statutes or policies that require aging services to be provided in English. This 
prioritization of English in reaction to Spanish speaking immigration was a clear indicator of 
the current context through which the senior center community was functioning.   
In understanding the community as a living organism through a transactional 
perspective, this linguistic privilege and prejudice was not something held by individual 
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people, but a relationship emerging through communal doing and history. As  James Baldwin 
(1965) said, 
“…history, as nearly no one seems to know, is not merely something to be read. And 
it does not refer merely, or even principally, to the past. On the contrary, the great 
force of history comes from the fact that we carry it within us, are unconsciously 
controlled by it in many ways, and history is literally present in all that we do. It 
could scarcely be otherwise, since it is to history that we owe our frames of reference, 
our identities, and our aspirations.” (p. 47) 
 
 It is through constant acquiescence or struggle with history that this community could 
remain stagnant or experience growth. Any limitation of growth in the community 
occupation of the senior center in relation to Spanish speakers was situated among communal 
relationships rather than solely in individuals or among structures. In developing 
interventions to encourage positive social transformation, these relationships and histories 
must be accounted for and will most likely shift the target of the intervention.  
Occupational scientists must understand the complexities and historical rootedness of 
community occupation to better inform examination and intervention in community life. 
Conceptualizing large scale social phenomenon that are pervasive throughout society (e.g. 
privilege or sexism) as emerging relationships rather than structures offers a dynamic notion 
of their role in the everyday life of humans. By acknowledging the consistent relational 
emergence of community occupation through social habits, communal policies, and historical 
processes, I do not discount the significant role these societal norms play in occupation. On 
the contrary, I envision space and hope for change to occur through social transformation 
from the political to the personal in spite of them. This continual emergence of political, 
personal, and communal relationships together was evident across the senior center 
community. 
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The Role of Felt Presence in Community Re-Coordination. In this study, I chose 
to highlight changes that emerged among these relationships in the community as it 
progressed in order to characterize community occupation. Understanding unique 
relationships among this community and Spanish speakers was necessary to explore the 
community’s continuing evolution. Felt presence was identified by both staff and Spanish 
speakers as integral to the development of the community’s occupation. Mutual presence felt 
among these community members contributed to the distinct ways of doing in the 
community. Dewey (1927) saw the power in felt presence when he said, “there is no 
substitute for the vitality and depth of close and direct intercourse and attachment” (p. 213). 
Physical presence, sensory experiences, and social interactions among staff and Spanish 
speakers often fostered more meaningful individual occupation for Spanish speaking 
participants. For example, if staff felt the presence of non-English speakers, staff often re-
coordinated processes or problem-solved barriers. Sometimes they abandoned previous 
habits, making way for new ways of doing together that could accommodate cultural and 
linguistic differences. This was apparent for both the Chinese population and Spanish 
speakers. When Laura, the transportation specialist, connected or “hung out” with Spanish 
speakers, she was more likely to figure out ways to serve them. When many Chinese 
participants began registering for events at the front desk, a process was created to facilitate 
communication for both parties.  
Passive Networks and Felt Presence. Mutual felt presence among staff and Spanish 
speakers was important for building what Bayat (2013) called passive networks. Passive 
networks are subtle yet powerful relationships among community members that emerge 
through everyday doing together (Bayat, 2013). Bayat (2013) described this phenomenon 
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using the example of two women wearing hijab who see each other while walking in a 
community where the hijab is not common. Through their everyday occupation, they 
experienced one another. While they did not directly interact, an awareness or passive 
network was fostered among them that could be used later in social transformation (Bayat, 
2013). Bayat purports that these passive networks developed through everyday living are 
often the foundation and lubrication for large scale social movements across society. By 
feeling the presence of others in everyday life, we form relationships that can alter the course 
of our doing in the future. In the center, mutual felt presence fostered relationships that could 
be later utilized to develop capabilities for occupation and action.  
Through doing together in ways that advanced passive networks or felt presence, staff 
and Spanish speakers were potentially cultivating relationships that would facilitate changes 
later. Examples of interaction that fostered passive networks in the community were when 
staff and Spanish speakers saw each other at special events or when the Spanish speakers 
worked out in the exercise room. Although infrequently, by seeing posters in Spanish, 
hearing Spanish spoken, or simply interacting with Spanish speakers, staff were reminded of 
the need for translation, challenged to think about Spanish language accessibility, and 
potentially identified prejudices or assumptions they held about this population. By 
experiencing staff visits, seeing efforts made by staff to communicate, or seeking information 
from Lizzy, Spanish speakers felt the presence of staff. This led to learning about the 
functioning of the center, identifying potential individual occupations they would like to 
participate in, and formulating their place among the community. Social networks and 
relationships were altered through everyday occupation in the center, especially participation 
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that placed staff and Spanish speakers in direct contact with artifacts, sensations, or 
experiences that reminded them of the other’s presence in the community.  
Occupational scientists have an opportunity to document and explore the formation of 
these passive networks through occupation as communities do together, examining their 
relationships to community formation and change. This is useful for both occupational 
scientists and occupational therapists who endeavor to encourage positive social change in 
communities. Recognizing and developing occupation-based interventions that specifically 
and purposefully foster passive networks or felt presence could be an area for future work. 
Re-Coordination in Communities. However, in this particular community, Luz and 
Carla minimized opportunities for the formation of passive networks and communal re-
coordination of habits by being a conduit of felt presence for the Spanish speakers. Because 
Luz and Carla acted as buffers among community members, social networks that could have 
fostered change or instigated reflection were not developed. The community’s habits could 
continue functioning without need for reconfiguration. Luz could easily move among the 
community; there were few challenges to the functional coordination of communal habits for 
other staff or Spanish speaking participants. While Luz managed significant adaptation and 
flexibility among relationships, the community as a whole was not identifying problematic 
situations and seeking resolutions to support Spanish speakers.  
It was not Luz or Carla’s goal to foster social transformation of the center 
community, but rather to focus on and attend to the Spanish speaking community’s specific 
needs. This approach, while immediately helpful, did not address long-term relationships that 
might foster integration among Spanish speakers and the center community as a whole. The 
Spanish speakers’ concentrated engagement at the center in the social club with Luz and 
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Carla decreased mutual felt presence among staff and Spanish speakers. This highlighted an 
important nuance to fostering positive and long-term individual occupation among this 
community. While bilingual liaisons were important and necessary, promoting and creating 
opportunity for this community to struggle together in finding new ways of doing without 
relying on those liaisons was beneficial.  
When Luz left the community and Carla was unable to step into a more 
communicative role with staff, the community had few communal experiences, processes, or 
habits to utilize in resolving this new problematic situation. Spanish speakers maintained 
their course of action in the Spanish social club, and staff reverted to previous norms largely 
based on assumptions of anglophone and mandarin speaking participants. There were no 
passive networks to facilitate action or communal change that would more effectively benefit 
Spanish speaking participation. While still a re-coordination of community habits, these new 
ways of doing together fostered compartmentalization of the Spanish speakers among the 
community.  Communal processes or experiences that challenged the community to grow in 
support of the Spanish speakers’ participation were not happening as frequently. The 
community relied on past habits and social processes because there were few interactions that 
challenged their use. Although less helpful for Spanish speakers this communal functioning 
was “working” with little impediment. Yet, it was not fostering positive community growth 
for either Spanish speakers or the broader center community.  This study was able to identify 
this pattern across the community and articulate that, while it was a “functional” way of 
doing together, it was not beneficial to growth of participation for Spanish speaking 
participants.  This became especially evident when Carla began caring for her grandchild and 
her time in the community was limited.  
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At this point, Carla’s decreased support of the group revealed a new problematic 
situation that required the community to foster change. Spanish speakers wanted to continue 
participating at the center. Their participation was welcome, and so they explored new ways 
of participating more in center by bringing their own games, attending on more days, and 
encouraging others to do the same. They intentionally gathered more information and 
attempted to increase their presence at the center. This increased presence was felt across the 
community causing staff and other participants to notice an “increase” in their participation.  
In actuality, Spanish speakers’ participation had been previously compartmentalized 
and it was now shifting into a more felt space, rather than “increasing” in volume. While a 
safe and familiar space was important for welcoming immigrants into this community, it was 
equally important to examine the relationships of felt presence among other community 
members. This suggested a richer understanding of how best to foster long-term integration 
and access to participation. This study revealed the significant function of mutual felt 
presence performed in the everyday unfolding of occupation across this community, both 
individually and communally. By examining facets of community functioning with felt-
presence in mind, interventions, environments, occupations, and policies can be analyzed for 
their role in this important community relationship. This could prevent future 
compartmentalization or isolation of minority groups among this community. Occupational 
scientists can explore individual occupations, communal processes, and community 
relationships that nurture felt presence across community members to better understand its 
role in community occupation. 
Mutual Felt Presence and Information Access. Mutual felt presence encouraged and 
was fostered by information access for Spanish speakers about senior center functioning. 
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When more mutual presence was felt by staff and Spanish speakers, more information was 
mutually available for Spanish speakers and staff. When information was available, Spanish 
speakers participated more in occupations and events in the center. This created further 
opportunities for staff and Spanish speakers to engage, communicate, and feel each other’s 
presence.  Most information that was accessible to Spanish speakers was conveyed through 
bilingual staff members or word-of-mouth through the social group. Spanish speakers seldom 
asked direct questions to non-Spanish speaking staff. However, many other access points for 
information were not accessible to Spanish speakers, such as event posters, program guides, 
digital flyers, the front desk, registration process, and center guidelines and codes. Their 
inaccessibility was not a malicious choice or an individual one. These ways of providing 
information emerged from processes that were derived from the history and habits of the 
community and nation. Regrettably, these habits and processes were effective neither for 
Spanish speakers in accessing the center nor for the center in achieving its goal of facilitating 
participation for all county residents.  Because of the lack of mutual felt presence of Spanish 
speakers and staff, the need to change systems of information was not felt.   
These processes may have felt effective and comfortable for staff and English-
speaking participants, but they did not function well to support Spanish speakers in 
increasing their participation at the center. They also did not meet the objectives set forth by 
the county in its comprehensive aging plan. Staff may not have considered the challenges 
facing Spanish speakers because of historical immersion in racial structures of privilege and 
because they were not often required to face these challenges in their everyday occupations at 
the center. Therefore, both individual habits and social expectations together reinforced a 
situation that did not effectively provide information to Spanish speakers and furthermore 
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compartmentalized their occupations within the community. By recognizing this, we can 
identify a need for change across community relationships rather than only at the individual 
or policy level. The availability of bilingual staff, social/policy expectations related to the 
provision of information in Spanish, histories and culture of the center, and the relationships 
among all these factors were important in shaping how Spanish speakers received 
information and engaged in the community.  
A transactional perspective revealed the intricate relationships through which 
community occupation is constantly occurring. History and culture were deeply connected to 
the unfolding of community construction. Everyday individual occupation, including passive 
interactions, fostered emerging relationships among staff, Spanish speakers, and other 
participants at the center. How the community did together was integrally connected to the 
individual, communal, political, and societal situational aspects through which it functioned. 
Policies and societal structures were present but not invincible to community shifts and re-
coordination. Social transformation was possible, albeit complex.  
Occupational Science Research and its Potential for Social Transformation 
Occupational scientists seek to understand the role of occupation in social and 
political issues across the globe. We recognize that occupation is political (Angell, 2014; 
Laliberte-Rudman, 2013) and that occupation is deeply rooted in issues of justice and human 
rights (Bailliard, 2013a, 2016; Pollard, Kronenberg, & Sakellariou, 2008; Thibeault, 2013; 
Whiteford, 1997). More recently, scientists and therapists have become interested in 
understanding broader social issues. They are exploring the position of occupation in relation 
to racial disparities (Kronenberg, 2005), community development (Leclair, 2010), violence 
and healing (Motimele & Ramugondo, 2014), post-war reconstruction (Frank, 2013), and 
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more. Thibeault (2013) explored the effects of occupational therapists’ intentions and actions 
in attempting to resolve community injustices internationally. However, the discipline has 
struggled to theoretically situate these social level phenomena in relation to occupation, as 
they exist outside individual occupation but are integrally related to it (Lavalley, 2017). 
Frank (2013) nearly discusses this concept in her exploration of the roles of non-
governmental organizations in post-war Guatemala; however, she does not fully 
conceptualize occupation at the community level.  
The role of occupational science and occupational therapy in working toward the 
resolution of problematic and unjust community relationships has been obscured by obstacles 
and debates in its emerging theory.  Additionally, discussions regarding these societal 
problems have traditionally been focused on individual outcomes (e.g. Stadnyk et al., 2010) 
rather than outcomes related to the community as a whole (Lavalley, 2017). The findings of 
this study are compelling evidence that through a community lens, occupational scientists 
can understand and contribute to positive social transformation. The study’s methodology 
required consultants and myself to consider the functioning of the community, rather than our 
individual experience of the community. For example, in individual interviews, questions 
were specifically worded to focus the attention of consultants on the community as a whole 
rather than on their individual experiences. Additionally, during community mapping 
activities, consultants were not asked to focus on the areas that they use, but to consider how 
the community as a whole used space in the center. This shift in interrogation fostered 
dialogue about community norms, assumptions, processes, and habits that ultimately created 
space for reflection and inquiry about how the community was functioning together, often 
leading to revelations and sometimes interventions. 
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Collaborative Social Inquiry. While the concept of transaction has been a focal 
point of pragmatist philosophy in occupational science, more recently authors have 
developed understandings of occupation through Dewey’s notion of inquiry (Aldrich & 
Cutchin, 2017; Cutchin, 2013; Cutchin et al., 2017; Madsen & Josephsson, 2017). Dewey  
defines inquiry as “the controlled or directed transformation of an indeterminate situation 
into one that is so determinate in its constituent distinctions and relations as to convert the 
elements of the original situation into a unified whole” (Dewey, 1938/1960, p. 104).  Inquiry 
is the process through which the transactional relationships of a situation are organized, 
understood, and applied in order to move forward (Cutchin, 2013; Madsen & Josephsson, 
2017). Inquiry is a fundamental ingredient in the process of occupation and the unfolding of 
everyday doing for humans (Cutchin, 2013; Madsen & Josephsson, 2017). Humans are 
consistently and naturally engaged in inquiry in all forms of participation and engagement. 
Yet, occupational scientists have only explored inquiry at the individual level. Thus, the 
community-oriented process of inquiry conducted in this study has yet to be fully explored 
by occupational scientists. 
I believe the dialogue that occurred among myself and consultants in the study was an 
example of a collaborative process of social inquiry described by Dewey (1927) and further 
explored by (Cutchin et al., 2017). Dewey (1927) recognized that inquiry, especially 
scientific inquiry, often falls to the “experts,” sometimes remaining distant and disconnected 
from common knowledge or application. He recognized that the entire community does not 
require “the knowledge and skill to carry on the required investigation,” but “what is required 
is that they have the ability to judge of the bearing of the knowledge supplied by others upon 
common concerns” (p. 209). The role of experts, in Dewey’s (1927) vision, “is not shown in 
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framing and executing policies, but in discovering and making known the facts upon which 
the former depend” (p.208). Community members are experts in how their community 
functions. A collaborative process of social inquiry in research excavates the assumptions 
and tacit knowledge embedded among the community situation.  
Through collaborative social inquiry, factors and relationships of the community 
previously understood as disparate were associated and appreciated. Here the shift from 
individual inquiry to social inquiry becomes apparent. Community members considered more 
than their individual relationships with their situation and expanded their inquiry analysis to 
the community as a whole organism. This consideration allowed community members to 
evaluate communal assumptions – including but not limited to individual assumptions – in 
relation to how they benefit or limit members. Dewey (1927) appreciated collaborative social 
inquiry of community norms and values as a tool for social reconstruction. Community 
members have an integral role in inquiry and in the formation and use of knowledge 
generated by the collaborative process. It is through the evaluation and application of 
generated knowledge that social transformation occurs across communities.  
Dewey’s process closely parallels participatory action research methodologies. Freire 
(1972) described a process of social inquiry that is facilitated by drawings or photographs of 
everyday community living where community members discuss and explore the meanings of 
those images for their everyday experiences. This leads to authentic liberation through a 
social process of consciousness building (Freire, 1972). The research method photovoice was 
developed from this approach and has been used in public health and other disciplines 
interested is positive social change (Baum, MacDougall, & Smith, 2006; Israel, Schulz, 
Parker, & Becker, 1998; Stevens & Hall, 1998; Wang & Burris, 1997). At its core, 
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participatory action research  seeks to change social situations for the better, offering inquiry, 
dialogue, and reflection as tools for this purpose (Baum et al., 2006). Simply asking 
collaborators to consider their communities, their everyday living, often leads to 
consciousness of and liberation from detrimental community norms, processes, and habits 
(Freire, 1972). Participatory action research purposefully attempts to instigate this process in 
hopes of facilitating positive social transformation.  
The main purpose of other collaborative and qualitative research methodologies is to 
effectively describe the lived experiences and everyday happenings of participants. 
Understanding and description are prioritized. Simultaneously causing social change while 
conducting research is often not the explicit goal of the investigative process. For example, a 
collaborative ethnographic approach seeks to offer traditionally negated control and voice to 
research participants, but does not have a specific intention to immediately cause change 
within the communities that engage in its process (Lassiter, 2005). While there was clear 
interest in the aims of this study to understand Spanish-speakers’ access and participation at 
the senior center, there was no intended goal for the inquiry process to foster immediate 
changes in the community. The intention of the inquiry was to gather perspectives, 
information, and data across the community about how community members were doing 
together. I did not enter into this study envisioning it being participatory action research.  
Yet, as consultants reflected on their own occupation and the occupation of the 
community as a whole, they immediately offered potential resolutions to problems. 
Sometimes, issues were identified that were not specific to the Spanish speaking population 
and could improve the community in general. For example, staff members became more 
aware of offering information in various ways to accommodate diverse populations. Asking 
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participants to reflect on how the community functioned together fashioned a space for them 
to step outside the flow of routine and habit to examine their ways of doing. This seemed to 
naturally spur action leading to the many unintended interventions and changes that emerged 
from both staff and Spanish speaking consultants.  
Staff recognized spaces and processes that were not supportive of Spanish speakers 
such as signage in the center or information provision. Staff also identified actions they 
might do differently in the future, such as learning Spanish speakers’ names or assigning an 
assistant to visit the group on a regular basis. During the study, multiple interventions 
occurred that had been previously identified through interviews or community mapping 
activities (e.g. translation of special events flyers, more frequent visits to the social group, 
more information available in Spanish, encouragement of a Spanish speaker to be on the 
program advisory committee). Relationships among groups changed because of the inquiry 
process. For example, through the process of inquiry, the Spanish language meet-up group 
connected with Spanish speakers. Spanish speakers and staff initiated concrete and 
observable changes in the center because they were offered space to reflect on the 
relationships of their community. 
These findings beg the question, is community oriented occupational science 
inevitably action oriented? A focus on occupation and community formation concentrated the 
collaborative social inquiry process on relationships that existed among the community. 
Rather than focusing on intangible and distant concepts (e.g. structural racism, economic 
inequality) or overly personal attributes (e.g. personality traits, individual habits), consultants 
were able to identify relationships and ways of doing together that were important in how 
people coexisted together in the community. Through this interrogation of community action, 
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they often quickly shifted into considering new and different ways of doing together that 
could mitigate challenges across the community. By focusing inquiry on occupation and 
function, the pitfalls of personal or societal blame were averted.  
 Bringing consultants together across the community as individuals and groups, across 
roles and positions, brought forth opportunities for change and re-coordination. Creating 
space for both staff and Spanish speakers to simultaneously reflect on their community’s 
functioning allowed for action to be taken by some and met with enthusiasm by others. The 
process of social inquiry, as a community occupation in and of itself, fostered social 
transformation by orchestrating activity for community members to do together that 
cultivated reflection and cooperation around a specific topic. Conversations based on 
occupation, participation, and everyday life of the community as a whole had the power to 
underline problematic relationships or processes in the community. By identifying those 
concerns together, the community quickly moved to change in hopes of resolving those 
issues. Further research is needed to determine how an occupation centered focus, the 
specific methods applied, and the attitude and willingness of the community within this study 
influenced the quick shift into action. However, in a community with a welcoming culture 
and open attitude, these conversations sparked action and movement across the community. 
Participation in this occupation-based inquiry facilitated social transformation toward 
resolution of challenges facing a particular population. The study has made it clear that 
community oriented occupational science inquiry has a palpable potential in fostering space 
for positive social change. 
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CHAPTER 9: CONCLUSION 
“There's really no such thing as the 'voiceless'. There are only the deliberately silenced, or the 
preferably unheard.” ― Arundhati Roy (2004) 
 
Immigrants and the changing communities they join require tailored and thoughtful 
approaches in supporting well-being and human dignity for all community members. The 
power of immigrants as change agents and influential community members should be valued 
and recognized as great potential for innovation and community development. Elder 
immigrants in particular offer broad life experiences and profound understandings of 
community transformations. Yet, immigrants across the globe continue to face substantial 
hurdles as they enter into new and culturally different communities. In the United States, 
structural racism, xenophobia, and anti-immigrant rhetoric fester in the nation’s contentious 
culture and politics. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to explore and characterize the 
occupations of a community that welcomed older adults Spanish speaking immigrants into its 
midst. Examining communal processes that affected Spanish speakers served to identify and 
understand the beneficial and detrimental relationships that affected the immigrant 
experience in the senior center community.  
To pursue the above goal, this study situated occupation as a communal phenomenon 
that exists across communities as they change and emerge in every moment. It understood 
social phenomena such as racism, privilege, power, economics, politics, discrimination, and 
accessibility as adverbs describing how the parts of a living organism – the community – 
were functioning or doing together. This offered opportunity to characterize and 
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conceptualize the occupation of the community. A transactional theoretical perspective based 
in relational communal relationships was the foundation for an ethnographic approach that 
sought to examine the many layers and facets of a community. Methods specifically targeted 
a community level perspective from both consultants and the researcher. Through this 
methodological approach, we were able to ask the question “How is the community doing 
together?” rather than “How are the individuals in this community doing?”.  
Therefore, I, as the researcher, and study consultants were positioned as interrogators 
of a larger whole rather than focusing on individual experiences. Together we considered the 
occupations of our community situated in community relationships and functioning.  We 
revealed associations among community members, and policies, histories, and cultures that 
welcomed Spanish speakers into the community, but that sometimes fostered a sense of 
separation or compartmentalization. The process of collaborative social inquiry yielded great 
potential for social transformation by creating spaces for reflection on community 
functioning. We highlighted beneficial and problematic relationships that contributed to the 
community’s overall function – often seizing opportunities for change. Through this 
identification, action seemed almost inevitable to consultants. 
We have shown the potential for occupational science to play a significant role in 
positive social transformation and community development. Future directions for research 
include longer term investigations of community change as immigrants enter into 
communities. Additionally, studies that create space for immigrants and their communities to 
dialogue together about community relationships may be advantageous. More broadly, 
investigations could include exploring the continual communal construction of relationships 
– community occupation – in various other communities that face injustices or oppression. 
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Implementing a communal occupational analysis could serve as a useful tool in evaluating 
community level interventions of numerous types. Further, outside the hands of occupational 
scientists, communities could potentially utilize an occupation-based community level social 
inquiry to foster positive social change. Findings of this study confirm the importance of 
doing community-level analysis of occupation to reveal tacit and often overlooked 
relationships that join our communities. The methodology revealed the potential of 
occupation-based collaborative social inquiry in fostering social transformation. Finally, this 
dissertation has galvanized the possibility for occupational scientists to be formidable 
community change agents simply by asking “How are we doing together?” (Ramugondo & 
Kronenberg, 2015). Communities are alive, dynamically changing, evolving, and growing. In 
this continual growth, we can find hope and power in the pursuit of opportunity, justice, and 
equity.  
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APPENDIX A – SPANISH SPEAKING INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW GUIDE (To be 
given in preferred language of Spanish or English) 
 
Beginning at the Center 
Tell me about the community here when you began participating?  
What was the atmosphere like when you first began participating? 
What sorts of activities did you participate in? 
What were significant experiences that influenced your experience of the community? 
Were there spaces that were positive or negative for you in the center? 
Did any physical aspects of the center strike you as important or challenging?  
What expectations did you have for the community? 
What expectations do you think the community had for you? 
What were typical social interactions like? 
Were there specific activities that helped you feel comfortable at the center? 
Uncomfortable? 
Were there rules or policies that made it difficult or easier for you to participate? 
What kept you coming back? 
Were there services that you used at the beginning? That you felt uncomfortable 
accessing? 
Current Experience 
Tell me about the community here now. 
How has the atmosphere changed since you began? 
How has your participation changed since you began? 
What are important aspects of your experience here? 
What activities do you currently value or avoid in the center? 
Are there rooms or areas that are important to you? Or that you stay away from? 
Describe your typical social interactions now. 
Are there other social factors? 
Are their experiences that make you feel like a part of the community? That you are distant 
from the community? 
What has been important in continuing your participation here? 
What has been important in your experience of the center up until this point? 
What services do you currently use?  
What services would you like to use but cannot right now? 
Future Expectations 
How do you expect the community to change in the future? How would you like it to? 
How do you expect the atmosphere to change? How would you like it to? 
What policies or rules do you expect to change? Would you like to change? 
What do you expect to continue doing at the center? 
What activities would you like to do in the future that you haven’t been able to yet? 
Are there areas you see yourself continuing to use in the future? Are there areas you would 
like to be more comfortable going? 
What experiences would you like have in the future here? 
Are there services or people that you would like to connect with in the future? 
What would you like to see change in the future? 
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APPENDIX B – STAFF INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEW GUIDE (To be given in preferred 
language of English or Spanish) 
 
When Spanish Speaking seniors began participating at the Center: 
Tell me about the community here when Spanish speakers began participating?  
What was the atmosphere like when they first began participating? 
What expectations do you think the center had for their participation? 
What expectations do you think they had for participation at the center? 
What were typical social interactions with Spanish speakers like? 
Were there rules or policies that made it difficult or easier for the center to serve them? 
What services/programming was the center able to provide? 
What services were most/least accessible to Spanish speakers? 
What changes did you see in your work experience?  
What activities/responsibilities at the center began to change? 
Did any physical aspects of the center change?  
Were any policies purposefully changed in relation to this population? 
Current Experience 
How does the presence of Spanish-speaking participants influence the center? 
What services does the center currently provide to this population?  
What has been a challenge in relation to supporting Spanish-speaking participants? 
What has worked well? 
Do you think any physical aspects of the center affect the community’s engagement with 
this population? 
What policies are currently in place regarding this population? 
What policies have changes since they began participating? 
Do any funding aspects of the center affect service of this population? 
Do social aspects of the center influence the community’s relationship with this 
population? 
What may have facilitated welcoming or non-welcoming experiences for this population 
within the community? 
What has been important in continuing to serve this population? 
How would you like to change the way the center works right now in relation to this 
population? 
Future Expectations 
How do you expect the center to change in relation to this population? 
How do you expect it to stay the same. 
How will the services change? 
How will programming change? 
How might the atmosphere of the center change? 
How might the physical aspects of the senior center change in relation to this population? 
What policies might change? 
What challenges do you see in the future? 
What valuable experiences? 
How would you like your work to change? 
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